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TO:

Planning and Strategy Committee - 11 December 2006

REPORT:

General Managers Division Report No. 39

SUBJECT: Management Plan Quarterly Review - 1st July to 30th September 2006
FILE NO:
SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide a review of the achievements towards meeting the
outcomes set by Council in the key objectives in the Management Plan 2006 – 2009 (Manly Plan)
for the period ending 30th September 2006, in accordance with the requirements of the Local
Government Act, 1993.
REPORT
Section 407 of the Local Government Act, 1993, requires the General Manager to report
periodically "as to the extent to which the performance targets set by the Council's current
management plan have been achieved during each quarter."
In June 2006, Council adopted the 2006 - 2009 Management Plan (Manly Plan). Contained within
this Management Plan are the key activities to achieve the six key objectives of Council, being:
1. Community Governance
3. People Services
5. Environment

2. People and Place
4. Infrastructure Services
6. Corporate Governance

Each month Councillors receive a detailed operational performance report from the General
Manager on all Divisional activities. A brief “snapshot” of some of the key highlights for the July to
September 2006 quarter are as follows:
Stage One of The Corso works have progressed in a timely fashion considering the
interruptions due to inclement weather and other issues beyond Council’s control. Paving
work for The Corso was 75% complete by the end of September. Commitments given to
traders have been honoured in being able to continue trading despite works progressing
near their shop fronts. This has been a major logistical undertaking.
Average attendances on Council’s Hop Skip and Jump community bus service reached
over 20,000 passengers per month indicative of the September 2006 figures. The service
also commenced a biodiesel trial during the quarter.
Council continues to enjoy a stable workforce which is an essential element in skills
retention. This is also a measure of job satisfaction and career recognition.
Preparation for community consultations on the Seaforth TAFE Site took place during this
quarter; the outcomes to be reported next quarter.
The Fairlight LATM works were rolled out over the quarter and will be finalised next quarter.
Council’s new Depot staff building was finished ready for occupation by staff.
The Seaforth Oval sports amenity building is nearing the completion of its fit-out stage.
Negotiations took place with the RTA in relation to the installation of traffic lights at Frenchs
Forest Road, and also in relation to the proposed installation of traffic lights on the Corner
of Wakehurst Parkway and Burnt Street, Seaforth.
The entire length of Peacock Street, Seaforth had a footpath constructed.
Despite the challenges, discussions have continued with Late Night food operators in the
Manly CBD area with a focus on working with these traders on issues of joint concern,
being security, litter and cleanliness around venues, and also in relation to the suitability (or
otherwise) of approved trading hours. While progress has been slow a dialogue
nevertheless has been maintained.
Work on a detailed review of Council’s LEP in line with new State Government planning
legislation has commenced and is anticipated to take at least three years.
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General Managers Division Report No. 39 (Cont’d)
A way forward on progressing the missing East West Bike Link was agreed by Council and
funding applied for from the State Government to assist in the implementation of the same.
All human service related programs maintained their utilisation rates according to historic
trends.
Council received $1.6 million dollars in funding from the NSW Department of Energy,
Utilities and Sustainability to deliver recycled effluent from North Head Sewerage Treatment
Plant for non-drinking consumption in Manly.
Work commenced on implementing the Manly Cemetery Heritage and Conservation Plan.
Note: Council’s financial performance is reported separately.
This list is not exhaustive and progresses on other specific actions from the management plan that
are listed in the matrix, which is circulated under separate cover. This matrix reviews and reports
on the performance for the period 1st July 2006 to 31st September 2006.
This Report provides for the requirement of statutory quarterly reporting on the Council’s six
Principal Activities in the Management Plan for the period ending 30th September 2006.
Report on Customer Satisfaction Indices:
At the ordinary Meeting of Council held on 16th May 2005, Council resolved (in part):
“2.

That the General Manager report back on Council's performance on the key ratios
for each area outlined in the Management Plan.”

Since November 2004 Council has commissioned an annual Customer Satisfaction Survey to
enable the benchmarking and tracking over time of trends in levels of Customer Service
Satisfaction.
The Customer Satisfaction Survey is administered by an independent and industry accredited
research company via a telephone survey to approximately 300 residents. Information is collected
and analysed on residents’ satisfaction with Council’s provision of services based on its
programmed activities as specified in the Management Plan. The aggregated survey results are
shown in the graph below:
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General Managers Division Report No. 39 (Cont’d)
The Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) is calculated from the raw survey data and ranges from 1
(lowest score) to 10 (highest score). A CSI of 7.0 is generally considered to be an excellent
customer satisfaction score for the provision of local government services.
The Overall Yearly CSI for 2006 is 6.40, which compares favourably with the Overall Yearly CSI for
2005 (6.25), and is slightly more than the Overall Yearly CSI for the first annual survey conducted
in 2005 (6.39). The consistent increase in Overall CSI across the key activities when comparing
2006 with 2005 results can be interpreted as residents becoming increasingly satisfied with
Council’s service provision in general.
Consistent with results from previous years, the majority of respondents stated that Council’s
provision of services in each area was either meeting or exceeding their expectations.
RECOMMENDATION
That the report on the first quarterly review of the Management Plan 2006 - 2009 for the period
ending 30th September 2006 be received and noted.
ATTACHMENTS
Management Plan First Quarterly Review July to Sept
AT2006
1

50
Pages

Circulated
Separately

PS111206GMO_1.doc
***** End of General Managers Division Report No. 39 *****
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TO:

Planning and Strategy Committee - 11 December 2006

REPORT:

Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60

11 DECEMBER 2006

SUBJECT: Manly Draft Residential Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006
- Draft Plan for Adoption
FILE NO:
SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with an update on the status of the Draft
Development Control Plan (DCP) for the Residential Zone 2006. The Draft Plan is tabled at this
meeting and has been circulated to Councillors under separate cover.
The report also considers the submissions received following the public exhibition of the Plan and
recommends the Plan be adopted.
REPORT
BACKGROUND
The Manly LEP/DCP Working Group was established by resolution of the Council on 11 October
2004. The Council then resolved for, inter alia:
“Immediate amendments to the Residential DCP to improve its day-to-day implementation.”
Consequently the DCP was re-written and reformatted to make it easier to understand. It is a
smaller more manageable document with diagrams limited to those considered essential to the
interpretation of its contents.
THE DCP WORKING GROUP
The first meeting was held on 1 March 2005. In relation to the Residential DCP it was decided to
seek comments from architects, building designers and other users of the DCP (Practitioners) and
also Community Precinct Forums (Precincts) with regard to the document and each group would
be invited to address a future working group meeting.
The initial Working Group has convened for nine meetings as of 27th July 2006. The main
business of the working group concentrated on the contents of the Residential DCP until recently,
when it was recommended that two working groups be formed; one to continue with the DCP and
the other with the new principal LEP.
A précis of the main business or matters raised at each meeting to date follows:
Meeting No.1 – 1st March 2005
New LEP.
Inclusion of DCP standards in LEP.
Inclusion of Heritage Committee representative on Working Group.
Practitioners and Precinct input be obtained.
Development of character areas.
Building bulk.
Meeting No.2 – 14th July 2005
Initial draft of revised DCP presented to working group.
A schedule of issues raised by Working Group compiled.
Meeting No.3 – 24th August 2005
Meeting with practitioners – architects and building designers.
List of concerns and inputs compiled.
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Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60 (Cont’d)
Meeting No. 4 – 2nd November 2005
Meeting with representatives from Precinct Community Forums.
List of concerns and inputs compiled.
Meeting No. 5 – 8th December 2005
Schedules of input from practitioners and precincts discussed and responses included in
schedules.
Working Group advised where appropriate suggestions/changes will be incorporated in DCP.
Meeting No.6 – 25th January 2006
Further discussion on input from practitioners and precincts.
Gabrielle Morrish to be engaged to review DCP.
Meeting No. 7 – 1st March 2006
The legality of the use of templates for view assessment was discussed.
It was put variations to DCP to have public benefit.
Review of input and comments submitted by practitioners and Precinct Community Forums.
Meeting No. 8 – 10th May 2006
Gabrielle Morrish (consultant) addressed Working Group and indicated:
o New document significant improvement over current DCP.
o It was recognised revised DCP is an intermediate review.
o A future review should separate single dwellings from multi-dwelling development.
o It was recommended the draft be exhibited.
The working group further discussed input from practitioners and precincts.
Meeting No. 9 – 27th July 2006
Precincts were represented at this meeting.
Previous input from precincts was discussed.
Working Group advised Draft DCP to be exhibited to seek community input and
submissions to be presented to Working Group prior to reporting to the Council.
Meeting No. 10 – 6th December 2006.
Met to consider the submissions received following the exhibition of the DCP.
Note: Suggestions from the various Working Group meetings have been incorporated into the
Draft DCP where considered appropriate, practical or legally acceptable, bearing in mind the
Council will ultimately determine the content of the document. There will be an opportunity for
further amendment during the preparation of the new Principal LEP and the process of DCP
consolidation, as required under the NSW Planning Reforms.
THE DRAFT RESIDENTIAL DCP
New requirements are included in the document which require applicants to make an initial
assessment of the potential to retain and adapt existing dwellings (rather than demolish) to satisfy
economically sustainable development principles in regard to energy and resource use as well as
promote the conservation of potential heritage items.
Primary development standards, such as density, floor space ratio etc are unchanged but are now
also included in a table near the beginning of the document to provide a relative over-view of the
standards. Sections addressing detailed development standards are arranged in a more logical
sequence. Other standards/requirements are essentially unchanged other than by some minor
changes to address anomalies and inconsistencies or to enhance the application of the standard.
Only one map is now included; the Residential Density Control Map, which also contains
references to floor space ratios. The residential density zones are also used as a reference for the
various Height Controls. Colours have been changed for clarity.
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Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60 (Cont’d)
The “gross floor area” definition has been standardised to be consistent with the definition required
in the new Principal LEP now being prepared. The adoption of this definition may lead to minor
increases in floor area. But it is considered these will be inconsequential when related to the scale
of a development. The standard definition will also obviate the need for costly legal argument as to
which definition (DCP or LEP) applies. A “building envelope” control, which establishes height, set
backs and site coverage, is being considered for single dwellings, for inclusion in a future
amendment to the DCP.
THE EXHIBITION
The public exhibition of the draft DCP, which took place between 21 August 2006 and 20
September 2006, attracted only five submissions. A précis of the submissions and relevant
comments is attached.
The following amendments are proposed to the DCP as a consequence of the submissions
received.
The “open space” definition be amended to exclude roof top terraces from open space
calculations.
A reference be included to exclude the provision of additional car parking in the case of
alterations and additions to heritage items if the provision of same impacts on the item.
A clause included in the General Design Requirement Section which discourages “pop tops”.
A clause be added to the Landscape Section to the effect that swimming pools may not
contribute to more than 30% of the total landscaped area.
Further, in accordance with the Councils wishes, a definition of alterations and additions (alts and
adds) be included in the Plan.
In this regard a definition has been incorporated which has evolved in the Land and Environment
Court as a Court Planning Principle. The LEC principle defines the extent of demolition which can
be undertaken before the application is considered as a new building and hence comply with all
standards (in the DCP).
Viz,
“Alts and adds: A development application to alter and add to a building will be taken to be
that relating to a new building where more than half of the existing external fabric of the
building is demolished. The area of the existing external fabric is taken to be the surface
area of all the existing external walls, the roof measured in plan and the area of the lowest
habitable floor.”
Other amendments can be made to the document at a later date, when it is to be incorporated into
a “single DCP” as required by the new principal LEP process.
CONCLUSION
The Draft Manly Residential Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006 has gone
through a lengthy review process, which has resulted in it being a far more manageable and easier
understood document. It satisfies the intent of the Council’s resolution of 11 October 2004. The
amendments have undergone scrutiny and input from professional users and the community,
which resulted in the receipt of only five submissions following the public exhibition of the Plan.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:
1. The Council receive and note the report;
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Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60 (Cont’d)
2. The Council adopt the Draft Manly Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone
2006, pursuant to Clause 74C(2)(b) and Clause 74C(3) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979, incorporating the following amendments:
a) The “open space” definition being amended to exclude roof top terraces from open
space calculations;
b) A reference being included to exclude the provision of additional car parking in the
case of alterations and additions to heritage items if the provision of same impacts
on the item;
c) A clause being included in the General Design Requirement Section which
discourages “pop tops”;
d) A clause being added to the Landscape Section to the effect that swimming pools
may not contribute to more than 30% of the total landscaped area;
e) The correction of typographical and grammatical errors; and
f)

The inclusion of the following definition:
“Alts and adds: A development application to alter and add to a building will
be taken to be that relating to a new building where more than half of the
existing external fabric of the building is demolished. The area of the existing
external fabric is taken to be the surface area of all the existing external
walls, the roof measured in plan and the area of the lowest habitable floor.”

3. The Plan be known as Manly Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2007;
4. The Plan become operational from 1 January 2007.

ATTACHMENTS
Resdential DCP Summary of submissions and
ATcomments
1
Residential DCP document
AT2

2 Pages
50
Pages

Circulated
Separately

PS111206CPSD_2.doc
***** End of Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60 *****
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ATTACHMENT 1
Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 60 - Manly Draft Residential
Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006 - Draft Plan for Adoption
Resdential DCP Summary of submissions and comments

Draft Manly Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006
SUBMISSIONS
Submission
P & S Comment
It is considered the increase in floor area
(P1) Adoption of the LEP Template
would be inconsequential.
definition of floor area will allow an
additional (approximately) 30sqm of floor
area when compared to current definition. The advantages of a consistent definition
would out-way minor effects of changed
Although it is noted the Council often
definition.
agrees to up to a 10% increase in floor
area anyway. Should the new definition be
adopted no variation to floor area should
be considered.
(P1) Attention is drawn to errors or
These are and will be attended to prior to
inconsistencies in the document.
publication of document.
(HC1) Include additional references
Consider this is adequately addressed in
regarding heritage items, conservation
document
areas and streetscape.
Agree. A suitable clause will be inserted
(HC2) Include provision to exclude
requirement for car parking for heritage
items and in conservation areas if impacts
on item.
(P2) Add control preventing roof top
Agree. Appropriate provision will be
terraces being included in open space
included in document.
unless no impact on adjoining properties.
(P2) No explanation for 3m side setback
This setback suggested by consultant
to windows of living/dining rooms.
Gabrielle Morrish to maintain privacy to
these rooms. Would only apply to new
dwellings.
(P2) Remove control encouraging alts and Access to sunlight or over-shadowing is
an assessment issue. Preferable to
adds to rear of property – to preserve
maintain existing streetscape in most
streetscape – as may impact on sunlight
instances.
to east/west aligned properties.
(P2) Attention drawn to typing errors etc.
These are and will be attended to prior to
publication of document.
(P3) Request to change density controls
Density controls on this site reflect current
on 426A Sydney Road Balgowlah.
residential flat building. No need to
Currently 1 dwg/150sqm site area; wants
amend.
1dwg/300sqm site area to be consistent
with adjoining lands. Current density also
allows higher building.
(P4) “Pop tops” should be discouraged.
Agree. Appropriate clause to be included
Diagrams and photos in document should in Design Consideration section
reflect this.
(P4) 3m side setback to living/dining room Would only apply to new dwellings.
widows may impact on character of older
Concern not warranted.
dwellings.
(P4) Intactness of older dwellings – pre
1940 – should be retained in parts of
Fairlight, Balgowlah and Eastern Hill to
maintain character of these areas.
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Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006 - Draft Plan for Adoption
Resdential DCP Summary of submissions and comments

Draft Manly Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2006
SUBMISSIONS, continued
(P4) Smaller allotments and existing
Refer HC2
dwellings (in localities above) could be
adversely impacted by requirement for car
parking/garages.
(P4) 35 degree roof pitch in DCP conflicts Any application for greater pitch would be
with 45 degree Victorian Gothic.
assessed on merit.
Disagree. Curved roofs generally do not
(P4) Unsympathetic roof forms may be a
complement traditional pitched roofs.
consequence of “complement but not
necessarily replicate” requirement. May
encourage curved roofs etc,
(P4) Pools should not contribute to open
Agree. A requirement to this effect should
space, especially on small allotments.
be included in DCP
(P4) Comments that current assessments To be referred to Development Control
often fail to address standards of current
DCP
(P4) Stronger demolition requirements
Included as a consequence of experience
welcome.
with current DCP
(P4) Revised version removes some
That is a major aim of revision
anomalies.

(P#) Public Submission - Number (#) identifies from same source.
(HC) Heritage Committee
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TO:

Planning and Strategy Committee - 11 December 2006

REPORT:

Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 61

SUBJECT: Manly Sustainability Strategy. Three Year Review: Draft Strategy for final
adoption
FILE NO:
SUMMARY
The Manly Sustainability Strategy (MSS) directs for a full review every three years to ensure that it
is a living strategy, maintains best practice and continues to lead Manly towards the community’s
vision of a sustainable future. The most recent review commenced early 2005.
On October 16, 2006, Council approved the draft Manly Sustainability Strategy (2006) to be placed
on public exhibition for a period of four weeks at seven locations including Council’s website. Three
community submissions were received. This report discusses these submissions and seeks
Council’s adoption of the Strategy.
REPORT
Public Exhibition
The draft updated Manly Sustainability Strategy (MSS) was placed on public exhibition for a period
of four weeks (from18th October to 15th November, 2006) at the following locations:
• On Council’s web site
• Council Chambers
• Manly Library
• Manly Environment Centre
• Wakehurst Golf Club
• Seaforth Bowling Club
• Balgowlah RSL
• Balgowlah Heights Bowling Club
Appreciation is extended to the above organisations for their assistance with the MSS’s exhibition.
A copy was also forwarded to each Precinct Community Forum and appreciation is extended to
each Forum for including notification of the MSS’s exhibition in their newsletters.
Three submissions were received as detailed below. These were considered by the Manly
Sustainability Strategy Management Group (MSSMG) at an extra-ordinary Meeting, and the
Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) at a subsequent workshop.
Detail of Community Submissions Received
For privacy reasons the authors of submissions are not reproduced in this Report.
Submission

Content of submission

1.

Residential swimming pool
development concerns and its
relationship to sustainability.

SAP, MSSMG and Council
staff recommendation
It is recognised that Council
cannot prohibit pool
construction therefore the
following action was inserted:
Explore the feasibility of
encouraging an independent
water supply and mandatory
pool covers/blankets for pool
development applications.
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2.

Encouragement of more street
tree plantings.

3.

Extensive submission focusing
on the perceived lack of
effectiveness of the Strategy as
a practical planning tool (as
opposed to the purpose,
objective or any sustainability
‘issues’), and the need to
change the structure to reflect a
traditional planning strategy.
Further key concerns included:
•

‘Flawed’ use of the
Melbourne principles which
‘allows actions which are
unsustainable to be
pursued provided they can
be justified under only one
out of ten principles’

•

Need to identify obstacles
to achievement of the
objectives.

•

The MSS should include a
review of achievements
and failures regarding the
past MSS.

Two meetings were held with
the authors (one with MSSMG
Chairperson and key Council
staff; the other with the MSSMG
Committee as an observer) to
work through the submission.

The following action was
included: Review Council’s
Street Tree Management Plan
to seek an increase in
appropriate street tree
plantings to improve the
liveability of neighbourhoods.
• Council’s experience
regarding the Strategy’s
effectiveness as a planning
tool sees it as otherwise.
There is a long record on
the success of the MSS,
including other Councils
following Manly’s lead. It
works for Council as it has
been written within
Council’s management
framework.
•
F1.3.1 directs for each
Program to be assessed
through each of the
Melbourne Principles.
•
Obstacles have been
identified in section 5.1 yet
by their very nature they
are not always identifiable
until they are experienced.
•
Achievements are
identified. Significant
review was undertaken to
develop the updated MSS.
•
Changes made to the
MSS in response to this
submission include:
o Clarification regarding
the target audience
o Time frame
clarification
o Related policy
clarification
o Review of acronyms
Comments will also be
considered at the
commencement of the next
MSS review.

Council’s Climate Change Forum
A number of considerations for the MSS resulted from the Climate Change Forum, which was held
during the public exhibition period, and subsequent Mayoral Minute.
Possible effects of climate change have been addressed in a number of places in the MSS but to
date no concerted effort to assess the likely impacts has been undertaken. Therefore the MSS now
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identifies a full review and risk assessment be undertaken in early 2007 using the Federal
Government’s 2006 guideline, with referral to the Climate Change Working Group.
Conclusion
The aforementioned changes have been made to the draft updated MSS (2006), as per
recommendation of the MSS Management Group and Scientific Advisory Panel.
The amended document has been circulated under separate cover.
The Strategy presents Council’s ongoing commitment to achieving sustainable futures.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopt the Manly Sustainability Strategy (2006) and commence implementation.
ATTACHMENTS
AT- 1 Manly Sustainability Strategy Draft Document 124 Pages Circulated Separately
PS111206CPSD_6.doc
***** End of Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 61 *****
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TO:

Planning and Strategy Committee - 11 December 2006

REPORT:

Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 62

11 DECEMBER 2006

SUBJECT: Items for Brief Mention - Minutes for Adoption by Council - Special Purpose and
Joint Committees
FILE NO:
1.

Report on Quarantine Station, North Head, Manly
Council was informed by the Parks and Wildlife Division of the Department of Environment
and Conservation on 9 November 2006 of the leasing of the Quarantine Station Pty Ltd
commencing 6 November 2006. A copy of the correspondence is attached. Refer
Attachment 1.
It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.

2.

Report on Council’s Submission on Planning for Bush Fire Protection
The Draft document “Planning for Bush Fire Protection” prepared by the NSW Rural Fire
Service was recently on exhibition for local government comment prior to release for public
exhibition.
This follows amendments to the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and
Rural Fire Act, 1997 which provide for the full mapping of bush fire prone areas, and
provisions for infill developments not complying with the PBP document. These are to be
referred by councils to the NSW Rural Fire Service for advice. There is no need for advice
where a proposal complies with “Planning for Bush Fire Protection” requirements.
Development applications for residential subdivisions and “Special Fire Protection
Purposes” are dealt with as “Integrated Development” where an approval from the Rural
Fire Service must be obtained.
The revised document “Planning for Bush Fire Protection” includes references to the new
legislation, clarification of principles related to infill developments, tourist facilities and other
forms of development and an improved site assessment methodology. The new guide
places a greater emphasis on performance solutions rather than the use of prescriptive
controls.
Council’s submission expresses the need for State support to resource the additional
demands arising from the new responsibilities being placed on councils under the amended
legislation and new guidelines.
A copy of the Submission is attached. Refer Attachment 2.
It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.

3.

Report on Draft State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2006
The Draft State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2006 was recently exhibited
by Department of Planning. It will replace 19 current State Environmental Planning Policies
(many which relate to specific developments in other areas of the state), certain provisions
from State Environmental Planning Policy 58, State Environmental Planning Policy 4, and
Clauses from the Standard Instrument (Local Environmental Plans) Order 2006, which
relate to infrastructure.
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Provisions of the draft State Environmental Planning Policy also provide for the
development of land zoned “Special Uses” for residential purposes or other uses without the
need for it to be rezoned accordingly.
A submission objecting to these provisions has been made on behalf of Manly Council.
Refer Attachment 3.
It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.
4.

Minutes of Meeting:
(i) Heritage Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 1 November 2006.
(ii) Manly Bicycle Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 9 November 2006.
(iii) Manly Community Environment Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on
16 November 2006.
(iv) Manly Council & Manly Golf Club Partnership – Minutes of Meeting held on
26 October 2006.
(v) Manly Social Plan Implementation Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on
21 November 2006.
(vi) Manly LEP Review Working Party – Minutes of Meeting held on 22 November 2006.
(vii) Manly Scenic Walkway Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 28 November, 2006.
(viii) Manly Sustainability Strategy Management Group – Minutes of Meeting held on
14 November 2006.
(ix) Playground Management Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on
23 November 2006.
(x) Manly Traffic Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 27 November 2006.

5.

The following Minutes contain recommendations of a substantial nature requiring
formal Council adoption as follows:

(a)

Manly Sustainability Strategy Management Group – Minutes of Meeting held on
14 November 2006.
Item 8.5

Importance of Baseline Data

Recommendation:
As part of Council’s commitment to sustainability and active transport, the Committee
recommends that where significant funding is spent on Local Area traffic management
infrastructure, all appropriate safety measures are taken for all modes of transport including
bicycle safety.
Moved: Josh Dowse;
All in favour.

Planning and Strategy Committee Agenda

Seconded: Richard Hewitt
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(b)

Playground Management Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 23 November 2006.
Item 6.1

Baranbali/Fromelles Playground

Recommendation:
That the new playground be named Baranbali Playground after Baranbali Street,
‘Baranbali’ being an aboriginal word meaning ‘towards the east’.
(c)

Manly Traffic Committee – Minutes of Meeting held on 27 November 2006.
Item 105/06

King Avenue, Fairlight – Request for a Shared Zone to improve
pedestrian safety

Recommendation:
1. That; Council submit an application to the RTA’s Speed Management Section to implement
a Shared Zone in King Street for its entire length.
2. Further that; Council officers prepare an alternative design that separates the raised
threshold treatment for the Shared Zone and the improvement to the steep footpath
gradient.
3. Further that; Council carry out a review of the shared zone 6 months after implementation.
General Manager’s note:
That Council consult with all the residents of King Avenue regarding the proposal for a shared
zone.

RECOMMENDATION
1.

It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.

2.

It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.

3.

It is recommended that Council receive and note the information.

4.

That the recommendations of Minutes of Meetings, as listed in Item 4 above, being 4(i) to
4(x), be adopted.

5.

That in relation to all matters of a substantial nature listed in Item 5 above, being 5(a) to
5(c), be adopted as per the recommendation of the Committees.

ATTACHMENTS
2 Pages
AT- 1 Letter from NPWS re North Head Quarantine Station lease
1 Page
AT- 2 Submission on Planning for Bush Fire Protection
AT- 3 Submission to Department of Planning re Draft Infrastructure SEPP 2 Pages
PS111206CPSD_4.doc
***** End of Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 62 *****
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Letter from NPWS re North Head Quarantine Station lease
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ATTACHMENT 2
Corporate Planning And Strategy Division Report No. 62 - Items for Brief Mention
- Minutes for Adoption by Council - Special Purpose and Joint Committees
Submission on Planning for Bush Fire Protection
MANLY COUNCIL SUBMISSION ON PLANNING FOR BUSH FIRE
PROTECTION NOVEMBER 2006
The purpose of this submission is to express Council’s concerns with regard to certain
elements of the Draft “Planning for Bush Fire Protection 2006” guidelines.
Although Council staff is of the opinion that the Draft PBP is a refinement on the existing 2001
guide, it is suggested that the new document will impose substantial responsibilities on
councils. Actions such as reviewing and updating the bush fire prone land map, assessing
consultant reports to decide whether the proposed activities comply with the specific
objectives and performance criteria will necessitate the provision of significant additional
resources and training.
As a major tool in the planning system, the PBP document has to be used to protect human
life, property and environmental values from the impact of bush fire events. However, the
Draft Guide does not directly deal with environmental considerations, such as interference
with threatened species, communities or habitats. Furthermore, the guideline does not require
any land clearing operation to take into consideration listed species present in the area and
the legal requirement to conserve and protect their habitat.
Environmental considerations for which there exists legislative requirements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protection of biodiversity – threatened species, communities and habitats
Protection of significant environmental protection areas
Conservation of bushland
Protection of riparian vegetation
Protection of Aboriginal heritage sites if they are present
Protection of other cultural heritage

Other documents and practice guidelines such as the “Bush Fire Environmental Assessment
Code for New South Wales” do deal with these issues. However, the code has not been
broadly used in the planning process when dealing with development in fire prone areas,
assessing applications or establishing planning standards and systems. Streamlining the
planning process for bushfire protection by incorporating all environmental considerations into
the PBP guide and providing references to these practices is essential to ensure integration of
the code in the planning system.
Overall, the proposed changes are essential to the improvement of the guidance process over
the bush fire protection. However, the State agencies in charge of the process must provide
for further assistance to councils in terms of training and resources if they are to take on
additional responsibilities. Also, the document should have regard to environmental
considerations and best practice when dealing with environmental protection issues.
Incorporating and streamlining these practices seem essential.
We appreciate your support and look forward to discussing this further with you, if needed.
Should you require further information with regard to this submission please contact Michael
Diba Strategic Planner on (02) 9976 1500.
Yours faithfully
Jennie Minifie
Branch Manager
Planning & strategy
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Management Plan 2006 – 2009 (Manly Plan) First Quarter Update 1st July 2006 to 30th September 2006

1.

Community Governance

1.1

Council and Committees Support Program
Key Strategies

1.1.1

Information Support
Improve decision making through
accurate, timely and accessible
information.

1.1.2

Council Chambers and Meeting
Areas
Provide, maintain and review the
support services, equipment and
facilities to ensure the facilities meet
the business and civic requirements of
Council, staff and the community.

1.1.3

1.1.4

Executive Support
Provide executive support to the
Mayor and Councillors as required.
Council Support
To provide for a General Election
when required, under the Local
Government Act 1993, and any
necessary Extraordinary Election
between Local Government Election
dates.

Target Date
September
2006

Division
GMU

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Upgrade to Document Management System
completed providing staff with improved access
and retrieval of correspondence.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

Council Chamber’s staff ensured availability of
the venue and met the business and civic
requirements for Council and staff during the
period. Implementation of sustainability
objectives to the work practices as follows:
• Collection of food scraps for worm farm.
• Products less packaging (biscuits etc) sourced
• Reduced chemical use (dishwasher etc).

September
2006

GMU

September
2006

Corporate
Services

Also, assisted with Fair Trade Coffee launch
resulting in $400.00 raised for Breast Cancer
research.
Ongoing executive support provided to the Office
of the Mayor. Office of General Manager has
commenced the role of Councillor liaison.
Council election is due September 2008.

p.1
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Performance
Targets
Council Chambers &
meeting areas
maintained to a high
standard
Executive – to
provide efficient &
timely delivery of
secretarial services
and civic events
Customer Satisfaction

Measure

2006/07

User satisfaction

Ongoing

Staff appointed to
provide support to
the civic
requirements

Ongoing

Through the
satisfaction of
Councillors and
positive community
feedback

Results of
CS survey
for
Community
Governance
Is 6.24

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Information Support
Council Chambers and Meeting
Area
Executive Support
Council Support for Elections
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

2007/08

Trends
over time

2008/
09

Comments

August 2006 Survey

Comments

All staff
2
8
1

2006/07
373,111
-

2007/08
380,725
-

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

- 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.1.4
630,791
-
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1.2

Community Consultation Program
Key Strategies

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

Target Date
September
2006

Precinct Community Forums
To facilitate the two-way flow of
information between Council and the
Precinct Community Forums, to assist
Council to formulate its policies and
programs to meet the needs of the
community.
September
Communications and Public
2006
Relations
To provide a positive image of Manly
Council to its publics, using a number
of media methods.

Public Information
Provide the community with
information concerning Council affairs
to promote Manly Council as being
open and accountable.

September
2006

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities

GMU

GMU

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
All 12 Precincts are meeting regularly.
Election of Office Bearers continued in three
Precincts. In July 10 PCFs met with a total of
183 attendees. In August 12 PCFs met with a
total of 211 attendees and in September 12
PCFs met (numbers provided by 10 Precincts
only) 211 attendees.
During the quarter Council issued numerous
media releases and placed 7 advertisements in
The Manly Daily, including the weekly Council
News column.
Supporting material, including advertisements,
brochures and web updating etc was provided
and distributed for many projects of relevance
to or involving the community.
As a result Manly featured in many print and
broadcast (local, metropolitan and other) media
during the reporting period.
Upgrade of key eBusiness systems underway
aiming to improve levels of online access to
Council information and consolidate online
service portals.
The 2005/2006 Report to the Community
commenced.
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Performance
Targets
Precinct Community
Forums, ensure that
Minutes of each
Precinct Community
Forum are received
and responded to in a
timely manner.
Precinct Community
Forums function in a
suitable manner and
are inclusive of all the
community.
Communications and
Public Relations

Public Information

New content
management system
for Manly Web Site

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Issues raised and
responded to within
10 working days
from receipt of
official Precinct
minutes.

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Training for
Precincts to be
provided.

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

Annually

AGMs conducted
Media monitored to
ensure positive
image is being
portrayed. Accurate
information released
to the public in a
timely manner
Ensuring all material
provided to Council's
public is accurate
and available for
public viewing as
appropriate
Content
management system
implemented

Comments

CS
survey

Manly featured in many print and broadcast (local,
metropolitan and other) media during reporting period.

CS
survey

All other Statutory reporting completed as required and on
time.
All public documents are available on Council's website and
at its Customer Service Centre.

100%

Action completed

6.24

August 2006 Survey

www.manly.nsw.gov.au

Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Index 1-10
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To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Precinct Community Forums
Communications & Public
Relations
Public Information
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

2006/07
747,879
90,000

Comments

1
1
1
2007/08
757,965
-

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

- 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3
767,903
-
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2.

People and Place

2.1

Employment Development Program

p.6

Key Strategies
2.1.1

Target Date
September
2006

Employment and Development
Opportunities
Optimise local employment and a
vibrant local economy in accordance
with Council’s existing planning
objectives.

Performance
Targets
Customer Satisfaction
Survey
Decrease local
implementation
figures

Measure

2006/07

Index 1 -10

5.85

Statistics

Negative
Growth

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Strategy staff
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

2007/08

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

2008/09

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Council is working jointly with Warringah and Pittwater
Councils to obtain State Government funding for an
employment strategy to inform the LEP and Sub-regional
Plan (which identifies an increase of 16,000 jobs over the
next two decades).
Comments
August 2006 Survey

Negative
Growth

Negative
Growth

Comments

10

2006/07

2007/08
4,000

1,530

147,163
1,000

147,610
1,020

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

1,560 1.1.1
147,500
1,040
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2.2

p.7

Housing and Accommodation Program
Key Strategies

2.2.1

Facilitate the provision of an adequate
and a full range of housing stock and
accommodation (to be provided by the
private sector, State Government and
others) to meet the needs of the
Manly community with particular
regard to equity of access and
affordability so as to promote and
maintain a good social mix and
provide a labour pool to sustain the
local economy. (MSP).

Performance
Targets
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

Index 1-10

5.29

Trends
over time
aiming
for an
increase

Current
To achieve Objectives:
means and resources
Strategy staff
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Target Date
September
2006

55,688
-

Comments
August 2006 Survey – this area largely a state and federal
responsibility .

Comments

3

2006/07

2008/09

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
The Department of Housing has offered assistance to
Council to prepare draft provisions for inclusion in the new
Manly LEP to address this priority issue.

3 staff have input on a part time basis as required

2007/08
56,058
-

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

- 1.2.1
63,759
-
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2.3
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Environmental Planning and Urban Design Program
Key Strategies

2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

2.3.4

Environmental Planning
Promote a liveable and sustainable
environment through improved
development standards, heritage
conservation and environmental
policies.
Streetscape
Protect and enhance the streetscape
in Manly.
Urban Design
Promote excellence and sustainability
in design in public places, buildings
and landscape.
Manly Town Centre Strategy
Encourage development which retains
the historic built character of the
Manly Town Centre.

Performance
Targets
Built environment in
harmony with
aesthetic, ESD,
heritage, and social
amenity principles
Street Tree
Replacement Ratio

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
The Amended Residential DCP was exhibited for one
month for public comment and is to be reported to Council
after the Councillor working group considers the
submissions.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Streetscape issues will form one element of the
comprehensive heritage review and the preparation of the
new LEP.
Urban Design Guidelines are prepared for key sites subject
to redevelopment in the Local Government Area. The
Residential DCP provisions have been reviewed by an
urban design professional to improve their clarity.
The Corso Conservation Area DCP provided planning
controls to support this objective.

September
2006

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Customer
Satisfaction Survey

6.27

Trends
over time

Trees planted; trees
removed

> 100%

> 100%

> 100%

replacement

replacement

replacement

Comments
August 2006 Survey

Management Plan 2006 – 2009 (Manly Plan) First Quarter Update 1st July 2006 to 30th September 2006

To achieve Objectives:
means and resources
Design and manage bushland
parks
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

Comments

3

2006/07
224,250
816,090
188,000

2007/08
17,010
813,425
8,160

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

13,520 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.4
812,060
8,320
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2.4
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Transportation Program
Key Strategies

2.4.1

2.4.2

Manly Council Transport and Road
Safety Program
Manly Council to develop a Transport
and Road Safety Program identifying
priority actions within the existing road
transport system and to:
• Implement SHOROC Regional
Transport Policy initiatives relevant
to Manly.
• Carry out a Council wide travel
survey.
• Prepare a short term action plan.
• Prepare a long term Transport and
Road Safety Infrastructure
Implementation and Education
Plan.
• Increase opportunities for active
walking, cycling and public
transport use.
• Pursue an integrated transport
management plan for North Head
and access to it.
Implementation Plan
Following the development of the
Transport and Road Safety Program
Infrastructure Implementation and
Education Plan actions should be
developed based on the findings of
the technical work program and

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Fairlight LATM – work commenced.
Balgowlah LATM – work commenced.
Victoria Parade Cycleway – complete.
SHOROC “Public Transport Wish List” Mapping Program
ongoing.
Darley Road Traffic Management Scheme designed and
work commenced.
The Social Plan actions for access and mobility are
currently being implemented.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy
Road Safety
Officer

Road Safety Officer to review the pedestrian access
mobility plan in conjunction with the Transport Planner.
Review of Manly Bike Plan. Additional cycle links
investigated by the Transport Planner – work ongoing.

Management Plan 2006 – 2009 (Manly Plan) First Quarter Update 1st July 2006 to 30th September 2006

2.4.3

2.4.4

stakeholder participation program.
The plan should consist of primary
components as follows:
• Service Improvement Plan – short
to longer term, including
Passenger Increase Strategy.
• Infrastructure Improvement Plan –
short to longer term.
• Institutional arrangements (if
required).
• Liaise with service providers.
• Include opportunities/support for
Active Transport in projects such
as Totem, Seaforth TAFE site and
The Corso upgrade.
Service Improvement Plan
The proposed short to medium term
service improvements would involve
Council, SHOROC and State
Government agencies including the
RTA, Department of Planning,
Ministry of Transport, Sydney Buses
and Sydney Ferries.
Enhancement of services, facilities
and promotion to improve patronage
(“make it sexy”).
Pedestrian Access and Road Safety
Program
Improving the competitiveness of
public transport also requires a high
standard of pedestrian accessibility,
safety and comfort. This will involve
the implementation of a convenient
and safe footpath network.
SHOROC needs to develop a
hierarchy of regional bus stops in

p.11

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Implementation of the Safe Access Program for STA bus
stops at nine critical locations in the Manly LGA. Works
complete.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Review of PAMPs study 2003. Work ongoing.
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2.4.5

2.4.6

2.4.7

conjunction with State agencies and
private bus services.
Public Transport Improvements,
involving buses and ferries
• Route and service level
maintenance and improvements.
• Safe access and comfort initiatives
to make public transport more fun.
• Service integration, ticketing and
fares.
• Information and communication.
• Use of electronic information
services.
• Continuation of the “Freebie”
community bus service beyond the
3 month trial period.
• Improve reliability of ferry services.
Active Transport
To develop and promote Active
Transport, Council, RTA, Sydney
Buses and Sydney Ferries need to
address the policy issues concerning
the shared use of roads and footpaths
by skateboards, scooters and roller
blades, particularly along routes with
high pedestrian and bicycle use, and
address safety, speed and education
of all users. Also, to progressively
implement bicycle network links and
shared pathways as appropriate.
Bus Infrastructure
Improvements to the Ferry/Bus
Interchange at Manly Wharf. Sydney
Buses to prepare a formal proposal.
Consultation with stakeholders will be
essential.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Ongoing.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Ongoing.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Complete.
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2.4.8

September
Bus Priority Measures
Bus priority measures for the 2006
SHOROC Region and the Manly CBD
to be developed in conjunction with
the Ministry of Transport and Sydney
Buses, and integrated with ferry
services.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Transport Plan in progress. Review of bus movements and
bus service relocations at Manly Wharf – in conjunction with
the STA. Work complete.

Performance
Targets
Effective traffic
management

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

Reduction in road
accidents reported
annually.

Trends
over time

Specific
targets to
be
determined

Enhance and improve
transport linkages
through lobbying STA
and Sydney Ferries
Initiate and implement
Local Area Traffic
Management (LATM)
and Pedestrian
Access Mobility Plan
(PAMP)

Increased public
transport usage,
reduction in car
usage / ownership
Road accident
reduction; increased
public transport
usage and long term
decrease of car
usage / ownership
for local trips;
reported customer
satisfaction.
Index 1-10

Public
transport
patronage
increases

Specific
targets to
be
determined

Trends
over time

Specific
targets to
be
determined

To ensure a high level of public transport usage.
LATMs
Fairlight – ongoing
Balgowlah – ongoing
Darley Road – ongoing
PAMPs Study – under review.

5.59

Trends
over time

August 2006 Survey

Customer Satisfaction
Survey

2008/09

p.13

Comments
Year by year comparison of accident rate. 2004 & 2005
accident data reviewed by Council’s RSO. There has been a
slight down turn in the number of accidents over the past 2
years.
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To achieve Objectives:
Means and resources
Traffic Management team
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

Comments

4

2006/07
1,444,128
857,482
5,213,700

2007/08
1,243,816
874,149
5,797,406

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

1,268,694 1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.4.3, 1.4.4
890,898
2,360,490
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2.5
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Visitation and Cultural Program
Key Strategies

2.5.1

2.5.2

2.5.3

2.5.4

Information Service
To provide an accessible and
customer focused information centre
that delivers information to visitors on
programs, services and facilities
available in the local area, and on
environmental sensitivities
Cultural Service Management
To conduct Council’s annual events
program, including the Meet your
Street program, Australia Day
celebrations, Anzac Day and
Remembrance ceremonies, Food and
Wine Festival, The Jazz Festival,
Ocean Care Day, Manly Arts Festival,
Australian Citizenship Ceremonies
and the Guringai Festival.
To administer and manage special
projects for 2006/7 being the Seaforth
Centenary Celebrations, Christmas
Carols and decoration initiatives.
Cultural Market Development
To work in partnership with local
businesses and Tourism NSW to
promote Manly as a visitor destination
to “high spend/low impact” target
markets.
Visitation Management
Develop a Sustainable Tourism
Strategy for Manly following

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Service provided to the visitation of Manly through website,
phone and email contact and through attendances at the
Visitors Information Centre.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

Events held from July – September:
• Guringai Festival on Manly Wharf (2/7).
• Australian Citizenship Ceremony (19/7) (95 new
citizens).
• Vietnam Veterans’ Day (18/8) (c.100 attendees).
• Manly Arts Festival (8/9 – 29/9) (c.15,000 attendees)
• 29th Manly Jazz Festival (30/9 – 2/10) (c.45,000
attendees).
Debriefs held on all events and planning under way for the
remaining events of 2006/early 2007. Seaforth Centenary
Festival planning well advanced.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

This item is pending the development of the Sustainable
Tourism Strategy listed in 2.5.4.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

Discussions held with the Chamber of Commerce to
determine a possible joint initiative for the promotion of a
Manly destination marketing strategy.
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2.5.5

consultation with local community,
environment and business operators,
together with State and Federal
Government stakeholders. (MSS Ref.
S12).
Community Facilities Management
To provide a user-friendly booking
facility on-line for access to Council
parks and reserves, venues, filming
applications, columbarium
reservations and sporting fields.

Performance
Targets
Delivery of Council’s
festival and events
program
Numbers utilising
Visitor Information
Centre
Customer
Satisfaction Survey

Human
Services &
Facilities

A software booking option for community facilities to be
integrated into Council’s web page is being investigated for
customer usage, compatibility with the existing software and
Council’s corporate information systems.

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Comments

Attendance
figures

As per
previous
years
850
visitations
per day
6.88

As per
previous
years
850
visitations
per day
Trends over
time

As per
previous
years
900
visitations
per day

Ongoing program – resources allocated determine scope
and attendances of each event

Visitations

Index 1-10

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Facility - Visitor Information
Centre
Plant - Vehicle
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

September
2006
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Current

2006/07
409,900
818,500
8,500

Ongoing service

August 2006 Survey

Comments

7
1
1
2007/08
418,200
834,700
-

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

426,500 1.5.1, 1.5.2, 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.5.5
851,300
-
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3.

People Services

3.1

Support and Care Program

p.17

Key Strategies
3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

3.1.4

Children’s Services
To provide and facilitate the current
level, quality and range of children’s
programs, services and facilities
including work-based childcare
services.
Youth Services
To plan, facilitate and review
opportunities in the provision of quality
range of accessible and equitable
youth programs, services and facilities

Aged and Disability Services
To plan, facilitate and provide a range
of quality accessible and equitable
aged and disability programs, services
and facilities.
Provision of Meal on Wheels,
community restaurant as well as
shopping and bus tours for the
community’s senior and disabled
residents. (MSP).
Northern Sydney Aboriginal Social
Plan
Eleven councils across northern
Sydney including Manly jointly fund a

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
A full range of services operated at approved level and
quality as required by State licensing and Federal
accreditation bodies.
8 work based childcare places per day implemented and
operating from Harbourview Children’s Centre.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

Youth Services provided many accessible equitable
projects, entertaining performances and programmes for
young people. These included involvement in the Manly
Arts Festival by way of the 24/7 film festival and Youth
Busking competitions. Social skills workshops were
offered in partnership with Warringah Council over six
weeks and were well attended.
National Meals on Wheels Day was celebrated and a
morning tea held honouring retiring volunteers. Manly
Access Committee continued to meet and planning
continued for International Day of People with a Disability
to be held in December.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

The draft Plan has been exhibited by each of the
Northern Sydney Councils.
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Project Worker to address high priority
needs of the Indigenous population
(MSP).
Performance
Targets
Children's Services
Quality Assurance
Demand all services
Customer
Satisfaction Survey

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

Accreditation
by NCAC

Accreditation
Obtained

Accreditation
Obtained

NCAC Accreditation maintained and high level

Utilisation
Rates
Index 1-10

Over 70 %

Over 75%

Over 75%

5.99

Trends over
time

August 2006 Survey

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Facilities

Current

Comments

Comments

47.5
6

Kangaroo Street Childcare, Youth Centre, Community Centre, The Roundhouse Childcare
Centre, Ivanhoe Park Pre School, Harbourview Childcare Centre, Manly Seniors Centre.

4

Plant: Vehicle
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

2008/09

2006/07
2,921,854
1,336,691
25,600

2007/08
2,927,475
1,363,340
26,040

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

2,986,095 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4
1,390,300
26,590
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Information, Leisure and Culture Program
Key Strategies

3.2.1

3.2.2

Library and Information Services
Library and Information Services with
global access serving the recreational,
educational and information needs of
the community and Council through
the provision of books, toys,
databases, reference materials, local
studies, special needs and AV
collections. Provision of reference and
information services including
interlibrary loans, internet, public
access PCs, community information
and programs, events and access to
computer technology and training.
Participate in Shorelink Library
Network.
Culture
Operate the Manly Art Gallery and
Museum to provide regular
exhibitions, artist talks and guided
tours, a local artist program,
management and conservation of art
collection, public art projects and
promotions. Select and allocate Youth
Art Awards, Theo Batten Bequest and
MAGM Society Youth Award.
Contribute to events such as the
Manly Arts Festival, Heritage Week
and the Guringai Festival

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Council has implemented a wireless network in the Library
which allows members of the public paid access to the
internet on an hourly basis.
Ongoing redesign of Children’s area to provide a child
friendly environment, space for parents and children’s
activities.
Purchase of the vehicle, consideration of the draft graphic
designs towards implementation of Manly Library Afloat is
progressing.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

6 exhibitions held during the quarter, including School’s In
(Museum), Social Riches of the Society of Arts & Crafts
NSW (opened by Governor Maire Bashir) and Light of Day,
an exhibition of new acquisitions and collection highlights.
New lighting system installed in the Museum and Access
Galleries.
Very successful 2006 Manly Arts Festival coordination.
Holding a trial of new Kids Adventures Art Workshops on a
monthly basis until December.
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3.2.3

September
Recreation & Leisure
To provide and facilitate access to a 2006
diverse range of accessible, safe,
enjoyable and equitable recreational
opportunities:
• Operation of Manly Swim Centre.
• Beach Management Services.
• Beach
Users
License
administration and monitoring.
• Representation
on
Manly
Playground Committee.

To achieve
Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Facilities
Plant: Vehicles /
Aquatic Craft / Radios
Library Collection
Art Collection

Public Access PCs/
OPACs

Current

42
7
3/12/8
105,000
1013 paintings &
works on paper;
319 ceramic items;
1267 museum
objects;
1513
Historical
photographs;
1249
Historical documents
9/7

Human
Services &
Facilities

p.20

Positions for seasonal lifeguards were advertised,
interviews conducted and positions offered in preparation
for the busy 2006 summer season.
A new patrol schedule has been co-operatively
implemented with the volunteer surf clubs to ensure
coverage by both the Council’s professional lifeguards and
the surf clubs for the hours including day light saving to end
of March 2007.
A review of Beach Management Procedures was
undertaken and a new jet ski was ordered, delivery to be
taken in November.

Comments

Manly Library, Balgowlah / Seaforth Library, Art Gallery and Museum, Swim Centre, Surf Clubs.
Vehicles include two cars and one quad bike. Aquatic Craft includes Jet Ski and rescue paddle
boards. Purchase of vehicle for Manly Library Afloat service to be finalised.
Value of collection is $6,000,000.
New acquisitions:
A Weaver Hawkins painting ($10,000) and a Rod Shaw painting ($5,000) from the Batten
Bequest. Also three historical photographs and 1 museum object (necklace).
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Performance
Targets
Usage of programs
services and facilities

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Comments

Library – Circulation
Figures, Door Count
and Website hits,
attendance at
programs and % of
same day
satisfaction of
reference enquiries.
Hours of public
pc/internet use

Trends
over time

Trends
over time

Trends
over time

Usage of programs
services and facilities

Art Gallery – Door
count, visitor
comments,
donations and sales
of merchandise

Trends
over time

Trends
over time

Trends
over time

Usage of programs
services and facilities

Beach services –
Report number of
preventative actions

Trends
over time

Usage of programs
services and facilities
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Swim Centre –
attendance figures
Index 1-10

Trends
over time
7.56

Door count: 100,253
Items loaned: 98,009
Website: 109,773 visits, 2,430,374 hits on server
Community Information database: 1,822 hits
Internet access: 3,665 bookings
Meeting room: 189 bookings
Story time, holiday activities: 1,540 children
1 book discussion: 17 attendees
2 library tours
8 author talks
3 exhibitions/1 event
15,576 visitors
36 public programs
Partnership project with Stella Maris Institute - training for
regional gallery curators and directors to use new
technologies and theatrical methods to change exhibition
spaces.
Very successful subscribing of Kids Adventure Art
Workshops.
1 jewellery object and 3 historical photographs donated to
museum (to be displayed in next quarter).
It is envisaged that summer 2006/07 will be a very busy
season in that beach attendance levels are predicted to be at
an all time high. As a result the risk of incidents will be
heightened and professional beach staff will be required to
attend to increased levels of public demand.
Swim Centre numbers dependant on weather.

Trends
over time

Trends
over time

August 2006 Survey
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Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

2006/07
1,484,488
9,113,672
1,244,942

2007/08
1,274,525
9,260,422
912,593

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

1,299,800 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3
9,442,014
930,944
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Community Infrastructure Program
Key Strategies
Target Date
September
2006

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities

Community Safety
Prepare new Crime Prevention Plan
2006-2009 for Council approval and
adoption and implementation of high
priority actions (MSP). Develop and
implement other crime prevention
initiatives.

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

Develop Childcare Facilities,
Services and Programs
Develop and/or assist in facilitating
the development of the following
• Multi functional Centres – Council
operated and privately operated.
Address facility provision needs of
Early Childhood Health Centres.
Develop a plan to update existing
Council facilities (focus on Ivanhoe
Park and Kangaroo Street Pre School
Centres). (MSP).
Report on opportunities to

September
2006

Human
Services &
Facilities

3.3.1

Community Development
To pursue increased involvement of
non-government and community
organisations in the delivery of high
priority social services to the Manly
community. (MSS I16.1).

3.3.2

3.3.3

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Information sharing and advocacy continued by way of
providing information for the Community Report on
Aged and Disability services. Applications for Council’s
Community and Cultural Grants scheme were opened
for those non government organisations which provide
valuable service to the local community. Council
continued to support and fund the operations of the
Manly Community Centre.
Preparation for the updated Crime Prevention Plan
continued. A Late Night Transport Stakeholder Forum
was held in August and planning for a Late Night
Transport strategy commenced with a view to be
implemented in time for the 2006/2007 Summer
season. Staff prepared to conduct a Binge Drinking
Forum which is to be held in October and is aimed at
raising parental awareness of the dangers of the binge
drinking culture among young people.
Staff conducted a presentation to senior management
of possible concepts, which included a review of
possible sites for a multi-function centre, including an
overview on the Childcare Services. Close monitoring
of the demand for Childcare will continue over the
following quarter as there have been DA applications
received from private operators to set up new centres
or to increase levels of Childcare services in the LGA.
An increase in service levels will have an impact on the
overall objective of the current planning process.
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3.3.4

upgrade/expand existing facilities.
Aged Services Agreements
Provide accommodation for a Frail
Aged service provider operating from
the Seniors Centre by way of a lease
agreement with HACC.

Human
Services &
Facilities

Performance
Targets
Community
Development initiative
achieved consistent
with Social Plan
Changes in identified
crime instances over
time

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Number of
targets met

As per Social
Plan

As per
Social Plan

As per
Social Plan

Number of
crime
incidents

As per Crime
Prevention
Plan

As per
Crime
Prevention
Plan

As per
Crime
Prevention
Plan

Facilities Operational

Utilisation
rate of
facilities
Index 1-10

N/A

Customer Satisfaction
Survey

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

6.05

Current

2006/07
1,365,425
100,000

Trend
over time

The Health Department (HACC) has signed a lease
and will operate clinics three days per week for frail
aged from the Manly Seniors Centre. The clinics
should begin operations next quarter and will initially
offer a Continence and Wound Care Clinic.
Comments

August 2006 Survey

Comments

2.5
2007/08
1,385,900
102,000

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

- 3.3.1, 3.3.2
1,413,200
104,000
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Infrastructure Management

4.1

Infrastructure Management Program
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Key Strategies

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

Roads, Cycleways and Footways
To provide and maintain an efficient
and safe transportation network.
Assets maintenance/renewal/disposal
based on a Total Asset Management
and Risk Management Strategy
Drainage & Flooding
To provide and maintain an efficient
network of drainage systems which
ensure the safety of property and
people from the impacts of stormwater
run off and flooding which addresses
total catchment management and
ecologically sustainable development
principles. Manage to avoid negative
impact on the environment of
stormwater discharging from Council's
system, with particular emphasis on
proximity to bushland, seagrass and
habitat for protected species.
To manage On-Site Stormwater runoff
from developments and private
properties through the Development
Assessment process.
Manly Lagoon Management
To manage the Lagoon as a natural
asset for the benefit of the community,
with the objective of returning the

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
This process in ongoing

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

On-going

Grants applied for to address stormwater quality and
quantity issues facing Manly’s environment.
announcements expected December.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Site 1 & 2 dredging planning significantly progressed.
Linking in with Addiscombe Road Remediation Project.
Site 3 project being project managed by Warringah.
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4.1.4

4.1.5

water quality to a standard consistent
with primary contact and to establish
and sustain the ecosystem’s health.
Monitor and manage Lagoon entrance
conditions and flow pipes to open a
flood channel across the beach as
required.
September
Emergency Services
To protect the community’s assets 2006
where possible from the impact of
natural or man-made disasters. In the
event of an emergency, to respond
and help the community recover from
its impact.
Depot, Store, Plant and Equipment
and Fleet Management
To provide plant and equipment
support sufficient for Council’s
operational needs to service the
community and to improve the
efficient and effectiveness of fleet
management.
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Real time monitoring being implemented.

Civic
Services

Geotechnical site investigation complete and awaiting final
report. Clearing the site of material and trees well
underway.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy /
Civic
Services

On-going.
New leaseback agreement to reflect fuel costs and vehicle
demand.
Depot Admin Block (Stage 1)
Depot staff now occupies the building utilising new facilities.
Lift installation complete and awaiting final commissioning.
Mechanics Workshop (Stage II)
Mechanics and Welders now occupy new workshop.
Painters Workshop/Store (Stage III)
Building almost complete with occupancy scheduled for
early November. External painting and paving to be
completed.
Site Residual (Stage IV)
Construction of new access road on to Quirk Road well
advanced. Demolition of fibro shelter complete. The
existing storage bay and carpenters’ buildings are currently
being assessed for refurbishment requirements.
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Performance
Targets
Optimise road
maintenance funds
and improve user
amenity
RTA Grant Funding
Work to minimise the
level of pedestrian
related accidents
(involving (a)
footpaths and (b)
traffic through
development of Road
Safety Strategy
Enhance and
maintain Council’s
drainage system
Cycleway condition
survey
Assessment of
Catchments and
adequacy of Drainage
Infrastructure
Footpath trip claim
Footpath Condition
Survey
Management of Light
Fleet

Emergency Services

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

5 year works plan
based on Pavement
Condition Index

June
2007

From Condition Survey.

Grant applications
for funding
Reduction in
hazards

June
2007
>25mm

Annual
>25mm

% of drainage issues
addressed

50%

60%

Improvement of
Condition rating
% complete

>25mm

>25mm

10%

20%

Number
Condition rating
% Complete
Review of
Leaseback Policy to
return the best value
on investment
Appropriate
response to

<20
25%

<10
50%

Annual

Annual

Annual

100%

100%

100%
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Comments

Condition Audit Surveys to prioritise Works. RSO to develop
Manly road Safety Action Plan.

% of
drainage
issues
finalised

50%

Condition Audit survey to prioritise works

Underway

Participation in Local Emergency Management Committee
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Depot
Redevelopment
Plant Replacement
Plant Maintenance
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Emergencies
Completion of Depot
Optimum
replacement of plant
According to Service
Schedules
Index 1-10

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Risk and Insurance
Contractors, Civic Services
Study to be completed in house
Study to produce final report with
funding options for 05/06 and
beyond.
Plant: Trucks, Backhoe, Minor
Plant
Risk and Insurance Officer
Lagoon Openings
Emergency Services
Depot Redevelopment
Plant Replacement
Plant Maintenance
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current

9,177,515
3,195,098
3,890,450

100%

100%

Annual
Schedule

Annual
Schedule

Annual
Schedule

100%

100%

100%

5.92

Trends
over time

Review according to Operational requirements

August 2006 Survey

Comments

Variable
Special software has been purchased

24 Hour
Call out
1
1
4

2006/07

100%

1 x Dozer (stored at site)
Contribute to LEMC
Contract + In house Resources, as required
In house resources

2007/08
9,278,525
3,258,778
2,823,091

2008/09
5,911,240
3,323,429
2,879,605

Financial Plan Reference
4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.5
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Property Management Program
Key Strategies

4.2.1

4.2.2

Building and Facilities
To provide and maintain the buildings
and facilities of Council to meet the
operational needs of Council, lifestyle
and recreational needs of the
community, having regard for ESD
principles and life cycle asset
management principles. To maintain
all property which is under the care
and control of Council. To provide
information to stakeholders in
accordance with Life Cycle Asset
Management Requirements.

Target Date
September
2006

September
Licenses and Leases
Protect the interests of Council and 2006
obtain an appropriate return in the use
of public land and community assets
by individuals, companies and groups.
To achieve a maximum financial
return through the highest and best
possible use of Council owned
properties.
• Leases for road reserves
converted to Consents upon
renewal.

Division
Human
Services &
Facilities
Civic
Services

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Ongoing development of programmed inspection
schedules for Buildings and Facilities.
Ongoing condition assessment of buildings with a view to
development of a Building/Asset Register.
Review water usage requirements at key locations, with
plans to implement water savings plans/devices, where
able.
Maintenance items are received and actioned on a priority
basis, safety and public risk matters attended to
immediately, with vandalism and damaged items regularly
reported by the community and Council staff
Seaforth Oval Amenities Block
Painting now complete, tiling well advanced and
balustrades are now finished with handrails to be installed
early November. Paving also to be laid early November.

Corporate
Services

Expressions of Interest for operating Little Manly Reserve
Kiosk are being assessed.

Beach License
Info only HS&F

Total upgrade of Little Manly dinghy storage area now
completed. Capacity has been increased from 60 to 100
spaces and we expect that all spaces will be let by the end
of 2006. Rental review is currently being undertaken.
Beach Licensee operations were monitored throughout the
quarter. All licensees will be reminded of their rights and
responsibilities in terms of operating a business in a public
domain early next quarter, prior to the beginning of the
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•

4.2.3

4.2.4

4.2.5

EOI for lease of kiosk at Little
Manly Reserve.
• Review letting procedures and
allocate additional spaces at Little
Manly dinghy storage area.
• Review rental Manly Ocean Beach
House at 42 North Steyne.
September
Parking
To continue to provide a safe and 2006
rational system of parking sufficient
for the needs of residents and visitors,
for business and community needs.
Property Land Management
To maintain all property which is
under the care and control of Council
and to provide information to key
stakeholders in accordance with Life
Cycle Asset Management
Requirements. To achieve a
maximum financial return through the
highest and best possible use of
Council owned properties.
Land Information, Mapping and
Ownership
To improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of land information by
providing electronic mapping systems
to staff, including internet mapping
capability. To meet State Government
requirements for LEPs by migrating to
new electronic standardised systems.
To upgrade and increase accuracy of
Council’s 149 Certificate system,
property base and mapping system.
To obtain and create a 3D
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2006/2007 Summer season.

GMU

September
2006

Corporate
Services /
Human
Services &
Facilities

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

During the September quarter 308,562 cars have used the
CBD car parks. Of these, 225,976 (73.2%) have exited
within two hours and therefore parked for free. Parking
meter usage for the first quarter was behind pro rata
expectations but this is subject to significant seasonal
fluctuations.
Fees for licenses/leases of Council properties continue to
be received and increased in line with CPI/market
valuations.

A corporate mapping system was implemented, using
MapInfo’s Exponare, providing access to land information
and mapping for Council staff. This has been rolled out
throughout Council and training in its use has been
conducted.
A proposal for an internet mapping system has been put
forward.
Council’s 149 Certificate systems were overhauled, greatly
increasing the accuracy of 149 certificates that are
produced.
A full 3D model of Manly has been acquired for use in
Planning and DA assessment.
Council is waiting on State Government advice on
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visualisation model of Manly LGA to
assist in planning and development.

standards and system requirements related to the
electronic LEP system.

.
Performance
Targets
Proposed works
completed by target
date and within
budget
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Measure

2007/08

2008/09

Comments

% of projects
completed on time
and within budget

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Contractors
Staff
Local Studies / strategies
Leases & Licences officer, and
consultant
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

2006/07

Index 1-10

2006/07
4,921,035
3,504,845
301,900
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5.9

Current

August 2006 Survey

Comments

Variable
4
1.5
0.10 Consultant
2007/08
4,935,315
3,574,470
242,580

Staff, legal consultant

2008/09
5,033,840
3,645,949
247,455

Financial Plan Reference
4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5
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Inventory, Modelling and Contracts Program
Key Strategies

4.3.1

Asset Management Systems
To upgrade and maintain an
integrated suite of systems to record
acquisitions, maintenance, asset
condition, depreciation etc to optimise
utilization of Council’s capital
investment in infrastructure in
satisfaction of community needs.

Performance
Targets
Monitor all contracts
and set up a
database including all
details
Perform Asset
Condition
Assessment
Produce Asset
Management Plans
Financial Reporting of
Assets

Measure

2006/07

% complete

100%
complete

% complete

25%

% complete

50%

% complete

Annually

To achieve Objectives means and resources
Survey to be carried out in house
Electronic document system
Financial Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

2007/08

2008/09

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
The NSW Department of Commerce advises the new
version will be installed in November 2006. The
maintenance support issues with software will be eliminated
when the new version is installed. Asset for 2005/06 has
been completed.
The NSW Department of Commerce TAMS assets system
will be replaced with the Civica Assets & Infrastructure
Management System (AIM) during the second half of
2006/2007.
Comments

50%

Annually
Current

Comments

2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
Financial Plan Reference
137,480
140,240
143,040 4.3.1
671,669
685,160
698,880
-
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Open Spaces Program
Key Strategies

4.4.1

4.4.2

4.4.3

4.4.4

4.4.5

Target Date
September
Bushland & Diversity
To conserve and regenerate bushland 2006
pursuant to SEPP19 and Council’s
Sustainability Strategy to ensure
visual and recreation amenity and
biodiversity conservation, including
regional corridors
Parks & Reserves
To protect, maintain and enhance an
open space system to meet
community needs for active and
passive recreation
Urban Amenity
Maintain the attractiveness and
cultural heritage of civic gardens,
plazas, streetscapes, street plantings
and shopping centres throughout the
Manly area.
Sports Fields & Ovals
To provide maintenance and turf
management practices on sports
fields to meet the requirements of all
user groups including special events,
within council’s Sustainability and Risk
Management Framework.
Cemetery
To maintain and manage the Manly
Cemetery grounds and columbarium
in a manner appropriate to its
historical and social significance and

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Year 1 of 3 three-year bush regeneration contracts for
Manly Scenic Walkway, Seaforth Oval, Burnt Bridge Creek
and Noxious Weed control concluded. National Tree Day
held at Burnt Bridge Creek with 900 plants planted by 55
volunteers.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Returfing of Little Manly Cove grass areas, native planting
beds provided from new works. Renovation of turf at East &
West Esplanade.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy /
Civic
Services

Landscaping of gateway from Dalwood on Frenchs Forest
Road’s gardens and turfing. Replanting of Seaforth shops
median strip.
Street tree replacement program complete. Gardens in
high profile areas maintained by scheduled works on a
regular basis. Replanting of LATMs now complete..
Renovation of sporting ovals; aeration and topdressing.
Renovation of Manly Oval wicket after rugby season
damage. Renovation of Grahams Reserve wicket and
outfields after drought affects and soccer damage.
Resurfacing of Keirle Park synthetic wickets. Finalisation of
orders for installation of sports lighting improvements.
Applications lodged for grant funding for Manly Oval lighting
replacement.
New contractor started in November 2006. A Working Party
has been formed and had three meetings to execute the
plan. Conservation Plan implementation has commenced.
Remedial works are being costed and signage work is being
carried out. Grave restoration works are currently being

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy
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value to the community

4.4.6

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Special Environmental Projects
To protect, conserve and maintain the
natural and built environment (EMS).
To prepare an Environmental
Management System (EMS) for the
ongoing management of open space
areas.

Performance
Targets
Community Bush
care
Decrease in % areas
seriously and
moderately weed
infested.
Update of Flora and
Fauna Database
Maintain and manage
trees in public areas

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Increase
Participation
Maintain bush
regeneration
program

Additional
Group
Monthly

Additional
Group
Monthly

Additional
Group
Monthly

Maintain biodiversity

Annual

Annual

Annual

Completion of cyclic
program

Compliance with Tree
Preservation Order

Assessment of tree
preservation
applications

All
precinct
areas
100%

All
precinct
areas
100%

All
precinct
areas
100%

Replace, upgrade
and maintain play
equipment in
reserves
Protect and care for
Norfolk Island Pines

Completion of
approved Playground
Improvement Program

100%

100%

100%

Completion of
annual maintenance
program, and future
management

100%

100%

100%
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costed and Council’s contractor has been briefed about
maintenance from the Conservation Plan. A tree audit in the
Cemetery completed.
Referred to Environmental Services – Community and
Environmental partnerships branch.

Comments
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procedure
Provision of active
recreation facilities

Successful
implementation of
environmental
programs
Parks and Bushland
maintenance –
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Provision of facilities
in accordance with
seasonal sporting
periods
Completion

Summer &
Winter
sporting
season
100%

6.91

Trends
over time

Summer &
Winter
sporting
season
100%

Customer Survey
Index 1-10

To achieve Objectives: means
Current
and resources
Contractors
Variable
Volunteer Bushcare workers
Variable
Coordinator, Parks & Bushland
1
Park Horticulturists
21
Bushland Regenerators
16
Plant
Trucks
10
Minor Plant
10
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Summer &
Winter
sporting
season
100%

2006/07
1,715,950
1,991,924
906,900

August 2006 Survey

Comments

Incl. Open trucks and utilities
Incl. Mowers, blowers, whipper snippers

2007/08
761,820
1,969,694
7,038

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

746,600 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4.4.3, 4.4.4, 4.4.5, 4.4.6
1,976,012
7,170
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5.

The Environment

5.1

Environment Protection Program
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Key Strategies

5.1.1

5.1.2

5.1.3

Manly Sustainability Strategy and
State of the Environment Reports
To integrate the principles of ESD
across Council and Community
activities to address the global
agreement of Agenda 21, the LG
Amendment (ESD) Act, 1997, and to
monitor the state of the Manly
Environment and hence Manly’s
progress towards sustainability. (MSS
Ref: I 1; I 2.1).
Beaches & Waterways
To conserve and enhance the
harbour, lagoon and ocean foreshore
and receiving waters by adopting
water cycle management and Total
Catchment Management principles.
(MSS Ref: AQ 12.1; 12.2; AQ32; AQ
35.1).
Pollution Control Monitoring
To arrest the degradation of Council’s
natural assets by the minimisation of
pollution of air, water and soil and the
rehabilitation of the natural
ecosystems in order to protect
biodiversity and human health. (MSS
Ref: AQ36.1; AQ27.2).

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
SoE for 2005/06 (supplementary) prepared.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Coastline Management Plans continue to be implemented
– Little Manly, Forty Baskets, Cabbage Tree Bay.
CMPs continue to be developed with the community –
Manly Ocean Beach, Manly Cove, North Harbour and
Clontarf/Bantry Bay.

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Water quality and quantity monitoring programs underway
including ground water. Addiscombe Road remediation
project significantly progressed. Local Air Quality and
Greenhouse Action Plan continues to be implemented, this
includes the community bus to encourage the community
out of private vehicles. Major bushland restoration projects
underway. Manly Lagoon major projects have significantly
progressed.

Updated draft Manly Sustainability Strategy currently on
public exhibition.
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5.1.4

5.1.5

5.1.6
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Conservation of Natural Resources
To conserve and enhance Manly’s
natural assets including biodiversity
and geo-diversity through the
sustainable management of
resources in Manly. (MSS Ref:
AQ1;2; AR 5; AR 6; AR 10)
Regulation
To protect the environment and
health and welfare of citizens through
the regulation of various activities and
meeting Council’s statutory
obligations. (MSS A Q12).

September
2006

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Plans of Management and CMPs developed and under
development seek the conservation of natural resources.
Monitoring programs underway (including groundwater)
assist with the conservation of resources. Geodiversity
heritage being progressed through the heritage review and
hazards projects.

September
2006

Environmental Continued Food Safety inspections and the establishment
of a Food Handlers Seminar for local businesses to
Services
achieve the highest possible food service standard
throughout the Manly Local Government Area.
Continued regulatory inspections and advice in relation to
cooling towers, hairdressers, skin penetration premises
and beauty parlours.
Investigated and resolved complaints relating to public
health nuisances to achieve an environmental
improvement.

Education for Sustainability
To implement the “Education for
Sustainability Strategy” to empower
and encourage the community,
Council staff, schools and business to
act in a way that contributes to
sustainable futures. (MSS I 14.1)

September
2006

Environmental The Education for Sustainability Strategy is being
implemented through the following programs engaging
Services
staff, schools and businesses:Sea Change for Sustainable Tourism; Sustainable Living
workshops; Who Cares About the (Manly) Environment
Three Yearly Survey; Bricks & Water - targeting the
building trade; World Environment Day Youth Expo; Sea
Change; Hill To Harbour Walks; Environmental
Management Systems for Sustainable Futures; school
newsletters; Sustainability Youth Crew; Starboard - Right
and Green - targeting boatsheds, slipways and other
marine users; Mobile Business Education; Sustainability
Youth Forum & Catchment Snapshots; schools
environmental education & audits/Grants, Vacation Care
Program, Green Business Awards and the Golf Course
Education & Environmental Management Plan
Implementation.
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5.1.7

Manly Environment Centre
The Manly Environment Centre
“shopfront”, through its work as a
research and resource centre, an
advocate and environmental
educator, enables broad community
involvement and goodwill in
protecting the environment in the
Manly LGA and beyond.

Performance Targets
Progress towards
ecosystem health and
primary contact criteria
for Burnt Bridge Creek
and Manly Lagoon.

The Manly Environment
Centre shopfront,
through its work as a
research and resource
centre, an advocate and
environmental educator,
enables broad
community involvement
and goodwill in
protecting the
environment in the
Manly LGA and beyond.

Measure
Pollutant load:
1 Reduction from
prioritised
catchments;
2 Improvement in
water column of
Manly Lagoon;
3 Improvement in
lagoon sediments;
4. reduced exchange
between Manly
Ocean and Manly
Lagoon.
Record research
activities, work
experience students,
events, activities,
promotions, visitors
to the shopfront and
volunteers.
Participation in
ongoing
environmental
campaigns with
partners.
Community
representation on
committees.

September
2006

2006/07
Top 5
pollutant
generating
catchments
targeted.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

p.38

MEC continued to engage with community stakeholders
through the Guringai Festival and the National Biodiversity
Month Teaching Kit. Eleven students from 2 universities
have been involved in research projects.

2007/08
Target next
prioritise
catchments
as per
modelling

2008/09
Target
next
prioritise
catchmen
ts as per
modelling

Comments
Program is ongoing and adaptive to seasonal variations

Completion
of annual
project plan

Completio
n of
annual
project
plan

Management Plan, including objectives, strategies and KPIs to
be maintained and reviewed quarterly

Now
targeting
Raglan St
and Pine St
catchments

Completion
of annual
project plan
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Statutory obligations
met.

Acceptance and
implementation of ESD
&TCM principles at the
Council and community
level through
implementation of
Council’s Education for
Sustainability Strategy
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Customer and
regulatory body
acceptance
State of Environment
report prepared

SoE
prepared

SoE
prepared

Water & Energy
Savings Plans
prepared.

WSP
prepared

WSP
implemented

Implementation of
strategy. Benchmark
“who cares about the
environment” survey.

Trends
over time

Trends over
time

Index 1-10

6.73

Trends over
time

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Regulation staff
Environment Levy funded staff
External grant funded staff
Formal university student
placements
Contractors, Consultants
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Current
6
4
3.5
0.5
2
Variable

2005/2006
1,108,805
974,619
373,450

SoE
prepared

Trends
over time

Survey carried out every three years

August 2006 Survey

Comments
EFT
EFT
Temporary positions EFT
EFT (Temporary position)
EFT (9 month appointments) (work experience)
Short term contracts for specialist tasks

2006/2007
646,990
973,009
13,669

2007/2008

Financial Plan Reference

644,750 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 5.1.4, 5.1.5, 5.1.6, 5.1.7
979,030
13,940
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5.2
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Built Environment Program
Key Strategies

5.2.1

Development & Building Control
Maintain and promote social and
environmental amenity in the built
and natural environment by reducing
the negative impacts of development.

5.2.2

Heritage Conservation
Preserve and protect heritage items
of historic, scientific, cultural and
social, architectural, natural or
aesthetic significance.
Ensure that the North Head
Sanctuary is recognised and
managed for its environmental
heritage values.

Performance
Targets
Plans which provide
for the physical,
social and economic
well being of the
people of Manly while
having regard to
State Planning
Direction.

Target Date
September
2006

September
2006

Division
Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Environmental A program to achieve more timely consents with greater
communication between applicants and Council during the
Services
assessment process has been introduced. The emphasis
on maintaining and enhancing environmental amenity and
awareness of the effect the built environment has on social
conditions and behaviour particularly in the business
zones.
The comprehensive heritage review will provide updated
Corporate
listings for inclusion in the new LEP.
Planning &
Strategy

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Customer
Satisfaction Survey
Report

5.52

5.70

5.72

Comments
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Protect historic,
scientific, cultural,
social, architectural,
natural and
aesthetically
significant items.

Sites / items
documented,
registered and
protected

Customer Satisfaction
Survey

Index 1 -10

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Staff
Manager
Principal Town Planner
Town Planners
Heritage Officer
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

5.63

Trends
over time

Current

Comments

1
1
3
1

3 days per week

2006/07
1,163,520
1,756,894
-

2007/08
1,186,545
1,792,004
-

2008/09

August 2006 Survey

Financial Plan Reference

1,210,100 5.2.1, 5.2.2
1,827,896
-
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5.3
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Waste and Cleansing Program
Key Strategies

5.3.1

5.3.2

5.3.3

Target Date
September
Waste
Minimise material entering the waste 2006
stream and manage waste. Work
towards a zero waste target,
consistent with sound sustainability
practice. This principle is to apply to
waste generated in the domestic,
commercial and public environments.

Waste Avoidance Program
Educate residents, schools,
businesses, industry and visitors to
avoid, reduce, reuse and recycle to
assist Council in its commitment to
waste minimisation.

September
2006

Recycling
To manage recyclable product on the
basis of the reduce/reuse/recycle
principle to maximise the diversion of
material from the waste stream. To
extend the range of recyclable
materials suitable for collection within
Council services.

September
2006

Division
Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Environmental Public, commercial and domestic waste streams are being
targeted through a variety of programs aiming toward
Services
Council's commitment to a zero waste target.
These programs include:Illegal dumping, residential recycling education, Waste
Management Committee, composting & worm farming,
Earthworks, e-waste collections, community gardens,
Public Place Recycling campaign, bin stickers, Say No To
Plastic Bags, Clean Up Australia, mobile phone recycling,
collaborative advertising, hazardous household chemical
collections, printer cartridges, Real Estate Agents/Strata
Managers, Waste Education Network, waste/recycling
guides, Fridge Buyback, litter guards.
Environmental Collaborative advertisements continued to be run raising
awareness of several waste avoidance issues including
Services
recycling paint cans, vegetation collections and buying
recycled.
The Manly Waste section of the Council internet pages
was updated in an attempt to provide information on some
of the most commonly requested issues.
Environmental Council continues to maximise diversion of material from
the waste stream using the reduce/reuse/recycle principle
Services
with programs including:Residential Recycling Education, web based information,
Composting & Worm Farming, internal waste management
– Council properties, Earthworks, community gardens, ewaste collections, Public Place Recycling campaign, bin
stickers, Saying No To Plastic Bags, mobile phone
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5.3.4

September
2006

Cleansing
To maintain public places, facilities,
parklands, beaches, road reserves,
and stormwater catchments free of
litter and waste material in
accordance with the principles of
Total Catchment and Ecologically
Sustainable Development.

Performance
Targets
Reduction in material
entering the waste
stream.
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

p.43

recycling, hazardous household chemical collections,
printer cartridges, waste/recycling guides, fridge buyback,
and litter guards.
Council is also involved with collaborative advertising with
Pittwater and Warringah Councils and also liaises and
works with external and community based groups including
Clean Up Australia, Waste Management Committee,
Precincts, Real Estate Agents/Strata Managers, Waste
Education Network.
Environmental Council finances the upkeep, maintenance and cleansing
of public places, facilities, parklands, beaches, road
Services
reserves and stormwater catchments.
A dedicated and dynamic infrastructure of educational,
structural and mobile interactions continues to ensure that
these facilities are maintained to a high standard.
Cleansing of all areas carried out in accordance with
approved schedule. Delivery of new scrubber machine for
The Corso.

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Comments

Monitoring to
reduce putrescible
waste
Index 1-10

5355
tonnes

4248
tonnes

4150
tonnes

Total putrescible waste disposal has risen slightly in the past
12 months (-1%)

7.42

Trends
over time

August 2006 Survey

Waste Section
To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Waste Coordinator
Waste operational staff
Waste policy/education staff

Current

Comments

1
27
2

Includes job-sharing arrangement (2 EFT)
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Mobiles, desk telephones, PC’s
Plant –
Garbage Compactors
11
Trucks 3

Incl. vehicles used for domestic, commercial and public place collections
Inc open trucks (1) and utilities (2)

Cleansing Section
To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Cleansing Coordinator
Contractor, Consultants
Mobiles, desk telephones, PC’s
Public Place Cleaning

Current

Comments

1
Variable
29

Cleansing Team – EFT 29
Enterprise Agreement ratified 2005

Plant –
Street Sweepers 5
Beach Cleaner 1
Trucks 7

Incl. Road Sweepers, Footpath Sweepers
Tractor and towed rake
Incl. Open tippers, van and utilities

Waste & Cleansing
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

2005/2006
7,801,575
8,293,836
986,670

2006/2007
7,566,659
8,442,023
625,076

2007/2008

Financial Plan Reference

7,712,356 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.3.4
8,598,870
637,535
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6.

Corporate Governance

6.1

Funding and Finance Program

p.45

Key Strategies
6.1.1

6.1.2

6.1.3

Rates
To levy and efficiently collect rates to
fund the provision of services and
facilities to the community.
Financial Management
To ensure the effective running of the
day to day activities and long term
financial viability of Council by utilising
best practices for all aspects of
Council's financial activities.
Budget
To develop and maintain an effective
budget system that meets the
requirements of Councillors, the Local
Government Act, Accounting
Standards, Community Information
and Budget Control for all responsible
managers.

Target Date
September
2006

Division
Corporate
Services

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Rate Notices issued 26 July 2006.
1st instalment due 31 August 2006. Stormwater charge is
included on the rate notice.

September
2006

Corporate
Services

2005/06 Annual Financial Statements have been completed
for audit.
BIS Financial reports are distributed each month.
September Quarter Budget Review.

September
2006

Corporate
Services

2006/07 budget (as adopted 19 June) was distributed to
Managers 1 July 2006.

Performance
Targets
Outstanding
Rates/Total
Rate Income ratio
Unrestricted current
ratio

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

Comments

%

< 3.5%

< 3%

< 2.8 %

3.8% in 2005/2006

%

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.16:1 in 2005/2006

Revotes

%

<2

<2

<2

<1.0% in 2005/2006
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Debt service ratio
Movement In Rates &
Annual Charges From
Previous Year
Movement In User
Charges & Fees
From Previous Year
Customer Satisfaction
Survey

< 3%

%

< 2.5%

3.08% in 2005/06
Source: Comparative Information on NSW Local Government Councils

%

< 4%

< 4%

< 4%

8.35% in 2004/05
Source: Comparative Information on NSW Local Government Councils

%

< 4%

Index 1-10

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources
Finance
Administration
Management & Support
Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

< 3%
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5.86

Current

2006/07
31,976,910
4,976,533
3,493,857

< 4%

< 4%

1.97% in 2004/05

Trends
over time

Comments

8
5
2
2007/08
32,514,640
5,066,128
4,012,460

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

33,164,803 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3
5,165,679 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3
3,892,756 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3
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6.2
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Management Support Program
Key Strategies

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.4

Employee Support Program
To ensure Council's workforce is
recruited, trained, managed and
rewarded fairly and equitably to
promote the highest level of service to
the community..
Corporate Governance
To provide ongoing Corporate
Planning and prepare and review
Council's Management Plan on an
annual basis, to ensure the Council's
Policies, Codes and objectives are
met and to promote "Best Practice"
standards for organisational
performance.
Customer Service
To provide an interface between
customers and staff which provides,
promotes and develops Quality
Customer Service to meet Council
and Community expectations.

Records Management
To maintain and support EDMS
system to enable it to enhance the
decision making process through
having accurate and easily accessible
information.

Target Date
September
2006

Division
GMU

Progress 1 July to 30 September 2006
Significant progress with assessment process of staff
competencies during the quarter. Multiple training programs
conducted and recruitment has been steady during this
time.

September
2006

GMU
Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Annual Customer Satisfaction Survey conducted in August.
The survey is based on Council program activities identified
in the Management Plan and results are used as Key
Performance Indicators in the Management Plan.

September
2006

GMU

September
2006

Corporate
Services

Upgrade to Council's online Customer Request
Management System completed in August. This system is
promoted as one of the preferred customer service portals,
allowing the community to directly log issues with Council.
These issues are monitored by Management and reviewed
on a weekly basis. Ongoing processing of parking permit
renewals and day to day service delivery. August was the
busiest month so far this year for transactions at the
Customer Service counter.
EDMS has been enhanced by the introduction/inclusion of
the CRM system. Minor updates are being installed as
received.
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6.2.5

6.2.6

September
Technology Infrastructure
2006
The TI section is structured along the
ITIL international standard to enable
business continuity. Critical business
processes are ensured, according to
Council’s goals despite any
eventuality. Updating infrastructure
and continuing to maintain the highest
level of security.
To move towards infrastructure
consolidation and to ensure
availability to all Council’s users
across all offices and outposts by
evolving to a centrally managed,
optimised, and fully modular
environment.
Through automation TI will streamline
support operations, maximise the
productivity of staff, and reduce costs.
Risk Management
Implement effective Risk Management
and Rehabilitation programs and
practices throughout Council for the
protection and benefit of the
community and staff.
Implement web based system of Risk
Management software now being
supplied to all member Councils of
Statewide Mutual.
Complete Asbestos Register.
Ensure Council’s interests are
protected by on going proactive
claims management.
Liaise with OH&S Committee to
enhance Council’s workplace safety
procedures.

GMU
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Plans for the remainder of the year are to focus on
emergency preparation of Council's critical business
systems.
System monitoring continues to improve. It is designed to
reduce the complexity associated with managing today's IT
infrastructure environments, recent tools help simplify the
identification of performance issues.
TI is streamlining the method for determining the root cause
of difficulties and this facilitates quick resolution to restore
services and to prevent potential IT problems. This leads
into the remainder of the year focusing on the phone and
communication network, combining this with a new
requirement for emergency power.

Corporate
Services

Appointment of Safety Officer at Depot. Liability Audit
supplied on E Risk and currently 70% complete. Contacts
being obtained in preparation for asbestos survey being
undertaken.
Management of all claims being determined on a case by
case basis and all under excess claims being managed inhouse.
OH&S Committee meets monthly and makes monthly
workplace inspections.
Initial emergency boards erected across Council. Need for
additional training identified and implemented. Some
procedures now on the intranet.
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6.2.7

6.2.8

Payroll
Provide a payroll service to the
organisation, which ensures accuracy,
timeliness and compliance with Award
and Agreement Provisions.
Council Office Accommodation
To ensure the adequate provision of
office accommodation to meet OH&S
standards and provide resources
required for the provision of quality
service by Councillors, staff and its
customers

Performance
Targets
Employee support

Corporate
Governance

Risk Management

p.49

GMU

All Payroll services provided during quarter – accurate
payments and in line with appropriate legislation.

Corporate
Planning &
Strategy

Ongoing as required.

Measure

2006/07

2007/08

Progress the
Human Resources
Management Plan
(including EEO
Plan)
Quarterly reviews
reported,
Management Plan
- exhibition 14th
May 2006 to June
2006
Insurance policies
renewed
Annual Audit
completed
Audit completed
Ongoing
Management of
risks

Staff
satisfaction
survey
results

Trends
over time

Reports
endorsed by
Council

Trends
over time

Tasks
completed
(as outlined)

Trends
over time

2008/09

Comments
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e-Business

Workstations
Infrastructure
TI Centrally
Managed
Security Systems
Customer
Satisfaction
Survey

Implement new
services as
required to meet
customer service
needs

Helpdesk, SMS,
MOM
Baseline, testing
documentation
Index 1-10

To achieve Objectives: means
and resources

Trends
over time

33%
33%

33%
33%

33%
33%

33%
33%

Deployment

Culture
Change
Hardening

Review

Maximise Productivity

Deployment

5.70

Current

Corporate Governance

9

Risk Management
Customer Services
Records Management
Office management & support

1
5
3
2

Financial
Information
Income
Expenditure
Capital

Customer
satisfaction
survey
results

2006/07
1,041,648
7,209,864
501,103

Trends
over time
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improving

August 2006 Survey

Comments
Specialist staff in these positions form the General Managers unit (see Key objective 6. including
Communications and Precinct management).

2007/08
1,058,035
7,341,568
423,066

2008/09

Financial Plan Reference

1,077,303 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.7
7,484,034
420,851

Manly
Development Control Plan
for the
Residential Zone - 2007

DRAFT V6d
Manly Council
Planning and Strategy Branch
7 December 2006
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PART A

Citation

This Plan is called:

Manly Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2007.
Short title: Manly Residential DCP (2007)
(It supersedes the Development Control Plan for the Residential Zone 2001 – Amendment 1)

The Plan was adopted by Manly Council at its meeting of -------------------------------- and it
applies to all residential development to be carried out in the Residential Zone under
Manly Local Environmental Plan 1988.

The Plan became effective on --------------------------------------------.

Henry T Wong
General Manager

3

Preamble
This Plan provides controls, considerations and requirements for development in the Residential
Zone under Manly LEP 1988. It applies to all forms of residential development in the zone with the
objectives of this Plan also applying to residential development in other zones and non-residential
development in the Residential Zone.
Objectives
The objectives of this Plan are:
a)
To replace the DCP for the Residential Zone, 2001.
b)
To ensure that residential development protects and conserves the natural and cultural
environment of the Local Government Area (LGA).
c)
To encourage the retention and adaptation of existing dwelling.
d)
To increase the availability and variety of dwellings to enable population growth without
having adverse effects on the character, amenity and natural environment of the residential
areas.
e)
To identify the characteristics of the residential zone and ensure protection and to develop
standards that encourage that protection.
f)
To protect the amenity of existing and future residents.
g)
To encourage ecologically sustainable development, which, for the purposes of this clause
means, development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the future by
integrating the protection of ecological processes and natural systems with the social and
economic need of the community.
h)
To minimise the impact of new development, including alterations and additions, on privacy,
views, solar access and general amenity of adjoining and nearby residences.
i)
To provide for view sharing for both existing and proposed development.
j)
To maximise the provision of open space for all residential development.
k)
To provide for the minimisation and management of waste generated by development.
l)
To protect the environment during demolition, site works, and construction phases of
development.
m)
To provide for off-street car parking relative to dwelling type.
n)
To ensure protection of environmentally sensitive localities.
o)
To encourage a responsible development approach resulting in design of architectural merit
that interprets and complements site characteristics, streetscape and the surrounding built
and natural environment.
p)
To encourage the preservation of heritage listed buildings and buildings in conservation
areas.
q)
To ensure compliance with the objective of each standard.
r)
To encourage environmental best practice.
Other Plans and Policies
This plan is to be read in conjunction with the current edition of:
Manly Local Environmental Plan 1988
State Environmental Planning Policy (Building Sustainability Index: BASIX) 2004
State Environmental Planning Policy No 65 – Design Quality of Residential Flat Development
The Building Code of Australia
Regional Environmental Plan – Sydney Harbour Catchment 2005
Manly Section 94 Contributions Plan 2004
State Environmental Planning Policy No 71 - Coastal Protection
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This Plan adopts by reference, and incorporates in this Plan as if fully stated and set out in this
Plan, the provisions of the following development control plans as in force immediately before the
commencement of this Plan which shall form part of this Plan:
Manly Development Control Plan for Access
Manly Development Control Plan for Notification
Manly Development Control Plan for Waste Management and Minimisation
Manly Development Control Plan for Landslip and Subsidence
Manly Sedimentation Control Policy
Manly Development Control Plan for Backpacker Accommodation

The Development Application (DA)
Prior to the preparation and lodgement of an application it is recommended a “pre-lodgement
meeting” be held with a Council assessment officer. For further information, and to arrange an
appointment, contact the Council’s Customer Service Centre.
A DA package containing all the relevant documentation and checklists to aid in the lodgement of
an application is available on CD from the Customer Service Centre or at www.manly.nsw.gov.au.
Note: Photographs showing the development site and its setting in the streetscape are to be
lodged with the DA and a scale model is required for all residential development exceeding two
dwellings.
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PART B
(Primary Considerations and Actions)

Retention, Preservation and Adaptation of Existing Dwellings
Manly Council promotes the retention and adaptation of existing buildings rather than their
demolition and replacement with new structures.
Prior to preparing a development application, where demolition is being considered, an
assessment is to be undertaken of to determine the degree to which any existing building on the
land should be retained and appropriately adapted in order to:
1. Meet ecologically sustainable development principles by conserving resources and energy
and reducing waste from any demolition process.
2. Conserve the cultural heritage of the existing building and that of the locality.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a heritage assessment shall be undertaken, where works are
proposed to buildings constructed during or prior to 1940.
An appropriate assessment shall accompany any development application. If the property has
merit as a potential heritage item, the heritage controls and considerations in this plan shall
apply.

Alterations and Additions
A development application to alter and add to a building will be taken to be that relating to a new
building where more than half of the existing external fabric of the building is demolished. The area
of the existing external fabric is taken to be the surface area of all the existing external walls, the
roof measured in plan and the area of the lowest habitable floor.

Site and Locality Analysis
Before preparing an application and plans, consideration shall be given to designing the new
development within the context of its site constraints, those of its immediate locality and those at
least within 50m of the property in the case of a dwelling house or 100m in the case of multidwelling development. To this end a broad locality analysis and a detailed site analysis shall
accompany any application for development.
Locality analysis
This can be in the form of a written statement, diagrammatic and/or photographic and can be
included in the statement of environmental effects. It should assess the following matters in the
sphere of influence of the development site.










Topography, vegetation and habitat.
Allotment size and orientation.
Building form, scale and architectural style.
Dominant roof forms.
Dominant building material and colours.
The streetscape and Harbour edge.
Private and public views.
Connectivity – vehicular, pedestrian and cycleways.
Local Open Space and access

Site analysis
The site analysis establishes the context of the proposed development by identifying and
graphically illustrating:
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a) the site and localities opportunities and constraints and their influence on design etc.
b) the potential impacts of the proposed development on adjoining sites, critical habitat and the
streetscape.
c) how the proposed development relates and responds to these influences.
The site analysis plan shall be drawn to a scale of 1:100 and shall identify on the plan:




















the
site
boundaries
and
dimensions
true north
adjoining
streets
and
any
easements or rights of way
location of proposed development
location and use of existing
development and extent of any
demolition
existing contours, slope and spot
levels as necessary
prevailing winds in summer and
winter
existing
native
vegetation,
significant trees, natural drainage
patterns
location of other significant natural
features eg. watercourses/gullies,
rock outcrops, cliffs and bushrock
etc.
view lines
vehicular crossings
pedestrian paths and cycle ways
drainage lines and services
extent of any existing and
proposed cut and fill
form of existing boundary walls,
retaining walls and fences
contaminated soils
items of environmental heritage
potential noise sources

And it is to include the following
details of adjacent and nearby
properties
 the location, siting and use of
adjacent and nearby buildings
 abutting private open space and location of main living area windows ie. lounge room, kitchen,
study, dining room
 views, solar access and acoustic privacy enjoyed by adjacent and nearby residents
 trees with a height of 3m or more within 3m of common boundaries
 items of environmental heritage
 the location and height of existing walls and retaining walls built near or on the site boundaries
 the characteristics of any adjacent public open space
 features such as power poles, street trees, kerb crossings, bus stops, other services
 the differences in levels between adjacent properties and the development site.
 Existing shadows cast by adjoining development, fences and vegetation.
 Photographs of the site in context with adjoining properties and properties on the opposite side
of the road.
 A cross section drawing showing the relationship and levels of the proposed development to
the adjacent street and development opposite the site.
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Design Considerations
This section discusses and specifies general design principles and requirements. It is to be read in
conjunction with following sections of this Plan, which address excavation, storm water controls
and heritage considerations as well as the specific development controls and standards in Part D,
all of which may influence the design of the development.
New development, including alterations and additions, is to be sited and designed to optimise
energy conservation and sustainability in accordance with current BASIX legislation.
BASIX (the Building Sustainability Index), is a web-based planning tool that measures the potential
performance of new residential dwellings against a range of sustainability indices: Energy, Water,
Thermal Comfort, Stormwater, and Landscape. As well as reducing the environmental impact of
these features, new dwellings are more comfortable climatically than most existing homes.
BASIX ensures each dwelling design meets the NSW Government's current targets for reduction
in water consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Compliance with the targets is demonstrated through the completion of a BASIX assessment and
the on-line issuing of a BASIX Certificate, which is to be lodged with your development
application.
The BASIX online assessment requires information about the proposed development, such as site
location, dwelling size, floor area, landscaped area and services. BASIX compares the proposal to
average existing homes. The proposal is scored according to its potential to consume less mains
supply water and energy than an average existing home.
BASIX simplifies the process by establishing one set of sustainability standards for all
residential development proposals in NSW. BASIX establishes a set of quantifiable targets,
providing certainty for applicants by ensuring that they understand what is expected and how
buildings must be designed in order to meet these standards.
The site
The design of development shall respond to the slope of the site, with the aim of minimising loss of
views and amenity from public and private spaces. The lower side of the site, whether to the
foreshore or a street, needs to integrate the design of the building with the topography by
minimising its height and bulk. Large under-croft spaces can be avoided by integrating the building
into the slope. Development on steeply sloping sites will require preliminary geotechnical
investigation in accordance with the Manly DCP for Landslip and Subsidence 2001.
Design of development adjacent to areas of native vegetation should be sympathetic to the natural
environment in order to protect and enhance the area as habitat for native fauna.
Landscaping
The design, quantity and quality of open space provided for a development should respond to the
character of the area. In low density areas, open space should dominate the site. Within higher
density areas the provision of adequate private open space and landscaped areas are to maximise
resident amenity.
Site works shall be minimised to protect natural features.
Roofs
Roof forms should complement, but not necessarily replicate, the predominant form in the locality
and in particular those of adjacent buildings. They should be designed to avoid or minimise loss of
views from adjacent and nearby properties and public spaces.
Building form
The design of developments adjacent to heritage properties shall address and compliment the built
form and style of that property to preserve the integrity of the item.
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Developments should complement the predominant building form, distinct building character, and
architectural style in the locality.
In lower density areas setbacks should be maximised to enable open space to dominate buildings,
especially on the foreshore.
When building on sloping sites, any supporting under-croft structure shall be minimized.
Elevated open space terraces or pools should not be constructed on extended columns, or
dominate adjoining sites.
In higher density areas careful consideration should be given to minimising any loss of sunlight,
privacy and views of neighbours. This is especially relevant in the design of new residential flat
buildings adjacent to smaller developments.
The apparent bulk and design of a development should be considered and assessed from
surrounding public and private view points. The development should not detract from the scenic
amenity of the area.
To assist ventilation in residential flat buildings, rooms accessing exposed balconies shall include a
separate opening window as well as a door.
Alterations and Additions
A development application to alter and add to a building will be taken to be that relating to a new
building where more than half of the existing external fabric of the building is demolished. The
area of the existing external fabric is taken to be the surface area of all the existing external
walls, the roof measured in plan and the area of the lowest habitable floor.
First Floor Additions
First floor additions shall compliment the architectural style of the ground floor and maintain the
integrity of the buildings roofline. The addition may follow the existing ground floor wall setbacks
providing adjoining properties are not adversely impacted by overshadowing, view loss or privacy
issues. The Council does not favour first floor additions known as “pop tops”.
Building materials
Building materials and finishes shall reflect or complement those dominant in the locality.
The use of plantation and/or recycled timbers in construction and finishes is encouraged.
Fences and walls
The siting, height and form of boundary fences and walls should reflect those dominant in the
locality, and in particular those of the adjacent properties.
Boundary fences or walls shall not be erected where they would be in conflict with the character of
the locality. Metal cladding, powder coated or otherwise, shall not be used where the fence is
adjacent to a public road or place.
Vehicular access
Driveway crossovers shall be minimised and garages and carports adjacent to the front property
boundary shall not be considered if there is a reasonable alternative location.
All development shall provide on-site parking and the ability for vehicles to enter and exit the site
(preferably) in a forward direction.
Developments on sloping sites shall be designed to avoid the need for elevated ramps and similar
structures to access car parking areas, especially those which may encroach on public land..
Accessibility
Wheel chair access to AS1428.1 shall be provided to the main entry point of residential flat
buildings.
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Adaptable Housing
Multi unit development shall provide an adaptable dwelling to AS4299 at the ratio of 1 per 4
dwellings. Developments containing less than 4 dwelling shall provide at least 1 adaptable
dwelling.
Bicycle Storage
A secure storage area of sufficient dimensions to accommodate at least two adult size bicycles,
shall be provided for each dwelling.

Excavation and Earthworks
Objectives
To retain the existing landscape character and limit change to the topography and vegetation of the
Manly Local Government Area by:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Limiting excavation, “cut and fill” and other earthworks,
Discouraging the alteration of the natural flow of ground and surface water,
Ensuring that development not cause sedimentation to enter drainage lines (natural or
otherwise) and waterways,
Limiting the height of retaining walls and encouraging the planting of endemic plant species
to soften their impact.

Controls
a)
Excavation shall be generally limited to 1000mm below natural ground level with the
exception of basement parking areas, which shall be contained within the footprint of the
building.
b)

A dilapidation survey may required for excavation works exceeding 1000mm.

c)

Fill shall be limited to 1000mm above natural ground level.

d)

Earthworks shall be limited to that part of the site required to accommodate the building and
its immediate curtilage.

e)

Natural (undisturbed) ground level shall be maintained within 900mm of side and rear
boundaries.

f)

Excavation under the canopy of any tree (including those on neighbouring properties) will
only be permitted providing its long-term survival and stability is not jeopardised. (To be
supported by documentation from an arborist).

g)

Retaining walls within 1000mm of the front boundary shall not exceed 1.0m above natural
ground level.

h)

On steeply sloping sites, pier and suspended slab or an equivalent non-invasive form of
construction technique shall be used to minimise earthworks and vegetation loss and retain
natural features.

i)

Undercroft areas shall be presented as a positive space and integrated into the design of the
building by use of appropriate landscaping and/or the retention of natural features and
vegetation where possible, having regard to the volume of the space and its orientation.

j)

Only natural rock, gravel or sand material (not builder’s waste or demolition materials),
obtained from approved sources, shall be used as fill.
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k)

Approved sediment, siltation and stormwater control devices shall be in place (and
maintained) prior to and during the carrying out of any earthworks and other works on the
site.

Basements and Basement Car Parking Areas
Excavation for a basement or basement car parking area may be permitted provided the
application is accompanied by a geotechnical survey which addresses:
 The stability of the site
 The method of excavation
 The impact of excavation on adjoining properties
 The impact of excavation on ground water flows
 The impact of excavation on acid sulphate soils
 The impact on natural features
 Methods of stormwater collection and disposal during the excavation and construction period
and,
 Which provides advice on implementing necessary mitigating measures.

Stormwater Control
Objectives
a)
To manage urban stormwater within its natural catchments and within the development site.
b)
To provide that stormwater drainage not degrade the water quality of the catchments or
cause erosion and sedimentation
c)
To manage construction sites to prevent environmental impacts from stormwater.
d)
To protect downstream properties from flooding and stormwater inundation.
e)
To promote ground infiltration of stormwater where there will be no negative (environmental)
impacts.
f)
To encourage on-site stormwater detention, collection and recycling.
g)
To make adequate arrangements for the ongoing maintenance of stormwater facilities.

Controls
a)
All developments must comply with the “Council’s Policy for Stormwater Control”,
“Specification for On-site Stormwater Management 2003” and “Specification for Stormwater
Drainage”. Copies of these documents are available from the Council’s Customer Service
Centre or at www.manly.nsw.gov.au.
b)
Stormwater disposal systems must provide for natural drainage flows to be maintained.
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c)
d)

Native, endemic plant species shall be planted in soft landscaping areas.
Pervious surfaces and paving shall be used for driveways, pathways and courtyards where
practical.
e)
Implementation of and the on-going maintenance of stormwater management measures in
accordance with Specification for Stormwater Management.
f) Notwithstanding the prevailing BASIX water conservation targets, the collection of
rainwater/run-off for non-potable uses exceeding the target is encouraged.
g) A qualified drainage/hydraulic engineer shall design all stormwater controls, devices and water
storage systems.

Flood Affected Land
Land in and in the vicinity of the following schedule of streets is subject to the Council’s “Interim
Policy and Administration Guidelines for Development and Use of Land Affected by a 1 in 100 Year
Flood – Manly Lagoon”. Please refer to this document when preparing an application in any
effected location.
Applicable Land.
Balgowlah Road – between Pacific Parade and Pittwater Road
Pittwater Road – from Nos. 252 and 241 to Manly Lagoon
Alexander Street
Pacific Parade
Rolfe Street/Golf Parade
Eurobin Avenue
Roseberry Street
Iluka Avenue
Suwarrow Street
Kenneth Road
Quirk Road
Hayes Street

Heritage Items and
Development in
Conservation Areas
This section applies to Items of Environmental Heritage listed in Manly Local Environmental Plan
1988 and development in Conservation Areas under that Plan, as well as other items – buildings or
otherwise - which may have potential heritage significance or have a potential impact on a heritage
item.
Objectives
a)
To retain and conserve Items of Environmental Heritage and Conservation Areas.
b)
To ensure any modification to heritage items, potential heritage items or buildings within
conservation areas is of an appropriate design that does not alter or challenge the
significance of the item or the locality.
c)
To ensure that development in the vicinity of heritage items, potential heritage item and/ or
conservation areas, recognises and protects the significance of those items identified at
local, state or national levels.
d)
To ensure that any modification to any heritage item or building within a conservation area is
guided by the principles set out in the current Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter.
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Controls and considerations
a)
Development applications lodged for any works to heritage items or buildings within a
conservation area, or new buildings within a conservation area shall be accompanied by a
Statement of Heritage Impact, or for items of State or National significance, a Conservation
Management Plan, prepared by a qualified heritage consultant.
b)

Development applications lodged for any works to properties which are subsequently
assessed by the Council to be of potential heritage significance or erected prior to 1940, shall
be augmented by a Statement of Heritage Impact, prepared by a qualified heritage
consultant.

c)

Development applications for works adjacent to, or near heritage items, or heritage
conservation areas shall address the impact of the proposed development on the heritage
significance of the heritage item or area. The DA shall demonstrate the proposed works will
not significantly alter the heritage significance of an item or the character of the locality. In
such circumstances the Council may request the preparation of a Heritage Impact Statement
prepared by a qualified heritage consultant. The heritage impact assessment shall
demonstrate that all possible means of mitigating any negative impact on the item have been
addressed.

d)

Alterations and/or additions to heritage items or buildings within conservation areas shall not
detract from their heritage significance of the item or place.

e)

Alterations and/or additions to buildings near heritage items shall not detract from the
heritage significance of the items.

f)

New development in the vicinity of heritage items or additions to heritage items, shall not
necessarily seek to replicate heritage details or character of buildings, but may be a
contemporary response which complements and respects the form and scale of the original
buildings.

g)

Alterations or additions to heritage items or buildings within a conservation area shall not
overwhelm, dominate or challenge the existing building or structure.

h)

Alterations to roofs shall be sympathetic to the style of the heritage item or building within a
conservation area. Roofs shall retain their original and traditional form and original cladding
– including slate.

i)

Original architectural detailing such as barge board, finial trim, window awnings and front
verandas shall be retained. New detailing shall be complementary to the character of the
item.

j)

Original wall treatments shall
be retained. Modifications to
face brick dwellings shall
use original style of bricks,
window heads, mortar joints
and other building details.

k)

Face brickwork shall not be
painted or rendered. Face
brickwork where already so
treated should be restored,
where practical, to its
original un-painted state.
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l)

When new windows are to be inserted into the existing fabric of a heritage item, ensure that the
size, proportion and type of windows shall be compatible with the building’s architectural
style/period.

m) When cement render is used it shall be complementary to and consistent with the heritage
architectural style.
n) Colour schemes and repainting shall be articulated in the same manner as the original colour
rendering of the building. Contemporary colours are not discouraged, but should be combined
in a complementary way. Single colour solutions are not permitted.
o) The removal of original fabric shall be avoided in order to retain the integrity of the heritage
item or conservation area.
p) New landscaping shall be sympathetic to the heritage significance of the item or building within
a conservation area. An appropriate setting for the item shall be retained and maintained.
q) Modifications to the front fence and garden of a heritage item or buildings within a conservation
area shall be designed and constructed in materials that contribute to and not detract from the
historic style of the building and character of the streetscape.
r)

Original fences shall be retained and refurbished, where possible. New fences shall be
sympathetic in colour, material, height and design and shall not detract from the heritage
significance of the building or locality.

s) Garages and carports shall not be constructed forward of the building alignment of a listed
heritage item or a building within a conservation area.
t)

The provision of additional car parking (if required) may be waived, in the case of alteration and
additions to a heritage item or a dwelling in a conservation area, if the car parking adversely
impacts on the item.
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PART C
(DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS)
The following summary of Principal Development Standards is to be read in conjunction
with the detailed standards which follow in this Plan.
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Dwelling Density and Subdivision
The residential zone is divided into density sub-zones. This section addresses each sub-zones
maximum dwelling density or allotment size (subdivision).
DWELLING DENSITY
Objectives
a) To regulate the number of dwellings in specific areas.
b) To assist promote a variety of dwelling types and residential environments in the LGA.
c) To assist in maintaining the character of the locality.
d) To limit the impact of residential development on existing vegetation and topography.
e) To sustainably exploit the use of existing infrastructure.
Controls
The following table establishes the maximum permissible residential density and minimum
allotment size in each sub-zone.
Map A illustrates the extent and location of each residential density sub-zone.
Residential density
Sub-zones
Site slope
Maximum density
Minimum site area/allotment size
Sub-zone 1
1 dwelling/ 50m² of site area
250m²
Sub-zone 2
1 dwelling/ 150m² of site area
250m²
Sub-zone 3
1 dwelling/ 250m² of site area
250m²
Sub-zone 4
1 dwelling/ 300m² of site area
300m²
Sub-zone 5
1 dwelling/ 500m² of site area
500m²
Sub-zone 6
1 dwelling/ 600m² of site area
600m²
Sub-zone 7 Less than 1 in 6 - - - - 1 dwelling/ 750m² of site area
750m²
Between 1 in 6
and 1 in 4 - - - - - - - - 1 dwelling/ 950m² of site area
Greater than 1 in 4 - - 1 dwelling/ 1150m² of site area

950m²
1150m²

Note:
1. The above provisions do not apply to family flats.
2. In determining site slope in density sub-zone 7, the ‘site’ is taken to be the total area of the
original allotment(s) prior to any subdivision under this plan.
SUBDIVISION
Objectives
a) To regulate the density of allotments in specific areas.
b) To promote a variety of allotment sizes, residential environments and housing diversity.
c) To maintain the character of the locality and streetscape.
d) To limit the impact of subdivision on existing vegetation and topography.
e) To sustainably exploit the use of existing infrastructure.
Allotment size
Refer to the Residential Density Table to determine the minimum allotment size for each residential
density sub-zone.
Matters to be considered
The following issues shall be considered with any subdivision application and any resultant adverse
impacts – environmental or otherwise - minimised or resolved and addressed in the accompanying
documentation.







The orientation of the allotments to maximise energy efficiency for future development under
the BASIX system.
Complementing the prevailing subdivision pattern
Existing vegetation, topography, views and natural features.
Stormwater management.
Easements and servicing requirements.
Vehicular access.
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Controls
a) Each allotment shall have a
minimum 1m wide, fee simple,
frontage and adequate vehicular
access to a public road, which may
not necessarily include the
minimum 1m frontage.
b) In density sub zones 4 to 7 the
residential density controls
determine the minimum allotment
area for a real property
subdivision.
c) In density sub zones 1 to 3 the
minimum allotment size for a real
property subdivision shall be
250m².
d) An application for the subdivision
creating allotments less than
500m² must identify on the
subdivision plan that a dwelling
can be successfully
accommodated on each allotment,
in compliance with this Plan.
e) The re-configuration of existing
allotments within a subdivision
shall comply with this Plan.
f)

Battle-axe allotments shall provide
a 3.5m wide vehicular access way
to a public road or place in fee simple, or by right(s)-of-way or in combination. Driveways
longer than 30m may require an increase in width or the provision of a passing bay.

NOTE: For carriage way width and construction specifications refer to the Council’s Specification
for Civil Infrastructure Works, Development and Subdivision, available from the Customer Service
Centre.

Floor Space Ratio
Floor Space Ratio (FSR) is the ratio of the gross floor area to the site area. It is used to control
the amount of floor area within a development and contributes to controlling the bulk of the building
and its impact on adjoining properties and the streetscape.
Objectives
a) To assist control the bulk of buildings.
b) To ensure the scale of development does not obscure important landscape features.
c) To ensure the scale of development is consistent with the existing and desired character of the
residential areas.
d) To minimise disruption to views and loss of privacy to adjacent and nearby development.
e) To provide sunlight access to private open spaces within the development and maintain
adequate sunlight access to private open spaces and to habitable rooms of adjacent dwellings.
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Controls
1)
The maximum floor space ratio allowable in each residential density sub-zone is as shown in
Principal Development Standards Table in Part C on page 16 and in the Residential Density
Sub Zone Map..
2)

On sites which are less than the minimum site area required in the relevant density, the
Council may consider a variation to the floor space ratio provided the applicant can
demonstrate the objectives of the DCP can be achieved. This variation shall be limited to the
allowable FSR for the minimum lot size in the relevant density subzone.

Building Height
Building height is regulated by applying standards for the maximum height of external walls and
roof structures within density sub-zones.
Objectives:
a)
To regulate the height of buildings by specifying maximum wall and roof/ridge heights.
b)
To assist control the bulk of buildings.
c)
To provide for building heights that is consistent with the prevailing building heights in the
locality.
d)
To minimise disruption to views from adjacent and nearby residential development and from
public spaces.
e)
To allow sunlight to penetrate private open spaces within the development site.
f)
To assist maintain adequate sunlight penetration to private open spaces and the windows to
the living spaces of adjacent residential development.
Controls
On level sites the maximum external wall height measured to the underside of the top most ceiling
shall be:
a)
b)
c)

In density sub-zones 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7: 6.5m.
In density sub-zone 2:
9.0m.
In density sub-zone 1:
12.0m.

On sloping sites the maximum external wall height shall be interpolated from the graphs at the
beginning of this Part.

The gradient/slope, for the
purpose of calculating wall
height, is the slope of the land
(at natural ground level) along
the length of the proposed wall
expressed as a vertical to
horizontal ratio.
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Number of storeys
Other than within density sub-zones 1 and 2, and notwithstanding the provisions of specific
numerical height controls, buildings shall not exceed two storeys unless specific physical site
constraints warrant voiding this requirement.
Roof height
Roof structures shall not extend beyond 3m above the actual (not the calculated maximum)
external wall height.
Parapets may extend 600mm above the proposed external
wall height where it is considered by the Council to be
appropriate to the design of development.
Lift structures may not protrude above the maximum roof
height.
Roof pitch
The maximum roof pitch shall not to exceed 35 degrees
otherwise it shall be considered as an external wall and will
be subject to wall height controls.
Rooms within the roof structure
Habitable rooms situated substantially above the maximum allowable wall height and/or within the
roof structure shall only be permitted in buildings which existed prior to the operative date of this
Plan and where it can be demonstrated that they do not detract from the character nor integrity of
the roof structure and will not adversely impact on the amenity of adjacent and nearby properties
and the streetscape.
The placement and design of dormer windows shall compliment the roof structure and reflect the
character of the building.
Crown of Road (Refer Part E – Maintenance of Views)
In specific locations the height of the building (including the roof structure) shall not exceed the
height of the crown of the adjacent road pavement.
Existing buildings
Where an existing building exceeds the maximum heights permissible in this plan, any alterations
and/or additions to the building shall not increase the overall height of the building.

Setbacks
This section addresses the buildings setback from
its property boundaries.
Objectives

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

To maintain and enhance the existing
streetscape.
To provide privacy.
To provide equitable access to light and
sunshine.
To promote flexibility in the siting of
buildings.
To facilitate view sharing.
To accommodate planting, including native
vegetation and endemic trees.
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g)

h)
i)

To control the nature of development adjoining open space lands and national parks so as
not to unduly detract from the nature of those lands and to satisfy the provisions of SEPP 19
- Urban Bushland.
To maintain adequate space between buildings to limit impacts on views and vistas from
private and public spaces.
To provide for bush fire asset protection zones.

Controls
Front setbacks shall relate to the front setbacks of neighbouring properties and the prevailing
setbacks in the immediate vicinity. If there is not a consistent or established setback, a 6.0m
setback applies.
Projections into the front setback may be accepted for unenclosed balconies, roof eaves, sunhoods, chimneys, meter boxes and the like, if it can demonstrate there will be no adverse impact
on the streetscape or adjoining properties.
Side setbacks shall provide sufficient access to the side of properties to allow for property
maintenance, planting of vegetation and sufficient separation from neighbouring properties.
a)

In all residential sub-zones, the setback between any part of a building and the side
boundary must not be less than 1/3 the height of the adjacent external wall of the proposed
building.

b)

Windows facing a boundary are to be setback a minimum of 900mm from that boundary.

c)

Windows of living and dining areas in new dwellings are to be setback a minimum of 3m
from side boundaries.

d)

For secondary street frontages – corner allotments - the side boundary setback standard will
apply unless a prevailing setback exists. In such cases the prevailing setback of the
neighbouring properties shall be used. Architecturally the building shall address both streets.

The following clauses do not apply to residential density sub-zones 1 and 2, but apply to all other
residential density sub-zones.
e)

Walls facing side boundaries shall be partially setback, where possible, to permit windows at
90 degrees to the boundary.
In these circumstances, the Council will consider permitting part of a building to be
constructed closer to the side boundary than one third of the wall height, provided another
part of the building equal in area to the area protruding beyond the setback line, is setback
horizontally an equivalent amount further than the one third setback requirement.
Walls without windows may be constructed to one side boundary only and in accordance
with following table, providing the objectives of this part can be met and the applicant can
demonstrate no disadvantage to the adjacent allotment through increased overshadowing, or
loss of view and no impediment to property maintenance.

f)

That part of the wall without windows in excess of the maximum height identified in the table
shall be setback the same distance as a wall with a window (in this instance, it is advisable
to refer to the Building Code of Australia).

Where walls are approved on side boundaries without windows the standard of finish and materials
used on external surfaces shall complement the external architectural finishes of the adjacent
property or properties. A right-of-way shall be obtained to provide access for maintenance.

ZERO SIDE SETBACK - WALLS WITHOUT WINDOWS
Wall Length as % of
Residential Sub-zone
Max. Wall height
boundary Length
3 to 7
3
35
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Rear setbacks must allow space for planting of vegetation, including trees, other landscape works
and private and/or common open space.
In all height sub-zones, the distance between any part of a building and the rear boundary shall not
be less than 8m.

Foreshore setbacks and existing foreshore building lines
a) Development on any property having frontage to the foreshore shall be setback a minimum of
either 15m from mean high water mark, or the maximum wall height of the proposed building
on the foreshore frontage, whichever is the greater.
b) In residential areas which have been subject to foreshore building lines set by Council at less
than 15m from mean high water mark, the setback will be determined individually taking into
account the terrain, the adjoining development and the Council’s existing and any future
foreshore walkway.
c) Foreshore setbacks on reclaimed land previously below mean high water mark will be
determined individually taking into account the position of the mean high watermark on
adjoining properties, the setback of adjoining development, and Council’s existing and any
future foreshore walkway.
d) Gazebos, pergolas, barbeques, aviaries, cubby houses, and the like may be permitted within
this 15m setback provided they are designed to complement the natural or established
landscaped character of the waterfront and shall not be used for accommodation.
Setback for development adjacent to open space and national parks
If the subject site has a common boundary with land zoned ‘Proposed Open Space’, ‘Open Space’
or ‘National Park’, buildings shall be set back 6m from this boundary or in the case of rear
setbacks, 8m.
Buildings, swimming pools and garden sheds are prohibited within the 6m setback, but gazebos,
barbeques, cubby houses and the like may be permitted provided they are designed to
complement the natural or landscape character of the adjacent open space zones.
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Open space and Landscaping
(Incl. Swimming Pools and Spas)
Open space and landscape design is a significant component in ensuring developments are
environmentally sustainable. Proper planning and careful design can provide for the preservation of
natural vegetation and wildlife habitat, the provision of recreation opportunities and contribute to
stormwater management.
Objectives
a)
To provide open space for the recreational needs of the occupier and provide privacy and
shade.
b)
To retain important landscape features and vegetation.
c)
To encourage appropriate tree planting and maintenance of existing vegetation.
d)
To enhance the amenity of the site, streetscape and surrounding area.
e)
To retain and augment remnant populations of endemic native flora and fauna.
f)
To minimise the spread of weeds and the degradation of private and public open space.
g)
To maximise wildlife habitat and the potential for wildlife corridors.
h)
To maximise water infiltration on-site and minimise stormwater runoff.
i)
To maximise soft landscaped areas.
j)
To encourage the establishment of vegetable gardens and the planting of fruit trees.
k)
To encourage the use of recycled materials in landscape construction works.
Controls
a)
Open space must be provided on site in accordance with the following table.
Density sub-zone
Density Sub-zone 1
Density Sub-zone 2
Density Sub-zones 3-6
Density Sub-zone 7

Min. Open Space
45% of site area
50% of site area
55% of site area
60% of site area

Soft Open Space
25% of open space area
30% of open space area
35% of open space area
40% of open space area

Note: This table only applies to applications involving the
construction of, or alteration or additions to dwellings or
multi-dwelling developments including residential flat
buildings.
b)

Land must have a minimum horizontal dimension of
3m in any direction and a minimum area of 12m² to
be considered as open space.

c)

If it can be demonstrated that there will be no loss of
amenity to adjoining residents, up to 25% of open
space can be provided above ground level by
verandas, balconies and terraces, providing these
areas are not enclosed. In sub-zone 1, this figure
may be increased to 30% The area of stand alone
roof top terraces cannot be included as open
space

d)

For
multi-dwelling
developments,
residential flat buildings, this figure
increased to 40%.

including
may be

e)

Open space provided above ground level must
have a minimum horizontal dimension of 3.0m.

f)

The use of locally occurring endemic plant species
is preferred, as these assist:
1. in providing habitat for local fauna
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2.

preserve threatened endemic plants.

g)

In some circumstances it is acknowledged non-endemic native plants and some exotic plants
located adjacent to the building’s perimeter may contribute to the energy efficiency of the
building.

h)

Soft open space is to be capable of supporting new endemic tree species that are typically
expected to reach a mature height of 10m, with minimum tree numbers in accordance with
the following table.
Density sub-zones
1-3
1-3
1-3
4-7
4-7
4-7

Lot sizes (m²)
0-500
Greater than 500-800
Greater than 800
0-500
Greater than 500-800
Greater than 800

Number of endemic trees
1
3
3
2
3
4

j)

The minimum tree numbers may include existing endemic trees (which may amount to the
minimum number) and/or proposed new endemic trees. All new tree pot/container size to be
a minimum of 25 litres.

k)

Trees should not be positioned in locations where they may, at maturity:



significantly shade solar collectors of the proposed dwelling or neighbouring dwellings



Interfere with the views from neighbouring and nearby dwellings



significantly block winter sun access to living rooms and outdoor recreation areas both within
the site and on neighbouring sites.

l)

Particular attention should be given to separating pedestrian entries and vehicular crossings.

m)

Where a driveway is located against a side boundary, provision is to be made for a minimum
0.5m landscape strip between the side fence and driveway.

n)

Areas above or on any structure or building can only be calculated as soft open space if the
soil depth is at least 1000mm and they have a minimum horizontal dimension of 600mm..

Tree preservation
a)
Developments shall maximise the retention and protection of vegetation including trees and
the under-storey, except species identified as not requiring consent for removal under
Council’s Tree Preservation Order.
Note: Existing trees and vegetation may support significant indigenous wildlife populations.
Applicants should consult Council to assess the possible impact on local flora and fauna.
b)

The removal or pruning of vegetation must also be undertaken in accordance with Council’s
Tree Preservation Order. Should the development propose the removal of trees which do
not require Council consent under the Tree Preservation Order, a supporting statement must
be included in the Statement of Environmental Effects accompanying the DA.

c)

The siting of buildings and landscape works should protect local watercourses and drainage
lines by protecting any existing endemic vegetation, retaining natural ground levels and by
providing buffer zones of endemic planting.

Conservation and energy efficiency (refer also to BASIX website))
Species should be retained, selected and planted in order to assist achieve the following:
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Protect and cool buildings in summer
Intercept glare from hard surfaces
Allow sun into living rooms in cooler months
Channel cooling air currents into the dwelling in summer
Provide windbreaks where desirable.
Landscape construction shall take advantage of and use existing site materials, recycled
materials and materials that have a low embodied energy.

Boundaries with national park and open space zones
a)
If the subject site has a common boundary with land zoned ‘Proposed Open Space’, ‘Open
Space’ or ‘National Park’, buildings shall be setback not less than 6m from this boundary and
in the case of a rear boundary, 6m.
b)

Remnant endemic vegetation along the common boundary and within the 6m setback shall
be protected.

c)

Buildings, swimming pools and garden sheds shall not be permitted within the 6m setback,
but gazebos, barbeques, cubby houses and the like may be permitted provided their design
melds with the landscape character of the adjacent open space.

Private open space
a)
Private open space is included in the total open space requirement.
b)

Private open space shall be provided adjacent to living rooms and of an area and dimensions
sufficient to enable it to usefully serve domestic outdoor functions.

c)

The minimum dimension for private open space is 3.0m.

d)

The total area of private open space required shall be provided in one (1) location.

e)

Minimum area of private open space for a dwelling house is 18m².

f)

Minimum area of private open space for multi-dwelling developments (including residential
flat buildings) is 12m² / unit.

Landscape Plan
A detailed landscape plan shall accompany:
a)

all multi dwelling development applications.

b)

all dwelling applications where no dwelling currently exists.

c)

new dwelling applications that replace an existing dwelling house or ground level alterations
or additions to an existing dwelling house, where the building footprint is increased by 15% or
more.

d)

applications for swimming pools

e)

alterations or additions to an existing house where it is proposed to remove an existing tree
or other vegetation.

f)

where the proposed building footprint is within 5m of any tree trunk. Other than those trees not
requiring consent for removal under the Tree Preservation Order.

The Landscape Plan is to be prepared by a landscape designer or landscape architect and shall
include the following:
 be drawn to a scale of 1:100 or 1:200.
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a north point.
main structures on the site (buildings, car parks and garages).
topographical information.
all existing landscape features.
the name, height and canopy size of all existing trees (4m in height or greater) including trees
proposed to be removed in accordance with Council’s Tree Preservation Order.
trees within 5m of any proposed building or site works.
provision of a plant schedule indicating names of proposed plants (both botanical and
common), plant numbers, pot size and staking requirements.
the likely mature height and canopy spread of the trees and plants proposed.
details of all boundary and courtyard fencing and walls (including proposed heights).
details of swimming pools, spas and water features.
details of illumination for communal and/or public areas within the site.
details of paths, other paved areas and existing and proposed finished levels of all hard
surfaces including retaining walls, swimming pools surrounds etc.
location and dimensions of private open space.

Swimming Pools Spas and Water-features
Objectives
a)
To be located to minimise the impact of filter noise on neighbouring properties.
b)
To be located and designed to maintain the privacy (visually and aurally) of neighbouring
properties.
c)
To be appropriately located so as not to adversely impact on the streetscape or the
established character of the locality.
d)
To be integrated with landscaping.
e)
To become an emergency water resource in bush fire prone areas.
Controls
a)
Swimming pools and spas shall be built on or in the ground and not elevated more than 1m
above natural ground level.
b)

This height may be varied if it can be demonstrated the pool and its curtilage would not
detract from the amenity or character of the neighbourhood.

c)

Swimming pools and spas shall not be located within the front setback. This provision may
be varied if it can be demonstrated the pool and its curtilage would not detract from the
amenity or character of the neighbourhood. In such cases the outer edge of the pool
concourse shall be setback from the front boundary at least twice the height of the pool
concourse above existing ground level

d)

Generally the setback of the outer edge of the pool/spa concourse from the side and rear
boundaries shall be at least 1m, with the water line being a minimum of 1500mm from these
property boundaries.

e)

If a pool or spa is proposed to extend more than 1m out of the ground, the setback of the
outer edge of the pool concourse from the side boundary must be equivalent to the height of
the concourse above existing ground level. In such situations appropriate landscape works
will be required to protect the amenity and privacy of adjacent properties.

f)

On properties adjacent to the foreshore, in-ground swimming pools and spas may be located
within the 15m setback provided no part of the pool structure projects more than 1m above
existing ground level.

g)

Swimming pools shall not be located within the 6m setback of a property’s common
boundary with land zoned ‘Proposed Open Space’, ‘Open Space’ or ‘National Park’.
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h)

All swimming pools and spas shall be connected to the sewerage system.

i)

Pumps and filters shall be enclosed and located to limit noise to the appropriate standard.

j)

A spa pool shall not be located on a deck or balcony unless the structural integrity of the
deck or balcony to accommodate the spa is certified by a structural engineer.

k)

Swimming pools should be covered with a secure “pool blanket”, or similar device, when not
in use to minimise water loss by evaporation and to conserve energy in heated pools.

Car Parking and Access
The Council’s vehicular access and parking requirements aims to provide accessible and
adequate parking on site to reduce the demand for on-street parking.
Objectives

To ensure adequate provision of accessible on-site parking for residents, and visitors where
required.

To ensure parking areas carports and garages are designed as an integral part of the
development.

To make provision for service vehicle access.

To ensure vehicular and pedestrian safety.

To integrate access, car-parking and landscaping.

To ensure that all parking provision is designed and sited to respond to and respect the
prevailing streetscape.

To ensure that the design of parking and access, limits the amount of impervious surfaces
over a site.

To ensure that the layout of parking spaces limits the amount of site excavation in order to
avoid site instability and the interruption to ground water flows.

To ensure the width and number of footpath crossings is minimised.

To provide for screening of internal accesses from public view as far as practicable through
appropriate landscape treatment.

To minimise the visual impact of parking within the front setback.
Controls
Residential developments shall provide on site car parking in accordance with the following. All
parking areas are to be designed in accordance with Australian Standard AS 2890.1–1993.
Parking on the roof top of any structure should be avoided where possible.

Dwelling-houses
Two (2) parking spaces per dwelling house. In the case of small allotments the Council may
consider the provision of one space if the provision of two spaces impacts on the streetscape or
heritage aspects.
Multi- dwelling developments and residential flat buildings
One (1) parking space per dwelling, plus
0.2 parking spaces for each 2 bedroom dwelling, plus
0.5 parking spaces for each 3 (or more) bedroom dwelling.
(Calculated “part spaces” are to be rounded up to the next whole number.)
Visitor parking
0.25 visitor parking spaces shall be provided on site for each dwelling (rounded up to the next
whole number).
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Other Permissible Uses
Car parking for other uses permissible in the Residential Zone, such as within the Tourist Area,
shall be in accordance with the Roads and Traffic Authority Standards
Loading bays:
Where a building may require regular servicing by commercial vehicles, off street loading facilities
shall be provided. This is to consist of one basic loading bay of minimum dimensions 7.6m x 3m x
3.3m high.
Garages / carports / Hardstand Areas
a)
Garages, carports and hardstand areas shall be sited and designed so as not to dominate
the street frontage, by:
I. being compatible with streetscape and front setback criteria - exceptions may be
considered where development is located on the high side of the street and the
streetscape is characterised by dwellings located above garages
II. roof form, material choice and detailing complementing (but being subservient to),
the associated dwelling.
b)
Carports forward of the building line shall be open on all sides
c)
Limiting the maximum width of any structure or hardstand area forward of the front building
line to 6.2m or 50% of the frontage – whichever is the greater.
Access and driveways
a)
On steep sites driveways must be designed so they do not dominate the street frontage, by:
 limiting their height above existing ground level
 limiting their width
 using materials that do not visually detract from the natural surroundings
 retaining significant trees.
b)
The use of porous pavements and retention of existing vegetation is strongly encouraged in
the design of driveways in order to maximise stormwater infiltration.
c)
For information on street crossings and kerb laybacks see Council’s ‘Specifications for the
Construction of Concrete Vehicular Crossings by Private Contractors’.
d)
Gutter crossings should be minimised and spaced to maximise kerb-side car parking
spaces.
e)
Vehicular access and parking for multi-dwelling developments and residential flat buildings
is to be consolidated within one location, unless an alternative layout/design would better
reflect the streetscape or the building form.
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PART D
(Amenity Considerations)

Sunlight Access and Overshadowing
Objectives
d) To minimise any reduction of sunlight penetration.
e) To maximise the penetration of mid-winter sunlight to the windows, living rooms and to principal
outdoor areas.
f) To promote passive solar design and the use of solar energy, and encourage energy efficient
buildings which exceed BASIX targets.
g) To maximise setbacks on the southern side of developments to encourage solar penetration
into properties to the south.
h) To encourage modulation of building bulk to facilitate sunlight penetration into the development
site and adjacent properties.

Controls
a)
Where an existing adjacent building has an east-west orientation, the level of solar access
presently enjoyed must be maintained to windows or glazed doors to living rooms for a
period of at least 2 hours from 9am–3pm on 21 June.
b)

Where solar access to windows or glazed doors of a living room of an adjacent building is
currently less than 2 hours, no reduction in solar access to this window will be permitted.

c)

Where an existing adjacent building has a north-south orientation, the level of solar access
presently enjoyed must be maintained to windows or glazed doors of living rooms for a
period of at least 4 hours from 9am to 3pm on 21 June.

d)

Where solar access to windows or glazed doors of a living room of an adjacent building is
currently less than 4 hours, no reduction in solar access to this window or door will be
permitted.

e)

New development must not eliminate more than 1/3 of the existing sunlight accessing the
private open space of adjacent properties, measured at 9am, 12 noon, and 3pm at the winter
solstice (21 June).
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f)

Where there is no winter sunlight available to open space of adjacent properties the
calculations for the purposes of sunlight will relate to the equinox.

g)

The proposed development must maintain solar access to the north facing roofs of existing
dwellings (45° west to 45° east variation is applicable) to a fixed minimum area of 10m²
capable of accommodating solar water heater panels.

h)

Shadow diagrams (including elevations) at the winter solstice are required to show the
impact of the proposal on the sunlight to living room windows of adjoining residences and
their open space. These are to be presented on a plan certified as accurate by a registered
surveyor.

Privacy and Security
Objectives
a)
To provide for privacy screening between closely spaced buildings.
b)
To mitigate direct viewing between windows of adjacent buildings.
c)
To mitigate direct viewing between outdoor living areas of adjacent buildings.
d)
To provide for screening to outdoor living areas.
e)
To encourage awareness of neighbourhood security.
Controls

a)

Use narrow, translucent, or obscured glass windows to maximise privacy where necessary.

b)

When building close to boundaries, windows shall be off-set from those in the adjacent
building to restrict direct viewing and to mitigate impacts on privacy.

c)

Architectural or landscape screens must be provided to balconies and terraces to limit direct
vision into adjacent properties.

d)

Some rooms should be oriented to the street to allow for casual street surveillance and to
provide a sense of security.

e)

Sight lines to the street frontage from a window of at least one habitable room should not be
obscured by trees or any other object.

f)

Fences, walls and landscaping should minimise opportunities for concealment and maximise
opportunities for casual surveillance of the street and encourage social interaction.

g)

In areas of high street noise, to allow casual street surveillance of the street, double-glazing
on windows is preferred, rather than the construction of high fences or walls as a sound
attenuation measure.

Maintenance of Views
Objectives
a)
To maintain continued access to existing views to the city, harbour, ocean, bushland, open
space and recognised landmarks or buildings from both private property and public places
(including roads and footpaths).
b)
To minimise loss of views from adjoining or nearby properties and public places, whilst
recognising development may take place in accordance with the other provisions of this Plan.
c)
To maintain and share views with existing and future Manly residents.
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Controls
a) The design of any development is to minimise the loss of views from neighbouring and nearby
dwellings and from public spaces.
b) Views between and over buildings are to be maximised and variations to side boundary
setbacks, including zero setback will not be considered if they contribute to loss of primary
views from living areas.
c) Templates may be
required to indicate the
height,
bulk
and
positioning
of
the
proposed development
to assist in determining
that view sharing is
maximised and loss of
views is minimised. The
templates are to remain
in place until the
application is determined.
templates.

A registered surveyor shall certify the height and positioning of the

Note: The assessment to determine the extent of and impact on views shall be made at eye
height in a standing position (eye height is 1.6m above floor level) from within the main living
areas (and associated terraces/balconies) of the proposed and existing, adjacent and nearby
developments, as well as public spaces.

The ultimate assessment of views and view loss shall be in accordance the following Planning
Principles established by the NSW Land and Environment Court.

Land and Environment Court Planning Principles
VIEW ASSESSMENT


The first step is the assessment of views to be affected. Water views are valued more
highly than land views. Iconic views (eg of the Opera House, the Harbour Bridge or
North Head) are valued more highly than views without icons. Whole views are valued
more highly than partial views, eg a water view in which the interface between land
and water is visible is more valuable than one in which it is obscured.
The second step is to consider from what part of the property the views are obtained.
For example the protection of views across side boundaries is more difficult than the
protection of views from front and rear boundaries. In addition, whether the view is
enjoyed from a standing or sitting position may also be relevant. Sitting views are more
difficult to protect than standing views. The expectation to retain side views and sitting
views is often unrealistic.
The third step is to assess the extent of the impact. This should be done for the whole
of the property, not just for the view that is affected. The impact on views from living
areas is more significant than from bedrooms or service areas (though views from
kitchens are highly valued because people spend so much time in them). The impact
may be assessed quantitatively, but in many cases this can be meaningless. For
example, it is unhelpful to say that the view loss is 20% if it includes one of the sails of
the Opera House. It is usually more useful to assess the view loss qualitatively as
negligible, minor, moderate, severe or devastating.
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The fourth step is to assess the reasonableness of the proposal that is causing the
impact. A development that complies with all planning controls would be considered
more reasonable than one that breaches them. Where an impact on views arises as a
result of non-compliance with one or more planning controls, even a moderate impact
may be considered unreasonable. With a complying proposal, the question should be
asked whether a more skilful design could provide the applicant with the same
development potential and amenity and reduce the impact on the views of neighbours.
If the answer to that question is no, then the view impact of a complying development
would probably be considered acceptable and the view sharing reasonable.

d) Crown of road: Not withstanding any other provisions of this Plan, a building shall not be
erected on the land, shown in the following diagrams, with a height (including the roof structure)
exceeding the level, at any point, of the crown of the adjacent road pavement.
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Streetscape and Fences
Objectives
a) To ensure that all development contributes positively to the street and locality identified in the
locality analysis.
b) To minimise any negative visual impact of walls and fences on the street frontage.
c) To ensure all fences and walls complement the identified streetscape.
d) To encourage soft landscape alternatives when front fences and walls may not be appropriate.
Streetscape Controls
a) Building height at the street frontage and building
alignment shall maintain a compatible scale with
adjacent development, whilst having regard to this
Plan’s height controls.
b) Buildings and fences should be designed to
complement and/or visually improve existing
streetscapes through innovative design solutions.
Fences, walls and enclosures

a) Freestanding walls and fences between the front
street boundary and the building are to be no more
than 1m high above ground level at any point. The
height may be increased to 1.5m if the transparency
of the fence above 1m is at least 30%. The fence
and/or wall height may be averaged if the fence or
wall is regularly stepped on sloping sites.
b) Notwithstanding a) above, fences to the southern
side of French’s Forest Road, Seaforth may achieve
a maximum height of 1.5m with “solid” fencing.
c) Gates shall not encroach on public land when
opening or in an open state.
d) Fencing and wall materials shall be compatible with the overall landscape character and the
general appearance of the building and streetscape. Materials complementing the architectural
style and period of the dwelling are to be used. Shrubs and climbers, to soften the impact of
hard vertical surfaces, are to be incorporated into the fencing and landscape design where
appropriate.
e) Where a development will be subjected to significant street noise, the use of double-glazing or
thicker glazing in the development is the preferred means of noise reduction. Council may
consider variations to the permitted fence height where this option is not available.
f)

For multi-unit buildings, garbage storage enclosures visible from outside the site shall be
designed to be unobtrusive and to blend with the design of front fences and walls.

g) For fencing in conservation areas and heritage items, refer to the “Heritage Items and
Conservation Areas” section in this Plan.
h) Fences shall be setback at least 1metre from the lip of any retaining wall unless the combined
height of the fence and retaining wall can satisfy a) above.
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PART E
Locality Specific and Special Provisions
This Part applies to selected sites, localities or circumstances. The provisions may be advisory or
regulatory and may address specific issues and/or prescribe supplementary controls.

Contents of this Part
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ROAD WIDENING
RIGNOLD STREET, SEAFORTH
GURNEY CRESCENT AND CLAVERING ROAD, SEAFORTH
BORONIA LANE
ST PATRICK’S ESTATE, MANLY
THREATENED SPECIES AND AREAS OF CRITICAL HABITAT
PLANT AND MACHINERY ROOMS
DEVELOPMENT IN THE FORESHORE SCENIC PROTECTION AREA
CONSTRUCTION SITE MANAGEMENT

1. ROAD WIDENING
Local road widening
Development shall not encroach upon land required for local road widening shown in the following
plans. Contact the Councils Urban Services Branch for specific details.
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County road widening
Development shall not encroach
upon land required for county road
widening under the provisions of
Manly LEP 1988.

Road realignments
Applicants should verify whether
land required for any road
realignment and/or a corner splay
has been or is pending dedication
as public road.

2. RIGNOLD STREET, SEAFORTH
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The following special provisions apply to Lots 102 and 103 DP1047595 and Lot 104 DP 1048038
Rignold Street, Seaforth and supplement the provisions of this Plan.
Objective
To preserve the natural bushland on Lots 102 and 103 DP1047595 and Lot 104 DP1048038,
Rignold Street, Seaforth (the ‘Site’) and in particular the lower escarpment of the site, so as to
ensure that development of the site does not unduly detract from the view of the site from Middle
Harbour.
Foreshore Building Lines
Notwithstanding any provisions of this plan, no building shall be constructed between the water’s
edge and a foreshore building line (FBL) located along the 20m A.H.D contour line, where that
contour line traverses the site.
Swimming pools
Swimming pools will not be permitted between the FBL and the water’s edge, but gazebos,
pergolas and other similar structures will be permitted provided that they are designed in-keeping
with the bushland character of the site and the adjacent foreshore area.
Landscaping
The natural tree cover between the FBL and the water’s edge is to be retained and any future
landscaping should compliment existing natural vegetation. The retention of rock outcrops and
other natural features of the site are to be given due consideration in any proposal to develop the
site.
Retaining walls and fences
No retaining walls or fences are to be erected between the FBL and the water’s edge.
Stormwater disposal
Stormwater run-off from any building to be erected on the site is to be disposed of or dispersed by
the provision of a system of on site detention or dissipation that controls potential run-off and
prevents erosion. Construction of a pipeline from an individual dwelling to the harbour foreshore will
not be permitted.
Access and internal roads
The access road/s and roads within the site shall be designed so as to minimise their impact on the
bushland character and natural features of the site. Consideration shall be given to limiting the
proportion of the site covered by roadway and non-permeable surfaces.

3. GURNEY CRESCENT AND
CLAVERING ROAD, SEAFORTH
This section applies to the lots, or any
lots created by re-subdivision of land,
located in Gurney Crescent and
Clavering Road, Seaforth, as shown
on the adjacent plan.
Aims and Objectives
The general aims and objectives of
this part are:
a)

To identify areas on each site
where development is preferred
in order to provide both site
specific and cumulative
ecological, visual and water
quality benefits.
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b)

To identify the characteristics of the subject land that require protection and to develop
standards that encourage that protection.

c)

To protect the amenity of the subject land and its locality for existing and future residents.

The specific aims and objectives of this plan are as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
(e)

To encourage residential design that responds to each site and its surrounds.
To encourage preservation of the ecological values of each site and its surrounds.
To provide for and encourage ecologically sustainable building and site design.
To encourage maintenance of the visual character of the locality.
To implement the findings of the study entitled Development Analysis of E & F Precincts in
Abandoned Warringah Transport Corridor (ERM 2000).

Buildable Area
Dwellings and associated structures, including swimming pools, are to be generally located within
the “buildable area” delineated on plans Gurney Cres 1 and Gurney Cres 2. Exceptions will only
be considered where the development demonstrates that it meets the objectives, findings and
intent of the ERM 2000 study. Buildable Area means that part of a lot on which the development
of a dwelling is permitted under this part.
Development Outside Buildable Area
Development outside the “buildable area” delineated on plans Gurney Cres 1 and Gurney Cres 2
will generally be for the purposes of landscaping and the installation of water, sewer, power or
telecommunications lines in accordance with a development approval and approved Landscape
Plan. Such development is required to observe the principles of ESD and minimise environmental
impacts. Appropriate restoration and bush regeneration is required. The development is to
minimise disturbance and protect the natural habitat values.
Significant Trees and Tree Stands
Notwithstanding Council’s Tree Preservation Order, trees identified as “major trees – retained”
and tree stands identified as “tree stands to be retained” on plans Gurney Cres 1 and Gurney
Cres 2 shall be retained and shall only be removed with the approval of Council, following
consideration of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

An ecological assessment.
A visual assessment.
An arborist’s report.
Identification of mitigation measures aimed at achieving the objective and the findings and
intents of the ERM 2000 study.

Protection of Landforms
a)
A site analysis plan must be submitted with all development applications indicating:
i)
Proposed extent and depth of cut and fill (including driveways, buildings and paved
areas) and its impact on any existing trees, shrub understorey, rock outcrops or
bushrock.
ii) Location of natural or significant features (eg. watercourses, rock outcrop, bushrock) to
be protected if likely to be affected by construction.
b)

Excavation must not adversely affect the stability or long term survival of any trees on
adjoining properties. Excavation under the canopy of any trees to be retained (including
those on neighbouring properties) will only be permitted if Council is satisfied that their long
term survival and stability is not likely to be jeopardised.

c)

On sloping sites pier and suspended slab construction techniques should be considered in
order to reduce excavation and maximise retention of existing vegetation.
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Flora and Fauna
a)
The site analysis plan must indicate surveyed trees and shrub under-storey proposed to be
removed, or likely to be affected by construction. Such trees and shrubs are to be identified
by common names and preferably include botanical names.
b)

The design and location of buildings must minimise the extent of clearing and vegetation
removal and maximise the number of trees retained on site.

c)

If the subject site shares a common boundary with land zoned Open Space, setbacks along
this boundary are to be maximised. Any remnant vegetation in the setback is to be
retained, protected, and enhanced where space permits using indigenous vegetation
(including tree cover). On sites with no remnant vegetation the majority of this setback is to
be planted using indigenous vegetation (including tree cover)

.
d)

Any proposed tree removal or tree pruning must only be undertaken in accordance with
Council’s Tree Preservation Order. e). Should the development propose the removal of
trees which do not require Council consent under the Tree Preservation Order, a
supporting statement must be provided in the statement of environmental effects
accompanying the development application.

f)

Existing vegetation to be retained, including trees, shrub understorey, and groundcover
plants must be protected from the effects of cut and fill to enable maximum vegetation
retention.

g)

If the subject site is a known potential habitat for an endangered faunal population as
identified under the Threatened Spe cies Conservation Act 1995, an ‘8 Part Test’ must be
carried out in accordance with Part 5A of the Act. This test is to be carried out by a suitably
qualified consultant and submitted with the development application

.
h)

Except where cliffs and significant rock outcrops identified as “rock cliffs/ significant
outcrops” on plans contained in Appendix 2 are contained within the “buildable area”
delineated on the plans, development must be sited away from cliffs and significant rock
outcrops identified as “rock cliffs/significant outcrops” on plans contained in Appendix 2.

i)

Where construction activity would adversely impact on bush rock, (ie loose sandstone
boulders and rocks) that bush rock must be salvaged from the subject site prior to
construction. It must be reused in landscape design in a manner that mimics it’s original
position and context, the intent being that the rocks continue to provide valuable habitat for
identified species.

j)

A Landscape Plan is to be submitted with each development application clearly identifying
the landscaping proposal for the completed development. Landscaping proposals are to
demonstrate enhancement of the native vegetation of the site in a manner complementary
to the ecological values of the locality as identified in theERM 2000 report.

Buffer Strips
Vegetation in the water quality buffer strips, as described and located in Development Analysis of E
& F Precincts in Abandoned Warringah Transport Corridor (ERM 2000), is to be retained and
enhanced Exceptions will only be considered where they are approved by way of a Landscape
Plan.
Access to lots
Resident car parking should be provided on-site, where possible, in accordance with other
provisions contained in this DCP. Subject to the applicant demonstrating that consideration has
been given to all possible alternatives regarding access to and parking provisions on the site,
Council may consider granting a lease for the provision of garages/car ports within the road
reserve.
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Notification of Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC)
a) Council shall refer all development applications on the following lots identified on the plan
contained in Appendix A to the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (MLALC) for their
comment:
. F1 LotA
. F1 LotB
. F2 Lot90
. F2 Lot89
. F2 Lot34
b) Before considering any development application to which clause 33 applies, Council is to
consider any comments received from the MLALC.
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4. BORONIA LANE AND RIGNOLD STREET, SEAFORTH
This clause applies to the lots identified in Column 1 of the Table.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this plan, the shaded areas identified in the following plan
shall be excluded from the site area of the affected allotments for the purpose of calculating the
applicable floor space ratio. Column 4 to the following Table of Areas shows the area to be used
for the FSR calculations.
Areas indicated in Table 8 are to be verified by a registered surveyor prior to the preparation and
lodgement of a development application. Verified areas are to be used for determining floor space
ratios.
Setback calculations for each allotment shall be made from the eastern boundary of the area
shown shaded on the following plan.

Column 1
Property

Column 3
Shaded Area (m2)

16 Castle Circuit (2/1076224)

Column 2
Total Site Area
(m2)
756.1

15.5

Column 4
Area to be used for
FSR calculation
740.6

24 Boronia Lane (5/1076224)

1,342

391.5

950.5

20 Boronia Lane (6/1085664)

1,041

83.64

957.36

18 Boronia Lane (5/1085664)

1,051

221.2

829.8

16 Boronia Lane (4/1085664)

1,063

295.4

767.6

14 Boronia Lane (3/1085664)

1,022

293.8

728.2

12 Boronia Lane (2/1085664)

1,122

288.4

833.6

N/A (371/1080813)

777.3

87.48

689.82

Table of Areas
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Note: By resolution of Council dated 13 February 2006, the provisions of this clause do not apply
to the legal owners, at the date of this resolution, of Lot 1 DP 1051612, 36a Rignold Street,
Seaforth and Lot 1 DP 1076224 18 Castle Circuit, Seaforth

5. ST PATRICK’S ESTATE, MANLY
Specific development controls apply to St Patrick’s Estate, Manly. These can be found in Manly
Local Environmental Plan 1988. Clause 35 and Schedule 11 apply. They are to be read in
conjunction with this Plan, the provisions of which applies to all development within the St Patrick’s
Estate. Where there is a conflict, the provisions in Manly LEP 1988 prevail.

6. THREATENED SPECIES AND CRITICAL HABITAT
Any development proposal in the precinct to the south-east of Ashburner Street, Manly and
including North Head (refer following map), shall be accompanied by an “Eight Part Test” pursuant
to the provisions of Section 5A of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The
precinct contains areas of critical habitat for the little penguin (eudyptula minor) and habitat for the
long nosed bandicoot – a threatened species.
Before proceeding with the preparation of a development application, in this location, contact the
Customer Service Centre for detailed information.
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8. PLANT AND MACHINERY ROOMS
Plant and machinery rooms shall have a floor area no larger than the actual area the plant and/or
machinery occupies plus the equivalent of a 500mm access/maintenance area surrounding the
plant/machinery item.

9. DEVELOPMENT IN THE FORESHORE SCENIC PROTECTION AREA
1. Development in the Foreshore Scenic Protection Area defined in Manly LEP 1998 shall take
into consideration the following and adverse impacts shall be mitigated:
 The affect of the proposal on views of the Harbour or Ocean from any road, park or land
zoned for any open space purpose or any other public place.
 The affect of the proposal when viewed from the Harbour or Ocean on ridgelines, tree lines
and other natural features.
2. All development within the FSPA shall:
a)

Minimise the contrast between the built environment and the natural environment.

b)

Maintain the visual dominance of the natural environment.

c)

Maximise the retention of existing vegetation.

d)

Not cause any change, visually, structurally or otherwise, to the existing natural rocky
harbour foreshore areas.

e)

Locate rooflines below the tree canopy.

f)

Use building materials of a non-reflective quality and be of colours and textures that blend
with the prevailing natural environment in the locality.

10. CONSTRUCTION SITE MANAGEMENT
A Site Management Report and Plan shall accompany any application for a Construction
Certificate. Appropriate management of a development site during the construction phase will
ensure the integrity of the environment is maintained. Proper management of a site prevents the
potential for pollution whilst maximising environmental protection.
The Site Management Report and Plan shall address, satisfy and/or mitigate the following
requirements and concerns:
.
Flora and fauna protection
a)
Trees, significant under-storey vegetation, and significant natural features such as rock
outcrops (that have been identified on the site plan to be preserved) shall be fenced. The
fencing shall be located 1m from the canopy of trees to be retained,
b)

significant under-storey vegetation and significant natural features.

c)

Trenches for services shall be located outside the canopy of retained trees wherever
possible.
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d)

If there is no alternative, then the exposed face of the trench shall not be closer than 4m from
the trunk of a retained tree. The trench shall be excavated with hand tools.

e)

Care shall be taken during excavation to ensure tree roots of 40mm diameter or greater are
not damaged or severed,

f)

Protective fencing shall be marked with warning signage, with lettering of not less
than100mm high, identifying the reasons for the fencing.

g)

Native vegetation, approved for removal, should be mulched and used in the final
landscaping.

h)

Mulching undertaken shall be accompanied by appropriate stormwater and sediment
protection measures.

i)

Seed bank regeneration shall be used to promote the perpetuation of indigenous plants on
the site.

j)

Grassed areas shall be preserved to retain the maximum possible cover of natural vegetation
and minimising the area of disturbed land.

Stormwater and sediment management (see also, Guidelines for Erosion and Sediment
Control on Building Sites – Manly Council 2005)
All developments which expose soil by excavation, filling or grading, will require the submission
and endorsement by the Council of an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan – ESCP, which shall
provide, address or comply with the following:
.
a)
A report, and plans, detailing the methods proposed for erosion control and soil and water
management, including maintenance, and other areas of concern as may be required by the
Council.
b)

c)

Erosion and sediment control methods for stabilisation shall incorporate:
 diversion banks up-slope of the work to divert water around the disturbed area
 spreaders or straw bales at the end of the diversion bank and overland flow paths from
the disturbed area to dissipate flows and the placement of geo-textile filter fabric fences
down-slope of the work.
The retention of vegetated buffer strips adjacent to the construction area.

d)

Details of the progressive restoration of disturbed areas.

e)

Provide for adequate sediment containment and stormwater flows during periods of wet
weather.

f)

Stormwater or other run-off leaving any work site shall satisfy the quality standards of the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.

g)

Stormwater run-off flowing onto disturbed areas (including stockpiles), shall be intercepted,
diverted and/or legally disposed of into an approved containment or treatment system prior to
disposal.

h)

Gravel-mesh ‘sausages’ shall be used for the protection of drains, gutters, roadways and
access-ways.

i)

Drains, gutters, roadways and access-ways shall be kept free of sediment.
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j)

A sediment containment fence shall be erected around any area subject to excavation or
vegetation removal.

k) All building materials shall be stored within the sediment controlled area of the site.
l)

Stockpiles of topsoil, sand, aggregate, spoil or other landscaping materials shall be:
identified on the ESCP and;





located on a contour at least 2m from hazardous areas and areas of likely
concentrated water flows—for example, kerbs or road surfaces, slopes steeper than
10%, or any waterways, drainage lines or easements
protected from run-on water by placing diversion banks up-slope
not located on nature strips, footpaths, roadways, kerbs, access-ways within protected
fencing areas or around or against trees or shrubs
formed with sediment control structures placed immediately down-slope to protect
other lands and waterways from sediment pollution.

m) Sewer, water, power, communications and drainage trenches shall be backfilled (with
approved backfill material), compacted up to the adjoining ground level and top-soiled
within 24 hours of inspection and stabilised against erosion.
n) If a topsoil stockpile is to be retained for more than 28 days, it shall be turfed or grassed
immediately with a suitable annual species and stabilised. Surplus topsoil shall be
removed from the site.
o) The site shall be progressively stabilised as levelling and ground-works are completed.
p) Disturbed areas shall be stabilised prior to the removal of sediment controls and fences.
q) Cut and fill batters shall be stabilised immediately.
r)

Stormwater from roofed areas shall be connected to the Council’s stormwater disposal
systems immediately any new roof is in place.

s) Vehicle access to the site shall be restricted to a single entry and exit point unless
otherwise agreed to by the Council.
t)

Fencing and barriers shall restrict vehicular movements to the stabilised entrance.

u) The access and traffic ways on the site shall be constructed of 40mm aggregate, either
recycled concrete or blue metal gravel, compacted and stabilised. Note that:



The depth of the aggregate at the entry/exit shall be 150mm.
The length of the entry/exit shall be not less than 5m with a width of not less than 3m.

v) Regular construction traffic ways, pedestrian and vehicular shall be appropriately sealed, to
minimise erosion, and drained to sediment control devises,.
w) Procedures shall be established for washing down the tyres of construction vehicles before
they exit the site. Wash down water and residues shall be collected, contained and treated
on the site prior to disposal.
Protection of natural features
Site activity shall avoid disturbance to rock outcrops and bush rock. Salvaged bush rock shall be
re-used in landscape works.
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Protection of cultural features
The following items shall be protected from damage or destruction, unless the development
consent has permitted otherwise:




Aboriginal sites or relics
Natural features e.g. landscape and heritage items including fences.
Archaeological relics.

Where there is the likelihood of disturbing archaeological relics, such as the foundations of an
earlier building, care shall be taken with the use of heavy equipment. If excavation is proposed in
areas containing relics over 50 years old, approval is required from the NSW Heritage Council.
Aboriginal sites are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974.
Heritage listed items shall: (see also heritage specific actions in relevant DCP)

be stabilised and surviving structural members and systems shall be repaired or refurbished

have only unsound material supplemented or replaced

not have existing footings disturbed by new excavations that may damage them or weaken the
structure. Hand tools only shall be used in their vicinity
Demolition and construction
a) Residues from operations such as masonry-cutting, washing tools, and concreting shall be
contained on the site and treated using sedimentation settling tanks or flocculation and
disposed of in accordance with the waste management plan.
b) Residue materials shall be stored well clear of any poorly drained or flood prone areas, streambanks, channel or stormwater drainage areas.
I. Such materials shall be stored in a designated area and under cover where possible.
II. Containment bunds, which allow salvaging of spilt materials, shall be constructed
around the storage areas.
Noise and vibration control
Manly Council has controls restricting both the level and extent of noise and vibration generating
activities. Specific requirements will be included in the consent document.
Waste management
A Waste Management Plan is required to be submitted, and endorsed by the Council, for all
development that requires the lodgement of a DA which involves construction and/or demolition
(including alterations, additions and fit-outs). The plan shall address:





The type and quantity of excess materials to be generated during the demolition, construction
and on-going stages of the proposed development.
How excess materials are to be stored and used (by re-use and/or recycling) either on or off
site.
How and where residual waste will be disposed.
How waste generated by the use of the completed development will be managed.
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Dictionary
The following definitions and interpretations apply to this Plan:

Access handle means that part of a battle-axe (or hatchet shaped) allotment, whether in fee
simple or as a right of way or in combination, which serves as an access to a street or public place.
Adaptable is the term used to describe a dwelling that has the ability to be modified or extended at
minimal cost to suit the changing need of individuals over time.
Alterations and additions: A development application to alter and add to a building will be taken
to be that relating to a new building where more than half of the existing external fabric of the
building is demolished. The area of the existing external fabric is taken to be the surface area of
all the existing external walls, the roof measured in plan and the area of the lowest habitable floor.
BASIX (Building Sustainability Index), means a web-based planning tool (www.basix.nsw.gov.au)
that measures the potential performance of new dwellings and alterations and additions against
sustainability indices.
Building envelope means the three dimensional space within which a building is, or can be,
contained. It is generated by, but not limited to the following criteria: site coverage, setback, height
and floor space ratio controls.
Carport means a free-standing, un-enclosed roofed structure for the parking or storage of vehicles.
Communal open space means open space shared by all residents of a multi-unit development
and may include landscaped areas, swimming pools and other recreational facilities.
Demolition means the complete or partial dismantling or destruction of a building or structure, by
planned and controlled methods or procedures.
Dwelling means a room or suite of rooms occupied or used or so constructed or adapted as to be
capable of being occupied or used as a separate domicile.
Dwelling house means a building containing 1 but not more than 1 dwelling.
Ecologically sustainable development means the following statements of principle: Ecologically
sustainable development requires the effective integration of economic and environmental
considerations in decision-making processes. Ecologically sustainable development can be
achieved through the implementation of the following principles and programs:
(a)

the precautionary principle—namely, that if there are threats of serious or irreversible
environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.
In the application of the precautionary principle, public and private decisions should be
guided by:
(i) careful evaluation to avoid, wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to
the environment, and
(ii) an assessment of the risk-weighted consequences of various options,

(b)

inter-generational equity—namely, that the present generation should ensure that the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of
future generations,

(c)

conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity—namely, that conservation of
biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a fundamental consideration,
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(d)

improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms—namely, that environmental factors
should be included in the valuation of assets and services, such as:
(i) polluter pays—that is, those who generate pollution and waste should bear the
cost of containment, avoidance or abatement,
(ii) the users of goods and services should pay prices based on the full life cycle of
costs of providing goods and services, including the use of natural resources and
assets and the ultimate disposal of any waste,
(iii) environmental goals, having been established, should be pursued in the most cost
effective way, by establishing incentive structures, including market mechanisms,
that enable those best placed to maximise benefits or minimise costs to develop
their own solutions and responses to environmental problems.

Endemic plant species means plants, which naturally occur, but not limited to, in the Manly Local
Government Area, or would have existed prior to development. It includes native grasses, herbs,
shrubs, palms and trees.
Existing allotment, building or development means an allotment, building or development
(respectively) in existence at the date of the exhibition of this Plan.
Existing natural ground level means the level, at Australian Height Datum, of the ground at 28
May 2001.
Existing slope means the slope or gradient of the site at 28 May 2001.
Family flat means a second dwelling built within the envelope of the original dwelling or attached
at ground level to the original dwelling, where the development meets the provisions and objectives
of a single dwelling-house (except density provisions), but:
a)
b)

is not more than 75m2 in gross floor area; and,
shall not be separately titled.

Frontage means the property boundary line to the street to which the property is rated under the
Local Government Act.
Garage means a partially or fully enclosed roofed structure for the parking of vehicles and includes
a carport type structure attached to another structure or building.
Gross floor area means the sum of the floor area of each storey of a building
measured from the internal face of external walls, or from the internal face of walls
separating the building from any other building, measured at a height of 1.4 metres
above the floor, and includes:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the area of a mezzanine within the storey, and
habitable rooms in a basement, and
any shop, auditorium, cinema, and the like, in a basement or attic,
but excludes:

(d)
(e)
(i)

any area for common vertical circulation, such as lifts and stairs, and
any basement:
storage, and
(ii) vehicular access, loading areas, garbage and services, and
plant rooms, lift towers and other areas used exclusively for mechanical
services or ducting, and
car parking to meet any requirements of the consent authority (including
access to that car parking), and
any space used for the loading or unloading of goods (including access to it),

(f)
(g)
(h)
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(i)
(j)

and
terraces and balconies with outer walls less than 1.4 metres high, and
voids above a floor at the level of a storey or storey above.

Maximum wall height is the greatest vertical distance from the existing natural ground level to the
underside of the eaves the top most floor.
Open space means that part of a site which is designed or designated to be used for active or
passive recreation, access ways or as a garden. It does not include the area of roof top terraces.
Open space within developments of more than one dwelling may comprise both communal and
private open space. Open space is classified as hard or soft.
Hard open space means that portion of open space covered by paving or other similar materials
and includes:
a) barbeque areas
b) pergolas
c) swimming pools, which are not to contribute to more than 30% of open space.
d) un-enclosed pedestrian walkways
e) access paths
f) un-turfed clothes drying areas but,
g) excludes all garages, carports, outbuildings, roof top decks on dwelling houses, driveways,
parking, manoeuvring, loading and unloading areas.
Soft open space means that portion of open space that is grassed or planted or is retained as
bushland, is not covered by paving or similar material and is capable of absorbing stormwater
runoff. Soft open space includes fixed masonry planter boxes with a minimum soil depth of
1000mm and a minimum horizontal soil dimension of 600mm.
Private open space means part of land or a building (such as a balcony or roof terrace) which is
located adjacent to living areas, intended for the exclusive use of the occupants of the dwelling and
located and designed so as to offer visual privacy to the occupants.
Residential density is the ratio of the number of dwellings to the site area.
Residential flat building means a building containing two or more dwellings.
Site area means the area contained within the boundaries of the site on a horizontal plane, but
excluding the area of any access handles to the site.
Site gradient or Site slope means the slope of the site expressed as the ratio of the vertical
distance between the highest and lowest points on the site to the horizontal length of the longest
diagonal (excluding access handles to battle-axe allotments). Site slope determines the minimum
site area in Density Sub-zone 7.
Storey means the space within a building between one (1) floor level and the floor level next
above, or, if there is no floor level above, the ceiling or roof above, but does not include:
a) space used for car parking, laundries or storerooms, if the ceiling above the space (or any
portion of that space) is not more than 1m above natural ground level, or
b) attic space which is part of the dwelling unit immediately below and is incapable of being used
as a habitable area, or
c) lift motor rooms, cooling towers, machinery and/or mechanical plant rooms.
Streetscape means the spatial arrangement and appearance of built and natural elements (in the
private and public domain) within a street, which create the character of that street. Such elements
include the appearance of positively contributing adjacent and nearby buildings, vistas, road,
driveway and footpath surfaces, street trees, other vegetation, fences, walls, street furniture, utility
services and traffic devices.
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A Message from the Mayor
Here in Manly, we are blessed with a caring community, a healthy economy and an abundance of natural
beauty. We are bordered by both the beautiful Pacific Ocean and the picturesque Sydney Harbour; we are
spoilt with untouched Bushland at North Head and Bantry Bay and our parklands and bush walks continue to
enjoy increasing popularity with locals and visitors alike. We enjoy an active, outdoor lifestyle in a cohesive
society where diversity is acknowledged and respect is encouraged.
“The Manly Sustainability Strategy: For now and future generations” is Council’s plan to ensure that we as a
community protect and maintain that way of life, partly for our own enjoyment but more importantly for the
enjoyment of generations to come. It is Manly Council’s road map for the management of our natural
resources, giving us detailed direction for the way forward. The purpose of the document is to act as a point of
reference in every decision making process within Council, as we strive to ensure that the people of Manly
live and work in harmony with each other and with our environment.
The Strategy is a constantly evolving framework as it needs to be both relevant and applicable to its time.
This is in fact the second review since Council first developed a Conservation Strategy in 1998 and I
commend all those staff members and community representatives who were involved in the review process. I
look forward to working with staff, the community and other levels of Government to ensure the smooth
implementation of “The Manly Sustainability Strategy: For now and future generations”. I have no doubt it will
lead to a richer community for the enjoyment of us all.

Clr Dr Peter Macdonald
Mayor of Manly
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Foreword
Despite its use by Federal, State and Local governments since the early 1990s, the word “sustainability” has
not yet become an integral part of our language, our lifestyle or our way of thinking. However business and
industry are beginning to respond to global pressures such as human-induced climate change, the depletion
of our planet’s oil supplies, and the ever-growing list of species at risk of disappearing for ever. Social and
environmental capital are becoming recognised as being important factors in our wellbeing.
Local government is well placed to work with the local community to make sustainable living a reality.
Environmental awareness is high, but the challenge for all of us is to change that awareness into action –
action that maintains a viable economy while respecting the many connections between the environment and
our ability to meet human needs both here and in less developed countries.
Since the adoption of Manly’s initial award-winning Conservation Strategy back in 1998, we have recognised
the need to manage our precious environment in ways that conserve it for present and future generations.
But the Local Agenda 21 Action Plan for Sustainability developed at the global Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992 recognised sustainability as more than just conserving the environment.
All over the world people are striving to better integrate the ways in which we manage the environment, our
lifestyles and our economy. In 2002, as part of that process members of the United Nations Environment
Program held a forum in Melbourne to develop a set of principles for Sustainable Cities. Those ten principles
are designed to guide thinking and to provide a strategic framework on which communities and decisionmakers can together transform our cities so that their impacts on the earth are sustainable.
This revised Manly Sustainable Strategy uses the Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities to guide
Manly’s development as a place that is in tune not simply with our local economy, but also with the natural
and cultural environment that makes Manly a special place.
The Melbourne Principles begin with a vision “to create environmentally healthy, vibrant and sustainable cities
where people respect one another and nature, to the benefit of all.”
Using the Melbourne Principles as a ‘roadmap’ Council staff, with input from members of the Manly
Sustainability Strategy Management Group and Manly’s Scientific Advisory Panel, have restructured the
Manly Sustainability Strategy so that it better brings together the needs of Manly’s people and our
environment. I am confident that this updated Manly Sustainability Strategy will guide Council, the community
and local businesses in ensuring that Manly remains a special place ‘for today and future generations’.

Clr Dr Judy Lambert AM.
Chairperson
Manly Sustainability Strategy Management Group
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Executive summary: Building on what has already been achieved
Why a sustainability strategy?
Since our 2002 Sustainability Strategy, our social and environmental capital have continued to be threatened, yet
we see everywhere how wise policies and undervalued human qualities hold the promise of social and
environmental sustainability.
The terrorism and military responses since 11 September 2001 have risked a spiral of violence that destroys social
capital on a global scale. Such violence diverts resources from nurturing our democratic institutions, human dignity
and spirit, health, talent and relationships. For these goals we have made deep social investments in dialogue and
business, in culture and education.
Every day in Manly, as elsewhere, we see how human dignity has a value without price and delivers rewards
without measure – in our schools, in Manly’s festivals, in our community volunteering, in locals welcoming visitors,
in beachgoers respecting others’ time and space.
Principles of social sustainability serve to maintain human dignity in all its settings, to respect both the legacy of our
forebears and the promise of our children, so that future generations may enjoy what we have enjoyed, or better.
Also since 2001, climate change has been confirmed as our greatest environmental threat, and international
debate has shifted from the science of global warming to the policies that may contain and manage it. Many of
those policies are leading to new technologies and opportunities for business, employment and fulfilment – a low
emissions economy that holds new possibilities for energy, transport, communication and the home. Australia may
yet enjoy many of these opportunities, if we demand to be a part of them.
Greenhouse gas emissions are of course just one part of our ecological footprint. There is a suite of options now
available to reduce that footprint to a sustainable level. As citizens of Manly, stewards of a unique corner of our
world, we have the chance to be one of many communities playing a leading role towards global sustainability. We
have the resources and initiative to model how economic wealth can be compatible with ecological and social
sustainability. It is our choice.
Without such a model, here or elsewhere, Manly’s environment of 2050 may not be worth visiting.
With it, generations after ours may still ride a ferry across Sydney Heads, past Little Penguins thriving in their native
habitat, to surf a thousand miles from care.
Social and ecological sustainability will not happen by chance. Achieving it requires thought, commitment and
action. This strategy serves as a guide for our Council and community.
What is sustainability?
‘Sustainability’ is a new word that entered the Macquarie Dictionary only in 1996. It stems directly the phrase
‘sustainable development’, coined by the 1987 Brundtland Commission:
Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.
That is what we are aspiring to.

Manly’s Sustainability Strategy
Through 2005, the Manly community and Council worked together through the myManly and Manly Futures
Forums to agree on a vision for Manly:
“A vibrant and inclusive community which values its heritage and works together to create a sustainable
lifestyle and environment for all to enjoy.”
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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This vision was fully painted in our 2005 publication Surfing the Future: A Vision of Manly for 2025. Our revised
Manly Sustainability Strategy guides our Council, citizens and stakeholders toward that vision, presenting us with a
series of concrete actions. These actions are not ‘quick-fixes’, but policies that will allow our families and future
generations to enjoy the best that Manly has to offer. With them, Manly will continue to build awareness in
sustainability, and play our part in both local and global solutions – to “think globally and act locally”.
The Manly Sustainability Strategy is an active management document that seeks to ensure that Manly Council
meets its obligations to strive for development that is ecologically sustainable. It is primarily a policy document to
guide Council’s operations and to ensure that sustainability thinking is not only spoken, but acted out on the
ground.
Council will implement the Strategy through its business and decision making, and will pursue its objectives through
Council’s Management Plan and operational plans. Our progress will be reported through Council’s Annual Report
and its State of Environment Report. The Strategy will be reviewed again in 2010.

Another step towards sustainability
In her foreword, Clr Dr Judy Lambert AM tells how the Manly Sustainability Strategy is another deliberate step in
our community’s journey towards sustainability. Our award-winning 1998 Manly Conservation Strategy was Manly’s
adoption of the Agenda 21 global agreement (struck at the 1992 Rio “Earth Summit”), and also addressed the 1997
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) amendments to the Local Government Act. The Strategy was first
reviewed in 2002 to reflect changing attitudes and possibilities, was reviewed again in 2006, and will continue to be
re-assessed every four years.

What we want to sustain
Achieving sustainability asks us to take on specific social and environmental themes, and to work on them with our
best intent and abilities. Surfing the Future set out six such themes, covering our culture, business, governance,
ecology, tourism and transport.
For this Strategy, we have adopted the United Nations Sustainability Principles – the ‘Melbourne Principles’ – as a
slightly different set, but one that is consistent with how many other communities think about sustainability.
The themes that this Strategy takes on are:
• A Safe and Cohesive Manly (our social and economic security)
• A Natural, Sustainable Manly (our ecosystems and ecological footprint)
• A Living Manly (sustainable land use and transport; our culture and history)
• An Involved Manly (our social capital of community networks and cooperation), and
• A Well Governed Manly (our sustainability governance, research and measurement).
These are what this Strategy looks to safeguard for now and future generations. Few would argue with their value.
Yet the unintended consequences of short-term policies and actions have and can easily put them at risk. The
Strategy works to reduce those risks by applying the best of our community capacities.
How we intend to sustain them
Our community will achieve sustainability only by harnessing our leadership, organisational and communication
skills in a holistic way. All of the actions set out in this Strategy depend on Council applying these skills as
effectively as possible:
• Leadership. Council leading by example, managing and improving its own sustainability performance in its
policies, governance and operations.
• Education. Council ensuring that citizens, businesses and community groups know what they need to
know to play their part in sustainability.
• Partnerships. Council fostering partnerships with and between community, business and government
agencies to align interests and overcome barriers.
• Participation. Council fostering and coordinating the widespread involvement of local people and
organisations, and the activities that bring them together.

Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•

A holistic approach. Council adopting and nurturing a broad approach that links together physical,
environmental, economic, social, health and cultural issues.
Measurement. Council undertaking to measure, monitor and report on the community’s progress towards
sustainability.

Responsibilities for these areas of action are set out for each of the detailed sections of the Strategy.

Priorities in the 2006 strategy
Assessing the emerging science and Council’s progress on sustainability since 2002, we have identified five
themes and three objectives that will require our greatest attention in the immediate future. Beyond pointing to
these areas for attention, the Strategy does not impose priorities among its comprehensive set of sustainability
initiatives, but guiding timeframes. These priorities will be set annually by Council in its management and
operational plans.
The social and environmental themes we see as priorities are:
•
•
•
•
•

Contributing to the global climate change response
Securing Manly’s waterways and water use
Reducing our waste
Maintaining and improving wellbeing and quality of life in Manly
Protecting and restoring the diversity of species and their habitats in Manly

In addition, we have identified three things that require greater attention if we are to achieve our sustainability
goals:
• Further integrating social considerations into the Sustainability Strategy;
• Taking the necessary management actions to ensure Council leads by example, including:
• Confirming the Strategy as an overarching guide that ensures ‘sustainability’ truly is core business for
Council’s operations.

Stakeholders for sustainability
The Strategy acknowledges that achieving sustainability in Manly requires the collaboration of our citizens,
community groups, businesses, and local, state and federal government agencies. Though this document is
publicly available and is part of our engagement approach with other stakeholders, the Strategy is intended to
guide Council’s actions and those of its offices, such as the Manly Environment Centre. As this Strategy suggests,
we will be liaising with business, community groups and other agencies in more direct ways, meeting in many
formats and using documents designed for that purpose.

Programs of the Strategy
The strategy addresses the vision through the following principles and programs for the creation of sustainable
cities (as adapted from United Nations, 2002):

Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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A. A Long Term Vision for Manly

D. A Living Manly

A1. A shared long-term vision for Manly based on:
sustainability, intergenerational, social, economic and
political equity; and our individuality.

D1. Build on the characteristics of ecosystems in the
development and nurturing of a healthy and
sustainable Manly.

A1.1
A1.2

Ten Year Visioning Process page x
Maintenance of the Manly Sustainability
Strategy Program
page x

B. A Safe and Cohesive Manly
B1. Achieve long-term social and economic security.
B1.1
B1.2
B1.3
B1.4
B1.5
B1.6
B1.7

Creating “Sense of Place” /Neighbourhood
Renewal Program
page x
Community Services and Development
Program
page x
Housing and Sustainability Program
Sustaining Healthy Communities Program
Financial Reform and Economic Policy for
Sustainability Program
Sustainable Coastal Tourism Program
Companion Animals Program.

C. A Natural, Sustainable Manly
C1. Recognise the intrinsic value of Manly’s
geodiversity, biodiversity and natural ecosystems,
and protect and restore them.
C1.1 Protecting our Water Cycle and
Catchments Program
C1.2 Sustainable Marine Environments Program
C1.3 Coastline and Estuary Management
Program
C1.4 Geodiversity Program
C1.5 Maintaining our Biodiversity and Terrestrial
Environments Program
C1.6 Flora Program
C1.7 Fauna Protection Program

C2. Enable Manly’s community to minimise our
ecological footprint.
C2.1
C2.2
C2.3
C2.4

Water Cycle Management Program
Sustainable Energy
Corporate Greenhouse Program
Responding to Greenhouse and Climate
Change Program
C2.5 Preserving Air Quality Program
C2.6 Waste Avoidance Program

C3. Promote sustainable production and
consumption, through appropriate use of
environmentally sound technologies and effective
demand management.

D1.1 Land Information Systems
D1.2 Managing Urban and Regional Growth
D1.3 Integrating Land Use and Balanced
Transport
D1.4 TravelSmart Program
D1.5 Liveable Neighbourhoods Program

D2. Recognise and build on the distinctive
characteristics of Manly, including its human and
cultural values, history and natural systems.
D2.1 Conserving Cultural Heritage and
Landscapes Program
D2.2 Indigenous Communities and Sustainability
D2.3 Sustainability through Culture and the Arts

E. An Involved Manly
E1. Empower people and foster participation.
E1.1
E1.2
E1.3
E1.4
E1.5

Schools for Sustainability Program
Businesses for Sustainability
Volunteers program
Libraries Building Sustainable Communities
Manly Environment Centre

E2. Expand and enable cooperative networks to work
towards a common, sustainable future.
E2.1
E2.2

Partnerships for Action
Sustainability in the Region - SHOROC

F. A Well Governed Manly
F1. Enable continual improvement, based on
accountability, transparency and good governance.
F1.1
F1.2
F1.3

Embracing Sustainability in Government Leading by Example
Research and Development for
Sustainability Program
Assessing, Measuring and Reporting on
Sustainability

C3.1 Responsible Production and Purchasing
Program
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Celebrating What Has Been Achieved: Manly’s Key Sustainability Milestones
(NB: to be set out as a diagram with pictures in the final document, rather than just a list of dates)
1990s
1991
1992
1994
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998

1998
1998
1998
1998
1999
2000
2001
2001
2001
2002
2003
2005
2005
2006
2006

Community Advocacy through the “Poo” marches
Council and community established the Manly Environment Centre.
Meeting the Challenges community visioning and seminar event
Shaping our Future: Setting the shared community vision and Beyond 2000 strategy.
Council appoints a “Conservation Officer” to prepare the Manly Conservation Strategy
Manly community votes to establish an Environmental Levy
Manly’s Little Penguin and Long Nosed bandicoot populations receive protection as Endangered
Populations.
Council adopts the Manly Conservation Strategy and establishes its first community Scientific Advisory
Panel having 12 members.
The Strategy was printed and distributed to every Council and Catchment Management Committee in NSW
by the Sydney Northern Beaches Catchment Management Committee, in the hope that it might act as a
blueprint for local sustainability.
Metro Pride Awards - Winner Environmental Policy Initiatives category
Local Government and Shires Associations of NSW Excellence in the Environment Awards - Highly
Commended Local Agenda 21 category
National Environment Australia and Keep Australia Beautiful Council “Vision for Australia” Award Finalist
Council appoints its first Social Planner
Council appoints an Ecological Sustainability Planner
Cabbage Tree Bay declared a No Take Aquatic Reserve.
The first review of the Manly Conservation Strategy, resulting in the MSS
Joint Overall Winner Local Government and Shires Associations of NSW, Excellence in the Environment
Awards - Local Sustainability Category.
Highly Commended National Innovation in Local Government Awards, Local Agenda 21 Category
Overall Winner - Overall Award of the Keep Australia Beautiful Metro Pride Awards - MSS
Council adopts Education for Sustainability Strategy, one of NSW State’s first
Council resolves to allocate $1million to create a specially designed permanent home for the Manly
Environment Centre with Environmental History Museum.
Council and community hold a Futures Forum and the “Surfing the Futures” Report is produced.
Manly Environment Centre celebrates its 15th Anniversary.
Council reviews and updates the MSS through adoption of the United Nations Principles for Sustainable
Cities.

Many programs directed by the Strategy have also been the recipient of State and National Awards.
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1.0 Introduction
The Manly Sustainability Strategy is a living and evolving document that seeks to ensure that Manly Council meets
its obligations to strive for development that is ecologically sustainable.
The Strategy is primarily a policy document to guide Council’s operations. Using the Melbourne Principles for
Sustainable Cities as a framework, this latest update of the Strategy has been restructured to better integrate the
interactions between different parts of Council. In the interests of making high level policy relevant to Council’s dayto-day operations and the ways in which they might be influenced by sustainability considerations, the Strategy
provides a context for each sustainability principle, and identifies areas of Council action through which
sustainability will be addressed.

1.1 Our Vision Framework
Visioning is an important element of any Local Agenda 21 process on the pathway to sustainability. Setting a future
vision ensures strategic long term thinking, particularly for policy and planning, so we do not run the risk of
becoming too focused on daily issues at the possible expense of future generations.
Manly’s visioning for the future is supported at the global level by the United Nations Vision for the Creation of
Sustainable Cities:
“To create environmentally healthy, vibrant and sustainable cities where people respect one another and
nature, to the benefit of all”.
During 2005/06, the future direction of Manly was the subject of much discussion, with the past community vision of
1994 re-affirmed and updated by the community via the myManly event held in February 2005, and Manly Futures
Forum held in September, 2005, as part of the consultation processes for the MSS. The following is the ‘updated’
shared community vision:
“A vibrant and inclusive community, which values its heritage and works together to create a sustainable
lifestyle and environment for all to enjoy”.

1.1.1 myManly
myManly was the first community consultation event for the MSS three year review. It encouraged the Manly
community to identify the experiences, places and things which make Manly special, and express them through
artwork, photograph or poetry. Artwork, rather than written submissions, were used to encourage participation from
a wider sector of the community than might usually engage with ‘sustainability’ planning.
The competition was a success with 45 artworks submitted, many of an exceptionally high quality. The judging
panel voted unanimously on a winner for each category as well as a number of highly commended awards, and 40
people voted through the online Virtual Exhibition. The online exhibition ran from 14th – 25th February 2005.
The major findings were that there are many features of Manly that are important to our community and that should
be considered during policy making, including special activities around the sea and beach like swimming,
snorkelling, sea and surf, enjoying the relaxing atmosphere and our natural heritage and wildlife. The main aspects
were Manly’s natural features, especially our waterways, bushland and wildlife, as well as our unique mix of beach,
art and cosmopolitan culture.

1.1.2 Futures Forum
Council has held two previous community Futures Forum events in 1992 and 1994 to identify a vision for the future
and to guide policy direction. The 2005 Manly Futures Forum built on these events.
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Prior to the Futures Forum of September 2005, consultants from the Australia Street Company interviewed people
with an interest in Manly to identify background insights and perspectives on topics of concern, such as
environmental issues, gentrification and development pressures, tourism management and pressures on local
government. These insights informed the program for the two day Manly Futures Forum, at which invited expert
speakers presented their views on the challenges and opportunities for moving forward. Local residents were then
involved in Forum workshops that debated issues such as:
• eco-initiatives
• social and cultural change
• the future of arts, recreation, leisure and tourism
• how online Council should be
• what individuals can do to foster good outcomes for Manly’s future.

1.1.3 Surfing the Future – A Vision for the Manly Local Government Area for 2025
Developed from the outcomes of the myManly and Manly Futures Forum, Surfing the Future provides a direction to
aim towards for the year 2025. The opportunities are intended to be broad in their focus, because other documents,
such as the Social Plan and the MSS sit underneath the vision and contain more detail about how to achieve it.
Surfing the Future is viewed as a ‘road map’ for our journey, with a vision for how we will get from 2005 to 2025, but
with the acknowledgement that there is more than one route! It identifies major themes important for achieving
Manly’s vision as listed below. These major themes were intended to guide the MSS, however, the MSS
Management Group recognised that they did not align directly with the UN Melbourne Principles for Sustainable
Cities which were identified as the appropriate basis for the MSS. Therefore additional themes were developed as
detailed below in the right hand column.
Surfing the Future Themes
A Living Manly – inclusive society and culture
A Visitor Friendly Manly – a place to stop and stay a
while
An Affordable Manly – accommodation for our future
A Natural Manly – a sustainable environment
A Moving Manly – transport, access, getting around

A Well Governed Manly – the role of local government

Updated Manly Sustainability Strategy Themes
A Long Term Vision for Manly
A Safe and Cohesive Manly
A Natural Manly
A Living Manly
An Involved Manly
A Well Governed Manly

1.1.4 Climate Change Forum
On October 29, 2006 Council’s Manly Environment Centre conducted a very successful Climate Change Forum
titled 'Weathering the Storm'. During this session many views were expressed about what climate change will mean
for Manly and some of the management options were outlined. The forum coincided with rising concern about this
issue in the local community and at the highest political levels in Australia and it clear that Manly’s response to
climate change is now a very high priority issue.
At Council’s Ordinary Meeting of 20 November 2006, Council resolved to adopt a Mayoral Minute entitled Global
Warming: Local Solutions - Time for Action, which requires the establishment of a “Climate Change Working
Group” to identify likely impacts of climate change and to provide advice on prevention and mitigation strategies.
Possible effects of climate change have been addressed in a number of places in the MSS but to date no
concerted effort to assess the likely impacts has been undertaken and it is Council's intention to undertake a full
review and risk assessment early in 2007. It is expected that this process will be conducted through a workshop
process and a review panel using the recently published guidelines from the Australian Greenhouse Office. It can
be anticipated that recommendations from the review panel may modify a number of the actions identified in this
version of the MSS.
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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1.1.5 Implementing our Vision Framework
These aforementioned events were the community consultation processes for this updated MSS. The MSS
provides the detail behind this vision, which can be best explained through the following figure:
Figure 1: Visions to Action.
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1.2 Policy Framework
International agreement
AGENDA 21
National & State policies,
strategies, agreements
Regional Planning
- Metro Strategy

Legislative and Statutory
Requirements

SHOROC Council Strategies
Mosman, Pittwater, Warringah

Community and
Committees of Council

Council

Shared Council &
Community Vision
(Surfing the Future)

Manly’s
Ethical Charter

Manly Sustainability
Strategy

Statutory and Non-Statutory
Operational Plans
LEP, Plans of Management,
Social Plan, Education for
Sustainability Strategy etc.

Budget

Review

Manly’s Management Plan
Annual Report, State of
Environment Report

Figure 2: Policy framework driving sustainability at Manly

1.2.1 International Agreements: The Global Context
The World Conservation Strategy, developed in 1980 and revised in 1991, was the first document to use the
term “sustainable development”. It stressed that our quest for economic development and the then current
level and way of living would not sustain us into the 21st Century. It argued that we must balance our
activities with the capabilities of the Earth, to ensure that future generations inherit at least the same quality of
life and environment that we then experienced.
In 1992, world leaders, including over 400,000 people from 18,000 organisations and 178 countries, met in
Rio de Janeiro for the United Nations Environment and Development Conference, known as the “Earth
Summit”. The Summit established the principles for sustainable development, and formulated the now historic
document ‘Agenda 21’ - the global action plan to put these principles in place.
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Local Agenda 21 originates from Chapter 28 of Agenda 21, and was drafted by major Local Government
bodies from around the world. A Local Agenda 21 is a long term strategic program for achieving sustainability
in the 21st Century at the local level - that of the local community.
Earth Summit 2002, held in Johannesburg South Africa, reinforced international commitment to Agenda 21,
and emphasised the importance of building partnerships to secure our paths to sustainability.
The MSS is a means of meeting this global challenge at the local level, by creating a program to manage for the
future. It enables the community and Council to develop a vision for a sustainable and quality lifestyle for present
and future generations, and to attain this through achievable goals and actions.
The Strategy combines community education, vision-setting, consultation, research and the creation of programs
for change. It raises awareness of problems and the types of changes in past practices that are needed, and puts
them in a form that encourages everyone to see the wider implications of their actions. It is about changing
performance at a community, household and personal level - encouraging local action on global issues.
Council has adopted the following definition of sustainability:
“…development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their needs”. (Brundtland Definition, 1987).
This can best be described in accordance the figure below which demonstrates that the economy serves human
society and both operate within the capacities of the natural ecosystems. It suggests that i) sustainability requires a
balance between the environment, society, and economy and ii) our economy and society are dependent on the
environment.
Figure 3 – weak sustainability to strong sustainability.
Source: http://www.sasurf.undp.org/mdgs/docs/Obligation_Road_Map.doc accessed 22/9/06

sustainability

http://www.future500.org/custom/26/

1.2.2 State Context
For the MSS update, Council reviewed the Sydney Metropolitan Strategy “City of Cities – A Plan for Sydney’s
Future”, released by the NSW Department of Planning in December 2005. It is a State Government strategy to
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manage future population growth for the next 15 years. It is anticipated that Sydney will experience a population
increase of up to 1.1 million by 2031 (27%). The Metropolitan Strategy stipulates a pattern of land use, public
transport and infrastructure distribution for the Sydney metropolitan region to accommodate future growth. The
Strategy is guided by the principles of economic, social and environmental sustainability and provides a framework
for regional and local planning processes.
To implement the Metropolitan Strategy, the Minister for Planning has initiated a series of planning reform
initiatives, which among other things include:





Standardisation and review of all Local Environmental Plans (LEP) of NSW Councils
Reduction and review of the quantity of Development Control Plans of NSW Councils
Introduction of the LEP Review Panel to approve/refuse LEP and LEP amendments
Introduction of a mechanism for the Minister for Planning to intervene in the local development application
approval process

Additionally, Council is guided by the following NSW legislation:
• Total Catchment Management (TCM) - under the Catchment Management Act 1989:
“... the coordinated and sustainable use and management of land, water, vegetation and other
natural resources on a water catchment basis so as to balance resources utilisation and
conservation.”
• Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) - Local Government Act (NSW) 1993:
“.. ecologically sustainable development requires the effective integration of economic and
environmental considerations in decision-making processes”.
Ecologically sustainable development can be achieved through the implementation of the following
principles and programs as described in figure 4.
Figure four: Ecologically Sustainable Development.
Inter-generational
equity

Precautionary
principle

Ecologically Sustainable Development

Value
recognition

Conservation of
biological diversity
and
ecological integrity

1.2.3 Regional Context
Council has also reviewed the NSW Government’s Metropolitan Strategy, which includes a process of Subregional
planning as a step to translate the objectives of Metropolitan Strategy to the local level. Manly Council is grouped
with Warringah and Pittwater Councils to form the North East subregion. The Metro Strategy’s objectives for the
North East subregional are:
•
•
•
•

Promote employment containment to encourage residents to live and work locally in the subregion;
Enhance internal and external circulation and accessibility;
Plan for affordable housing for key workers;
Protect current lifestyle and environmental quality.
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The Subregional Plan will guide Council’s Local Environmental Plan and Development Control Plan.
Council has also reviewed fellow Shore Regional Group of Councils (SHOROC) Sustainability Strategies, or
similar, and adopted those actions which are consistent with the Manly vision. This will ensure consistency across
the SHOROC group, and where possible, direct partnership opportunities across the Northern Beaches.
In particular, Manly has considered:
• Warringah Council’s “Living Warringah – in focus” (2005)
• Mosman Council’s Environmental Management Plan (2005 – 2008)
• Pittwater Council’s Pittwater Sustainability Policy (2006)

1.2.4 At the Local Level - Manly Council’s Context
Manly Sustainability Strategy
The MSS has been designed as a strategic planning document. It is aimed to assist both Council and the
community on our path to sustainability, and emphasises the need to “think globally, act locally”.
Aims
The Sustainability Strategy is a ten year plan which aims to direct six key areas of action:
• Local Government leadership – leading by example. Managing and improving Council’s own sustainability
performance, including ensuring the way we govern is driving the transition to a sustainable future and
integrating sustainability principles into Council’s policies and operations;
• Guiding Education for Sustainability;
• Partnerships with the community, business and other government agencies to address sustainability;
• Participation and coordination – widespread involvement of local people and organisations, and coordinating
the relevant activities;
• Adopting a holistic approach which links together related physical, environmental, economic, social, health
and cultural issues;
• Measuring, monitoring and reporting on progress towards sustainability.

Manly’s Ethical Charter
The Ethical Charter places a requirement on Council to give significant consideration to the effects our business
and operations may have on local and global sustainability:
Manly’s Ethical Charter – February, 2005
Council is committed to supporting the principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) as
defined in the Local Government Act 1993 and ethical business practices.
Council believes that sustainability must be the guiding principle of our business, requiring policies that
meet the needs and aspirations of the present generation without compromising the opportunity of future
generations to fulfil their needs and aspirations. Council also supports the Earth Charter and recognises
that it is sets the grounding principles for sustainability.
We support and will act on the following principles in our services:
• Equity and justice - We will act fairly, seeking to ensure equity, tolerance and removal of discrimination
and support democratic societies that are just, participatory, sustainable and peaceful.
• Respect - We will treat other people and the environment with respect and acknowledge and support
the values of indigenous peoples and minorities.
• Sustaining the environment - We will act with care and caution towards the environment, protecting the
biosphere, its biodiversity, and using its resources sustainably for present and future generations.
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•
•

Creating and sharing sustainable prosperity - We will seek to create and share prosperity in a way that
helps sustain our business, the community and the environment, and support locally based businesses
who share these ethics where possible.
Responsibility - We will take all responsibility for our actions and for any harm or good we cause. We
will account for our actions, evaluating our progress in implementing these principles, and seek to
continually improve. We also commit to combat corruption in all its forms, and the obstacles to good
governance. We will not associate with organisations who act in direct contradiction to these principles.

Local Planning Strategy and Manly’s Local Environment Plan
A Local Planning Strategy is to be prepared which will bring together the objectives of the Metropolitan Strategy
and the Sub-regional Plan, the vision derived in the Manly Futures Forum and detailed in Surfing the Future, also
the findings of previous studies and reports, both statutory and non-statutory, including the State of the
Environment Report, and the Social Plan.
The MSS will also provide a basis for the Local Planning Strategy and Local Environmental Plan (LEP). The NSW
Government's planning reforms require the preparation of a new LEP for each LGA in NSW. Planning Reform
funds have been made available to councils across the Sydney Region to assist with strategic planning and the
preparation of the new LEPs. Manly Council received funding in 2005 to assist Council to articulate a vision for the
local area and towards the cost of strategic planning and the preparation of the new Plan.

Manly Social Plan
All Councils are required to prepare a Social Plan under the Local Government Act 1993 (Social and Community
Plans amendment 1998). Manly's Social Plan was developed by firstly undertaking a Needs Analysis and literature
review, and then holding workshops and focus groups to consult with the community. This assisted to develop
actions and strategies for the Social Plan, aimed at better catering for the demands of the Manly community, with
the target groups receiving particular attention being children, young people, women, older people, people with
disabilities, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders and people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
Manly's Social Plan assists Council to address the social development concerns identified within Agenda 21, and
should be referred to in conjunction with the Social Chapter of this Sustainability Strategy.

Education for Sustainability Strategy
The Manly Education for Sustainability (EFS) Strategy has been developed to direct Council’s environmental
education activities moving Manly toward a sustainable society. The strategy emphasises the importance of
education and facilitates Council’s policy of Ecologically Sustainable Development as prescribed in the Local
Government Act 1993. The Manly Education for Sustainability Strategy:
• addresses the educational strategies identified in the MSS
• provides strategic direction for the environmental education programs in Manly
• monitors progress on the implementation of the EFS Strategy to guide future educational initiatives in
Manly
• ensures environmental education is an integral part of council operations.
Following the adoption of the updated MSS, Council will commence the 2006 Who Cares About the Manly
Environment survey to provide data to support the three year review of the Education for Sustainability Strategy.

Integrated Elements Guiding Council
Guided by the MSS and the Ethical Charter, the Social Plan, Education for Sustainability Strategy and other key
operational plans further implement Council’s Sustainability Strategy. Each has a review requirement to ensure that
they remain relevant and continue to guide Manly Council and community on the path towards sustainability. The
adoption of this updated MSS will influence these operational plans during their own reviews accordingly.
The next important element of the process is Council’s Management Plan which sets Council’s program for the next
three years. The MSS informs and directs the Management Plan ensuring that Council’s business is in accordance
with the MSS’s principles and its strategies implemented. Council will consider the most appropriate way of
integrating the themes of the updated MSS into the 2007 Management Plan following the Strategy’s adoption.
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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Council’s annual reporting requirements including State of Environment reports provide the evaluation and
reporting mechanism bringing together triple bottom line reporting which assesses the natural, social and economic
environments.

2.0 The Three Year Review Process
The three year review of the Strategy which commenced in 2005, involved the following steps as outlined below,
guided by the MSS Management Group:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The MSS Management Group commenced planning for the Three Year Review in early 2005 with the
initiative discussed at the twice yearly meeting of Council’s Scientific Advisory Panel where both
Committees resolved to undertake a community consultation process called “myManly”.
Council staff reviewed the entire MSS in early 2005 to identify which actions were completed, which were
still underway, those that will be ongoing, and those that were no longer best practice management.
Community Consultation:
o myManly community sustainability art competition held in early 2005.
o Futures Forum held September 2005
o Community consultation from State of Environment reporting, Plan of Management development
and policy documents.
Staff prepared the draft updated Strategy with the assistance of the MSS Management Group and
Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) late 2005 to mid 2006.
SAP and MSSMG held meeting to discuss the draft document and workshop specific elements.
A Working Group drawn from the SAP and MSSMG then resolved items outstanding from the
SAP/MSSMG meeting.
The document was then to be presented to Council for adoption as a draft and placed on exhibition for
public comment.
Following the public exhibition, and integration of any necessary changes Council will formally adopt the
document

3.0 Manly Sustainability Strategy Framework
3.1 UN Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities
The ten Principles for Sustainable Cities were developed at an International charette held in Melbourne (Australia)
between 3 and 5 April 2002. This forum was organised by the United Nations Environment Program International
Environmental Technology Centre, and the Environment Protection Authority Victoria. Over 40 experts from around
the world contributed to the preparation of the Principles (UNEP, 2002).
The Melbourne Principles have international stature and credibility. They were designed to be flexible enough to be
adopted by cities around the world. They describe how a sustainable city might function, and provide a framework
for action. Key principles include:
 the need for a city to define a vision that involves its citizens in sharing of aspirations, responsibility and
opportunity
 an understanding that economic strategies must not impede basic human rights of sustenance, hygiene
and shelter
 respect for nature, and a commitment to its care
 definition of the ecological 'footprint' of a city and a commitment to reduce this impact – problems should be
tackled locally and now, rather than elsewhere and in the future
 a continual process of benchmarking, monitoring and measuring progress.
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Objectives of the Melbourne Principles
The Melbourne Principles are intended to guide thinking and provide a strategic framework for action. The
Principles are not prescriptive. They allow cities to develop sustainable solutions that are relevant to their particular
circumstances. They can help to bring together citizens and decision-makers, whose participation and cooperation
is essential in transforming our cities to sustainable units.
The Principles also provide cities with a foundation for the integration of international, national and local programs,
gaps to be identified and addressed, as well as realising synergies through partnerships.
Manly Council has adopted the United Nations Sustainable Cities Melbourne Principles as a framework for the
updated MSS. Translated to the local level these are Manly Principles. The Principles allow sustainability issues to
be grouped in a commonsense structure which ensures that common issues are not considered in isolation and
that barriers to the holistic approach needed to achieve sustainability are not created.
Council recognises that there are “overlaps” within the Principles, where sustainability issues can be grouped under
more than one Principle. The MSS Management Group has therefore sought to place each issue under the
Principle(s) of greatest local relevance. It has also incorporated the key themes from the Futures Forum document.

4.0 The Strategy and how to use it
There are six themes under which the ten principles fall. Each of the Principles forms a chapter of the Strategy
which commences with background information, detailing issues related globally, nationally and within the state.
The local situation is then briefly explained, detailing Manly’s position on that issue. More detail can be found in
Council's 2003/04 Comprehensive State of the Environment Report.
Broad goals are identified under which specific Programs have been developed to address each goal. Indicators
have been developed to measure each goal’s implementation.
This Strategy has been developed to assist the whole of Manly towards ecological sustainability. Many actions and
recommendations are quite simple to implement, and others will require extensive resources. Yet everyone should
be able to identify something they can easily undertake to the benefit of the environment and the community.
Personal actions, while noted here, will be described and listed in a community document.
Each Chapter follows the same format as outlined below:
Manly Principle:
The tailored Melbourne Principle is listed – this is in effect a chapter heading.
What is this theme about globally?
This is explanatory information, giving a global interpretation of the principle and theme.
In a local sense, this means…
This brings the global context to a local level and outlines what each principle means in Manly.
Council will continue to…
This section lists the policies and programs that Manly Council and the community have previously
committed to that relate to the principle.
What we want to achieve:
Goals for this principle are outlined here.
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How we will know that we are on track:
Triple Bottom Line indicators for each goal have been developed so we can monitor their progress,
including a target and 2050 goal (often a ‘stretch’ goal). This is a compilation of all target resolutions by
Council Committees often set through specific programs. Each indicator will be reviewed and updated
annually within the Implementation Strategy, and reported on within Council’s State of Environment Report
process.
Strategies for a Sustainable Future:
This section outlines the Programs that Council and community have agreed to implement to lead us
towards the goals of this principle. 41 Programs have been identified.
It identifies the indicative time frame on which the projects are to be implemented either noted as a year or
as short term (in 1 to 2 years); medium term (3 to 4 years) or long term (5 + years). All timeframes,
including where they haven’t been identified, will be referred to the Implementation Strategy process and
reviewed annually, along with priorities being set.
Who has primary responsibility for implementing each action is identified, while recognising that many
areas of Council will assist with a program’s implementation. Council’s existing related policy and
documentation is also noted.
Each program is structured within the following Strategy framework which ensures that each program has
considered a full suite of actions:
•
Planning Strategy
•
Management Strategy
•
Education for Sustainability Strategy
•
Partnerships Strategy
•
Research and Development Strategy
•
Regulation Strategy
•
Marketing Strategy
•
Advocacy Strategy
•
Evaluation Strategy
Your Personal Action
This section briefly outlines simple actions that the Manly community can implement to Think Globally and
Act Locally and will be described in more detail within the smaller Community Report.

5.0 Implementation
The MSS needs considerable funds and other resources to make it happen, but these resources should be viewed
as an investment in the future, and will in many cases generate medium to longer term savings. Instead of looking
for new, often temporary funding, the MSS encourages Council, agencies, businesses and the community to
change the way in which we operate and spend our budgets. Often upfront investment in capital sustainability
projects results in ongoing savings or additional revenues.
Private, community and volunteer sectors also invest significant amounts of time, energy and money to support
various initiatives, and by bringing together partners, this often provides resources to implement many of the
strategies identified in the MSS.
The financial and human resources which are available to Council and the community are limited. Manly Council
and the community will frequently re-evaluate priorities, programs and policies to ensure that the best possible
investments in the future are being made.
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Some MSS actions need to be sequential and whilst this has been considered in revising the MSS, action priorities
do need ongoing annual review to ensure that their timing is still relevant. For this reason the MSS has been written
as a core business document and every effort must be made to link it to all other Strategy documents and to
actively test all Council business against it. Comprehensive indexing has been included to assist this process, and
will be supported by an Implementation Strategy and annual reporting matrix.
Some of the desirable actions / directions presented in the strategy are not wholly within the power of Council to
implement. For example: housing diversity, community ethnicity, elimination of sewage overflows and leaks, direct
management of aquatic resources. In these instances the strategy should be interpreted to mean that Council will
make every reasonable endeavour to foster the desired direction and to work cooperatively with other owners or
managers. However it must be acknowledged that establishing change solely through policy and publicity is very
dependent on the support and goodwill of others.

5.1 Challenges to Implementing the Strategy
Council recognises that over a decade it is inevitable that some barriers will arise to the implementation of the
MSS, and some risks to the implemented Strategy, and that it will be necessary to adjust some priorities and
actions. Not all risks and barriers can be predicted but a number of general situations will affect the capacity of
Council to deliver the Strategy:

•

Ongoing community support is essential to the success of the MSS, both in the community taking action
and in supporting Council decisions. Council must inform and maintain dialogue with the community.

•

Funding constraints reflect existing priorities and may deepen as a result of rapidly increased energy
costs, changes in taxation and/or the rate base, limited success in grant applications, natural disasters or
by social /political value shifts. Further, funding for maintenance is not often included in project grant
funding. On the other hand, new funding opportunities may arise. In all cases Council needs to consider
these events within the framework of regular MSS review.

•

Changes in State and National policy or planning directives may override Council’s ability to implement
the MSS.

•

The local effects of climate change and the need for local mitigating actions are the biggest unknowns that
may influence the MSS. Monitoring of this situation with regular expert review is essential as some
programs may need to be applied more urgently than is presently recognised.

•

Political and economic events (for example: war, terrorism, inflation) beyond the local community may
threaten the present vision or cause it to change rapidly. Council needs to be alert to such changes and
take steps to address them by adjusting their annual program of MSS implementation.

6.0 Monitoring, Evaluation and Review
Significant monitoring, evaluation and review strategies have been identified to ensure the sustainability of the MSS
itself. This will ensure that the MSS is a living strategy, maintains best practice and continues to lead Manly
towards the community’s vision of a sustainable future. These strategies include updating the structure of the
2006/07 SoE to reflect the MSS’s themes, and using the tool for monitoring and evaluation of the MSS’s
implementation.
In recognition of the four year Council term, the Strategy will now be reviewed every four years instead of three, to
allow the Strategy to be reviewed consistently in the middle of a Council term. Therefore the next full review of the
MSS will commence in 2010. The next community visioning process is identified to commence in 2015, ten years
from the last.

7.0 Background Information
For background information on the Manly LGA, please refer to:
• Manly Council State of the Environment Report:
o Supplementary 2004/05 report
o Comprehensive 2003/2004 report
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•

For the history of Manly, please refer to Seven Miles from Sydney: A History of Manly (see references)
For the social and economic profile of Manly, please refer to the Manly Social Plan, Section 6.
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The Manly Principles
Manly’s Strategy for Sustainability
A.

A Long Term Vision for Manly
A1. A shared long-term vision for Manly based on: sustainability, intergenerational, social,
economic and political equity; and our individuality.

B.

A Safe and Cohesive Manly
B1. Achieve long-term social and economic security.

C.

A Natural, Sustainable Manly
C1. Recognise the intrinsic value of Manly’s geodiversity, biodiversity and natural ecosystems,
and protect and restore them.
C2. Enable Manly’s community to minimise our ecological footprint.
C3. Promote sustainable production and consumption, through appropriate use of environmentally
sound technologies and effective demand management.

D.

A Living Manly
D1. Build on the characteristics of ecosystems in the development and nurturing of a healthy and
sustainable Manly.
D2. Recognise and build on the distinctive characteristics of Manly, including its human and
cultural values, history and natural systems.

E.

An Involved Manly
E1. Empower people and foster participation.
E2. Expand and enable cooperative networks to work towards a common, sustainable future.

F.

A Well Governed Manly
F1. Enable continual improvement, based on accountability, transparency and good governance.
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A. A Long Term Vision For Manly
A1. A shared long-term vision for Manly based on: sustainability;
intergenerational, social, economic and political equity; and our
individuality.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
A1.1 Ten Year Visioning Process
A1.2 Maintenance of the Manly Sustainability Strategy Program
What is this theme about globally?
A long-term vision is the starting point for catalysing positive change, leading to sustainability. The vision needs to
reflect the distinctive nature and characteristics of each city. The vision should also express the shared aspirations
of the people for their cities to become more sustainable. It needs to address equity, which means equal access to
both natural and human resources, as well as shared responsibility for preserving the value of these resources for
future generations.
A vision based on sustainability will help align and motivate communities, governments, businesses and others
around a common purpose, and will provide a basis for developing a strategy, an action program and processes to
achieve that vision.
In a local sense, this means…
Manly created a vision for the future in 1992 at the Meeting the Challenges event, then set a community vision at
the Shaping our Future event in 1994. More recently, Manly held the Futures Forum in September 2005 to update
Manly’s vision statement as follows:
“A vibrant and inclusive community, which values its heritage and works together to create a sustainable
lifestyle and environment for all to enjoy”.
These important visions form the platform guiding the MSS.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
•
•
•

Adopt the MSS as the umbrella document guiding Council’s policies and operations
Undertake a review of the MSS every four years to ensure that the Strategy continues to lead Manly
towards sustainability. The next review is to commence in 2010.
Hold Futures Forums every ten years, each focusing on the next 20-25 years.

What we want to achieve:
• A vision which reflects the aspirations and values of the community, which are reviewed every ten years.
• Ensure that the MSS is a living strategy, maintains best practice and continues to lead Manly towards the
community’s vision of a Sustainable Future.

Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
A community visioning process, guided by a
Community Steering Committee, is undertaken
in 2015.

Target
2015

MSS Review undertaken in 2010.

2010
2006/07

MSS is fully integrated into Council’s
Management Plan
Community’s awareness of the MSS –
distribution of and requests for the Community
MSS document; survey.

2010 – high
percentage of the
community have
heard of the MSS

2050 Goals
The vision process is
undertaken every 15
years, guided by the
community.
The MSS is Council’s
Management Plan, or
vice versa.
High percentage of
the community know
what the MSS sets to
achieve.

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
A1.1 Ten Year Visioning Process
A vision which reflects the aspirations and values of the community, which are reviewed every ten years.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

A1.1.1

2015

Management

A1.1.2

2006;

PS

Education for
Sustainability

A1.1.3

Establish a community steering
committee to oversee and guide the
visioning process.
Ensure the vision is integrated into key
Council policy documents and
operations, and that it guides all policy
development.
Once the vision is set, educate the
community and Council staff on what
this means for Manly.

Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
PS

2007

CEP

Partnerships

A1.1.4

2006
2015

PS
NR

Research and
Development
Marketing

A1.1.5

2015

PS

A1.1.6

2006
2015

PS

Evaluation

A1.1.7

Create partnerships with key
community organisations and
stakeholders to actively assist in the
Vision’s development and
implementation.
Review international examples of best
practice community visioning.
Market and promote the new vision to
the community, business and Council
staff.
Evaluate the progress towards the
Vision through the review of the MSS.

Yearly

NR

Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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the
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A1.2 Maintenance of the Manly Sustainability Strategy Program
Ensure that the Manly Sustainability Strategy is a living strategy, maintains best practice and continues to lead
Manly towards the community’s vision of a Sustainable Future.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primary
Related
Type
Number
frame
responsi Policy/
bility
Docum
entatio
n
MSS
NR
2010
Planning
A1.2.1
Undertake a full four year
review of the MSS including
broad community consultation
and participation in 2010.
Ensure each four year review
entails a full review of the
actions within MSS including
review of the past State of
Environment Reports focusing
on ‘pressures’ and ‘data gaps’
of the Report. Regular review
will bring the process in line with
Council terms and State of
Environment Comprehensive
reporting.
A1.2.2

Management

A1.2.3

Review the feasibility of
restructuring Council’s
Management Plan to adopt a
structure based on the MSS
themes where possible.
The MSS Management Group,
having community, Councillor
and Council staff
representation, continue to
oversee and guide the
implementation process of the
MSS, including the review
process.

2007

CPS

Mgt
Plan;
MSS

Ongoing
and 2010

NR

MSS

NR

MSS

2007
Yearly

NR

MSS

2006;
2010

NR/CEP

MSS
EfS

Yearly
A1.2.4

A1.2.5

Education for
Sustainability

A1.2.6

Identify priority programs from
this Strategy to be included in
the Management Plan each
year.
Staff prepare an annual MSS
Implementation Strategy with
Action Plan and indicator report
to ensure that responsibilities
identified within this MSS are
kept up to date with allocation of
responsibilities by the General
Manager.
Integrate the updated MSS into
Manly’s Education For
Sustainability Strategy by
commencing four year reviews
of the EfS directly following the
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Partnerships

A1.2.7

Research and
Development

A1.2.8

Marketing

A1.2.9

Advocacy

A1.2.10

Evaluation

A1.2.11

adoption of the updated MSS.
Form partnerships with the
various sectors of the
community to assist with the
review of the MSS.
Research Sustainability
Strategies internationally with
each review of the MSS to
ensure continued best practice.
Prepare a brief community
version of the MSS, focusing on
how the community can
contribute to local sustainability
action.
Advocate a Regional SHOROC
Sustainability Strategy be
prepared and adopted to have
common goals for a sustainable
future. (see link to action: x)
Review and update Manly’s
State of Environment Reporting
following the adoption of the
updated MSS.
Monitor and report annually
within the State of Environment
Report, the progress of this
Strategy's implementation,
based on the chapters within
this Strategy. Initially report to
the MSSMG for
recommendation to Council.
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B. A Safe and Cohesive Manly
B1. Achieve long-term social and economic security.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
B1.1
B1.2
B1.3
B1.4
B1.5
B1.6
B1.7

Creating “Sense of Place” /Neighbourhood Renewal Program
Community Services and Development Program
Housing and Sustainability Program
Sustaining Healthy Communities Program
Financial Reform and Economic Policy for Sustainability Program
Sustainable Coastal Tourism Program
Companion Animals Program.

What is this theme about globally?
Long-term economic and social security are prerequisites for beneficial change and are dependent upon
environmentally sound, sustainable development. To achieve triple bottom line sustainability, economic strategies
need to increase the value and vitality of human and natural systems, and conserve and renew human, financial
and natural resources.
Through fair allocation of resources, economic strategies should seek to meet basic human needs in a just and
equitable manner. In particular, economic strategies should guarantee the right to potable water, clean air, food
security, shelter and safe sanitation. Cities are the locus of human diversity; their policies, structures and
institutions can significantly contribute to fostering cohesive, stimulating, safe and fulfilled communities.
Actual and perceived crime rates can impact on how people feel about their neighbourhood and the ways that they
use them. Factors such as well lit areas, wide open streets with passive surveillance and well maintained buildings
can all help to engender feelings of safety and security. When people feel safe, they are more likely to frequent
public spaces, which in turn also generates feelings of safety.
In a local sense, this means…
* This chapter should be viewed in conjunction with the Manly Social Plan.
Manly “Locals”
Manly ‘locals’ are considered a group of people with a strong sense of local identity, who feel proud of their area
and its special natural and cultural heritage. Maintaining and building on this sense of place contributes to
sustainability by fostering a spirit of pride and optimism. Manly’s Neighbourhood Renewal Program seeks to
develop and foster this, building connections, caring, civic pride and common good through engaging residents
socially, within their local area.
Importance of diversity
Maintaining diversity is an important component of this vibrant, sustainable community. Diversity is inclusive of
mixture of housing types, affordability and adaptability. For a sustainable society it is vital to promote and facilitate
increased housing diversity to match the changing needs of Manly population, while providing equitable access and
lifestyle opportunities.
Targets for housing diversity might include increased residential densities in some precincts when inequalities in
the distribution of services, access to lifestyle opportunities and employment choices are addressed. Encouraging
local mixing of uses will reduce the overall need for people to travel between their places of residence, employment
and recreation. Diversity as a sustainability factor supports a “livable community”.
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Creating a livable community in this way promotes fewer requirements for infrastructure, less energy and water
consumption and consequently less environmental impact.
Recreation for a healthy Manly
Sport and recreation opportunities are significant tools for building healthy, vibrant and functioning communities
which contribute to sustainability through environmental protection, social development and economic prosperity,
through improving health, community, the economy and environment. Manly Council aims to provide accessibility to
sport and recreation services through better urban design and infrastructure for walking/cycling and public
transport.
Safe communities
Manly Council has a Crime and Safety Committee and a commitment to develop and implement a Community
Crime Safety Plan. Other successful initiatives that are tackling crime and anti-social behaviour locally, working in
partnerships with other organisations such as Manly Police, include the Manly After Midnight Strategies, Liquor
Licensing Accord, late night transport options (e.g. the Pumpkin Bus) and Manly Code of Respect.
Protect environmental and social amenity
Manly is an urban area characterised by low, medium and high density development with access to commercial
and retail land uses serving the sub-region and the local area. Manly also attracts a significant number of visitors
and provides recreation, entertainment and cultural facilities for people.
These, sometimes in conflict, have the potential to reduce the current environmental and social amenity for local
residents.
Key concerns regarding development in the LGA include:
• Noise impact from late night trading venues within the business areas;
• Multi unit developments that do not respect the natural topography and create environmental impact such
as overshadowing, view obstruction, privacy issues to adjoining neighbours;
• Retention of existing landscape areas from future urban development;
• Excessive industrial and freight traffic through residential and commercial areas;
• Developments that are exposed to environmental risk such as flooding, landslip, contaminated land and
acid sulphate soil exposure demand specialist assessment and design constraints.
• Developments that create irreversible environmental impact such as loss of tall trees, stormwater discharge
and pollution, waste disposal, destruction of environmental and heritage assets and excessive energy and
water consumption, demand Council’s resources and State Government support to control their
occurrence.
Council seeks to address all of the above issues through the current planning and development assessment
framework in an era of prosperity and pressure for development.
Sustainable Tourism
Manly is a thriving tourist area.. It is estimated that Manly attracts 5-8 million visitors each year from both Australia
and overseas. Arriving by road or water the tourist mix includes day trippers, backpackers, family holiday makers
and those on business travel. Currently Manly is cited by Tourism New South Wales as the fourth most popular
tourist destination in Sydney.
Council recognises that responsible planning is needed to develop a sustainable tourism industry in Manly, and
Council has continued to work with university researchers and other councils to develop a plan to guide this. As
tourism demand grows, Manly’s challenge is to minimise the impacts, yet acknowledge the positive effects
including the contribution to Manly’s economy.
With research assistance from the University of Western Sydney, Council is focusing on ‘Sustainable Coastal
Tourism’ to:
• Assist in achieving a greater awareness of our natural and cultural environments;
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Educate visitors and the community;
Conserve important areas through increased funding and awareness;
Ensure more appropriate urban development;
Alleviate visitor pressures;
Encourage reduction in waste and litter; and
Promote public transport and a decrease in reliance on private vehicles.

Council has introduced the Sea Change for Sustainable Tourism Environmental Management Plan development
program to assist tourism operators to operate their businesses in a sustainable manner.
Backpacker Tourism in Global Sydney
Manly, in partnership with the University of Western Sydney and five other Councils including City of Sydney, North
Sydney, Randwick, Waverley and Woollahra, is undertaking a research project on the positive and negative
impacts of backpackers in Sydney. The objectives of the research are to achieve better understanding of
backpacker’s behaviour in the broader context of the tourism industry of Sydney, and explore mechanisms for local
councils to develop policy, planning and regulatory work to address the growing numbers of backpacker travellers.
The research was carried out in consultation with the community and key stakeholders, and focus group, surveys
and interviews were conducted to gain practical insights to the issue. It is expected that the project will provide
councils with practical solutions to address the issue in a strategic manner and foster community awareness of the
dynamics of backpacker industry in Sydney.
Companion Animals
Companion animals, such as cats and dogs offer their owners company and security, while also having health and
social benefits. Responsible pet owners, who desex and train their pets and keep them indoors or on their property
at night are helping our wildlife to survive. However, irresponsible owners are contributing to the rapid decline of
wildlife, the increase of feral cats and dogs, contributing to the increasing nuisance of wandering and barking dogs,
and interfering with the well-being of the community.
Whilst accepting the importance of keeping pets to many members of the community, Council has recognised the
need to encourage responsible pet ownership for the welfare of the animals, the community and the environment. A
Local Companion Animal Management Plan has been prepared to address dog and cat owner responsibility and
outline local laws in regard to leashed areas, prohibited areas and boarding kennels.
Some areas of Manly require specific controls to protect threatened pollutions of Long nosed Bandicoots and Little
Penguins. Council runs special programs to encourage community participation in their protection and the control of
pets.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
• Ensuring Council provides adequate funding for social and natural environment programs.
• Maintaining Manly as a Nuclear Free Zone: Nuclear Weapons - Abolition And World Peace (Policy
Register N40)
• Raising awareness and support the Fair Trade program and products.
• Protecting and enhance the visual quality of the built environment of Manly through pursuing Council’s
policy for the undergrounding of all overhead cabling and sign management. .
• Supporting Reconciliation Between Indigenous And Non-Indigenous Australians (Policy Register R20)
• Promoting equal access to community facilities to work towards meeting different access needs in a
diverse community.
• Incorporating safety by design principles into all public spaces.
• Implementing Manly’s Social Plan to address the actions for each of the identified target groups
• Implementing the Crime Prevention Strategy
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Progressing Council’s Affordable Housing Strategy
Implementing the Northern Sydney Aboriginal Social Plan.
Maintaining Totem as an important shopping and community centre, along with local shopping centres.
Maintaining the Neighbourhood Renewal Program, focusing on “Meet Your Street” events.
Supporting the operations of Community Precinct Forums as an important avenue for exchange of
information between Council and community members
Assisting Manly to become a sustainable coastal tourism destination, yet ensure that this does not
compromise the amenity of local residents and the natural environment.
Maintaining the Sea Change for Sustainable Tourism program to assist tourism operators and visitors to
minimise their impacts on the social, natural and economic environments of Manly.
Continuing to pursue the establishment of the North Head Sanctuary with all relevant land managers.

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• To foster community and civic pride in Manly;
• To link community development and sustainability to maintain and improve the level of amenity and quality
of life for both residents and visitors in Manly.
• To ensure a range of accessible, affordable and adaptable housing in suitable locations that meets the
diversity of local residents’ needs at each stage of their life.
• Ensure that Manly’s environment is one that supports a variety of recreational activities that are accessible
to all social groups and that are ecologically sustainable whilst not restricting the broader community’s
enjoyment of the area.
• Pursue integrated public transport in the sub-region and improve existing services in line with SHOROC
Regional Transport Policy.
• Guide Manly towards a visitor friendly Sustainable Coastal Tourism future which recognises the important
economic contribution tourism makes to Manly and maintains Manly as an attractive tourist destination
without compromising our natural environment, built heritage and sense of community.
• Support the vital role that companion animals play in maintaining social well being, while advocating
responsible pet ownership which minimises impacts on others and the natural environment.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Business reinvestment in the community
(indicator to be developed by 2010)

Target
Annual increase in
reinvestment by
businesses.
Ratio should
approach 1

2050 Goals
To be set.

Average travel distance and travel time to work
for Manly residents

decreases

Reduced income disparity:
Percent of Manly households earning less than
$35,000 per year?
Percent of households earning more than
$100,000/year.
Travel mode by which Council employees
travel to work.

Seek to maintain
economic “mix”

Residents all work
within SHOROC area.
To be set.

Time Council employees spend travelling to
work (average/day)

Increasing proportion
of Council staff reside
within the LGA or
within 30 min travel
distance.

Ratio of the number of jobs in Manly to the
amount of housing

Declining private car
use.
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Number of hectares of public open space per
person.

Maintain existing
levels and upward
trend

To be set.

Availability of affordable housing – percent of
all existing and new housing in Manly
affordable to very low, low and moderate and
upper income households.
Percentage of adaptable housing in all new
developments.
Housing for Seniors Living

Targets to be
developed.

To be set.

Target to be
developed
Target to be
developed
Downward Trend

To be set.

Upward trend

To be set.

Downward trend
Upward trend

Zero
100%

Downward trend
Downward trend

Zero
Zero

Downward trend.

Zero

Upward trend

100%

100% of
implementation plan
priorities
Upward trend.

Social Plan priorities
revised every five
years..
100%

Estimated number of primary homeless living in
Manly - snapshot estimate for summer and
winter (to allow for seasonal variation).
Primary homeless people as per ABS – no roof
over head, permanently living on streets.
Percent of Manly homeless population served
by the Manly Community Centre that transition
to permanent housing.
Crime rate per capita
Community satisfaction as a place to live
(through community survey)
Number of reported incidents of abuse
Number of reports regarding employment and
housing discrimination
Percent of residents who perceive that their
basic needs are not being met (counselling,
emergency food, shelter and clothing,
employment, recreation and services for youth,
health care, substance abuse
treatment/prevention, affordable housing,
people with disabilities, seniors, transportation,
access and mobility).
Number of businesses in Manly operating with
a fully integrated EMP
Social Plan actions across all target groups
completed annually, according to the identified
implementation plan.
Number of Clubs and like bodies that
acknowledge and have adopted the Manly
Principles for Sustainable Cities.

To be set.
Zero

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
B1.1 Creating “Sense of Place” /Neighbourhood Renewal Program
To foster community and civic pride in Manly;
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Type
Number
frame

Planning

B.1.1.1

Develop and nurture the growth of

Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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y
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Management

B.1.1.2

B.1.1.3
Education for
Sustainability

B.1.1.4

Partnerships

B.1.1.5

Marketing

B.1.1.6

Advocacy

B.1.1.7

Evaluation

B.1.1.8

social capital with community
consultation and the secondary
objectives to foster social interaction
through Precinct Community Forums.
Review and identify issues of concern
and their solutions; address issues as
needed on a Precinct basis.
Maintain and support the Community
Precinct Forums, including regular
reviews.

Plan

Ongoi
ng

Maintain the Neighbourhood Renewal
Program.

Ongoi
ng

Investigate the opportunity of hosting
sustainability-focused Neighbourhood
Renewal events using Council’s
existing resources such as bush
regeneration of local reserves,
community garden establishment etc.
Encourage partnerships with local
businesses to sponsor, support and/or
participate in the Neighbourhood
Renewal Program.

2008

Continue to involve and empower
community in the planning and
decision making process by receiving
and responding to the matters and
issues they are committed to.
Continue to market the
Neighbourhood Renewal Program.
Council lobby State Government to
focus and support community issues,
funding required and as identified and
supported by the local community.
Evaluate the Neighbourhood Renewal
Program by selecting indicators and
undertaking surveys.

Ongoi
ng

Short
term

HSF

HSF
HSF

HSF

Social
Plan

Social
Plan

Social
Plan

All
staff.

Ongoi
ng
Ongoi
ng

HSF

2007

HSF

Counci
l

Social
Plan

B1.2 Community Services and Development Program
To link community development and sustainability to maintain and improve the level of amenity and quality of life
for both residents and visitors in Manly.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Policy/
Type
Number
frame
y
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
B1.2.1
PS
Update Planning Controls (LEP &
With
LEP;
DCP) to reflect social and
LEP
Social
environmental sustainability
Revie
Plan;
objectives.
w
MSS
Ongoi
CPS
ng
Ensure that Safety by design
B1.2.2
principles are included in the planning
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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and design processes of Council.
Mediu
m
Term

HSF

Manage Council’s assets under an
integrated Strategic Asset Plan that:
• develops a transparent and
rigorous process to select
infrastructure projects that
deliver the maximum benefit
to the community
• establishes current and future
service levels and needs, and
manages community
expectations through regular
community consultation
• develops service levels to
meet residential and business
priorities
• considers the Triple Bottom
Line.

Mediu
m term

HS&F

Educate to reduce noise pollution
targeting problem areas.
Implement active regional planning for
infrastructure across the SHOROC
area (see link with action x).

2009

EHO

Mediu
m

CPS

B1.2.7

Liaise with the Federal Airport
Authority as necessary to ensure that
Manly is not adversely affected by
aircraft noise.

Ongoi
ng

EHO

B1.2.8

Liaise with the RTA regarding traffic
volumes and noise impact and to
identify traffic routes with potential air
and noise impacts on residents.

Ongoi
ng

US

B1.2.9

Liaise with the Police regarding after
hours noise.

Ongoi
ng

RS

B1.2.3

Reaccreditation of Manly (SHOROC)
by WHO (World Health Organisation)
as a “safe community’.

Management

B1.2.4

Education for
Sustainability
Partnerships

B1.2.5

Regulation

B1.2.6

B1.2.10

Continue strong partnerships with
government and non government
sectors in promotion and community
education of violence prevention and
community safety strategies.

B1.2.11

Ensure plant/machinery/activities likely
to produce excessive/offensive noise
comply with relevant noise standards.

B1.2.12

Conduct a review of current Council
procedures for controlling noise
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Advocacy

B1.2.13

pollution.
Lobby State Government to seek a
commitment to the co-location of
services.

Short
Term

Counci
l

B1.3 Housing and Sustainability Program
To ensure a range of accessible, affordable and adaptable housing in suitable locations that meets the varying
diversity of local residents’ needs at each stage of their life.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Social
Planning
B1.3.1
PS
Implement and continue to monitor
Ongoi
Plan;
Council’s Affordable Housing Program ng
Plannin
g for
Ensure that the updated Manly LEP
LEP
B1.3.2
PS
Afforda
makes provision for affordable and
review
ble
adaptable housing
Housing
LEP
Plannin
g for
Afforda
ble
Housing

Management

B1.3.3

Include affordable housing and social
mix objectives in Manly Management
Plan

Short
Term

PS

Education for
Sustainability

B1.3.4

Raise community awareness of the
social and economic implications of a
lack of affordable housing

Short
term

PS

Partnerships

B1.3.5

Ongoi
ng

PS

Research and
Development

B1.3.6

Long
term

PS

Social
Plan

Marketing

B1.3.7

Continue to work with Dept of
Planning, Dept of Housing, community
housing providers and other bodies to
identify new opportunities for
affordable housing development in
Manly.
Explore the opportunity for
cooperative housing schemes for the
Manly LGA.
Information made available via web

PS

Advocacy

B1.3.8

Short
Term
Short
Term

Social
Plan
Plannin
g for
Afforda
ble
Housing

Short
Term

PS

B1.3.9

Lobby State and Federal governments
to provide a strong legislative and
policy framework to address
affordable and adaptable housing
demand.
Lobby State Government for planning
provisions for affordable and
adaptable housing initiatives in
standard LEP template.
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Evaluation

B1.3.10

Report quarterly and annually

Ongoi
ng

PS

Plannin
g for
Afforda
ble
Housing

B1.4 Sustaining Healthy Communities Program
Ensure that Manly’s environment is one that supports a variety of recreational activities that are accessible to all
social groups and are ecologically sustainable whilst not restricting the broader community’s enjoyment of the area.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
US
Planning
B1.4.1
Mediu
Commission a comprehensive study
m
into the range of recreational
opportunities provided and needs of
all residents.
B1.4.2

B1.4.3

B1.4.4

Management

B1.4.5

B1.4.6

B1.4.7

Continue to work towards the walking
trail system in Council open space and
adjacent National Parks to invite the
community and tourists to appreciate
the natural area. In cooperation with
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service
Creation of Living Streets –with the
emphasis on suitability for people,
wheelchairs, mobility scooters &
cyclists rather than vehicles to
encourage walking, cycling, the use of
public transport and socialising among
residents.
Ensure planning at all levels considers
the needs of the community to
improve access to all recreational
facilities.
Work towards full implementation of
the Manly Bicycle Plan (1999)
together with additional routes where
demand warrants.

Ongoi
ng

CPS

Bicycle
Plan

Short
term

CPS

Bicycle
Plan

All
Staff

LEP

Short
term
Short
Term

US

Bicycle
Plan

Check works programs for footpaths
to ensure they accommodate shared
bike/pedestrian access where
practical.

Short
term

US

Bicycle
Plan

Make available secure parking for
bicycles to encourage greater cycling
in Manly. Bike lockers to be installed
near public transport.

2007

US

Bicycle
Plan

Ensure that playgrounds are planned
to provide for the needs of both

Short
term

CPS

Playgro
und

B1.4.8
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Education for
Sustainability

B1.4.9

B1.4.10

B1.4.11

Partnerships

B1.4.12

B1.4.13

children and carer etc adequate
seating, bubblers at the correct height
and accessible play equipment.
Implement Smoke Free Zones via:
•
revised legal agreements for
alfresco dining areas on Council
land and all other leases, licences
etc over Council owned and
managed lands and properties ;
• the installation of signage banning
smoking in children’s play areas
on Council land, Council playing
fields and sporting grounds, at
events run or sponsored by
Council, Manly's ocean and
harbour beaches, entrances,
covered areas and balconies of
Council owned or managed
buildings;
• and a continual education and
awareness campaign targeting
residents and visitors to Manly

strategy
.
Nov
2006

GMU

Nov
2006

Further development and expansion of
related collections at Manly Public
Library.

June
2007

Library

Educational campaigns aimed at
promoting cycling, walking and public
transport usage by explaining benefits
of Active Transport. Safety campaigns
designed to improve pedestrian/cyclist
safety, eg. where on-road cycle lanes
exist education of motorists should be
undertaken to reduce the potential for
collisions between cyclists and car
doors being opened in front of them.
Pedestrian safety in high pedestrian
activity areas should also be
addressed through education
campaigns in local shopping centres
etc.
Joint education programs with RTA in
line with the State Government’s
major road safety message that ‘the
road is there to share’. Cycling safety
campaigns undertaken in partnership
with Bicycle user groups and
surrounding local government areas.
Pedestrian safety campaigns
undertaken in partnership with
relevant Council Committees and
RTA.

Ongoi
ng

RSO

Encourage Sports Clubs to engage in
maintaining facilities, fields and
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Term

RSO

Library
Mgt
Plan
EfS

Bicycle
Plan
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Mediu

Plans of
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Research and
Development

B1.4.14

Regulation

B1.4.15

Marketing

B1.4.16

B1.4.17

Advocacy

B1.4.18

Evaluation

B1.4.19

B1.4.20

community buildings and assisting
with community events etc.

m
Term

Mgt for
Reserv
es
Bicycle
Plan

Seek out best practice or innovative
campaigns to increase safety of
pedestrians/cyclists through
behavioural change of motorists.
Monitor and regulate where necessary
Smoke Free Zones
Promotion of related collections in
Manly Public Library to the
community.

ongoin
g

RSO

Short
term
Ongoi
ng

Range
rs
Library

Marketing campaigns such as
letterbox drops to residents living on
roads where on-road cycling lanes
exist, in which the cyclists rights are
explained and key safety tips given to
motorists to reduce their potential to
impede cyclists. Similar marketing
campaign for pedestrians, however
use of banners in town centres would
achieve higher levels of information
transfer.
Lobby RTA for more effective
advertising campaigns on a state level
aimed at improving pedestrian/cyclist
safety.
Develop and implement social impact
assessments as part of the
sustainability assessment process.

Short
Term

RSO

Bicycle
Plan

Short
Term

Bicycle
Commi
ttee

Bicycle
Plan

Short
Term

PS

Social
Plan

Undertake pedestrian/cyclists counts
on major footpaths/cycleways pre and
post treatment.

Short
term

US

Bicycle
Plan

Library
Mgt
Plan

B1.5 Financial Reform and Economic Policy for Sustainability Program
Pursue integrated public transport in the sub-region and improve existing services in line with SHOROC
Regional Transport Policy.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
n
ty
PS
Planning
B1.5.1
Employ
Short
In the context of the North-East Subment
Term
regional Plan, work with SHOROC to
Strateg
develop the Regional Employment
y
Strategy to promote employment
containment within the region and plan
for appropriate infrastructure to
support the expansion of the local
employment market. Continue to seek
funding from DOP.
Identify future land use and
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B1.5.2

Management

B1.5.3

Education for
Sustainability

B1.5.4

Partnerships

B1.5.5

Research and
Development

B1.5.6

Marketing

B1.5.7

Advocacy

B1.5.8

Evaluation

B1.5.9

infrastructure requirements for
employment growth and incorporate
these in planning instruments in
accordance with approved brief.
Encourage flexible working hours,
home-bases businesses and locallybased businesses.
Work with State and Federal
governments to improve access to
and availability of education for local
businesses and apprenticeships.
Form partnership with SHOROC
councils, chambers of commerce,
vocational training and education
institutes and other key employment
generating sectors to promote job
opportunities and training in Manly
and for the SHOROC region.
Through SHOROC, research new
initiatives to promote local
employment market and to fund key
infrastructure.
Consider placing employment
opportunities on a website.

Term

PS

Mediu
m
Term
Mediu
m
Term

PS

Mediu
m
Term

PS

Employ
ment
Strateg
y

Mediu
m
Term

PS

Mediu
m
Term

HSF

Advocate for funding to development
the appropriate infrastructure and
services to support local employment
growth.
Monitor and review the progress of the
SHOROC Employment Strategy

Mediu
m
Term

PS

Short
Term

PS

Employ
ment
Strateg
y
Employ
ment
Strateg
y
Employ
ment
Strateg
y
Employ
ment
Strateg
y

PS

B1.6 Sustainable Coastal Tourism Program
Guide Manly towards a visitor friendly Sustainable Coastal Tourism future which recognises the important
economic contribution tourism makes to Manly and maintains Manly as an attractive tourist destination without
compromising our natural environment, built heritage and sense of community.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
B1.6.1
NR
Prepare a Sustainable Coastal
Mediu
UWS
Tourism Strategy in response to the
m
Tourism
University of Western Sydney TBL
Study
assessment of Tourism Study, which
recognises the important economic
contribution Tourism makes to Manly,
but balances that with the social and
natural environments.
Management
B1.6.2
HSF
Finalise the draft Business Plan for the Short
UWS
Visitors Information Centre, ensuring
Term
Tourism
that the Plan integrates TBL
Study
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Education for
Sustainability

B1.6.3

B1.6.4

Partnerships

B1.6.5

B1.6.6

Research and
Development

B1.6.7

Marketing

B1.6.8

Advocacy

B1.6.9

Evaluation

B1.6.10

B1.6.11

considerations and those strategies
identified in the University of Western
Sydney Study.
Continue to secure Manly tourism
operators participation in the Sea
Change for Sustainable Tourism
Environmental Management Plan
program, serviced by a Sustainable
Tourism Education Officer.
Develop and implement a Sea
Change for Sustainable Tourism
Visitors program targeting the impacts
of visitors to Manly on the social and
natural environs.
Continue to work in partnership with
tourism operators, Manly Chamber of
Commerce, Tourism NSW,
universities and the Manly community
to reduce the impacts of visitors on
Manly’s environs.
Seek continued support from Sydney
Ferries, TMG and NSW Maritime to
continue the Sea Change for
Sustainable Tourism logo marketing
campaign at Manly Wharf.
Keep abreast of best practice for
sustainable tourism management
internationally.
Market the Sea Change for
Sustainable Tourism logo through
associated marketing strategies
developed for the aforementioned
programs.
Lobby the State and Federal
Government to secure further grant
funding to assist to address the
impacts of visitors on Manly’s natural
and social environments.
Evaluate the effectiveness of Council’s
Sustainable Coastal Tourism Strategy
and associated education programs
by:
1. Establishing a set of indicators
across the triple bottom line which
would assess the above;
2. Conducting a similar Manly
community survey as per UWS in
2005 and assessing the perceived
changes in response.

Ongoi
ng

CEP

UWS
Tourism
Study;
EfS

Mediu
m

CEP

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Short

CEP

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Short
Term

VCB

UWS
Tourism
Study

Mediu
m

NR –
Strateg
y; CEP
–
educati
on.

UWS
Tourism
Study

UWS
Tourism
Study

UWS
Tourism
Study
UWS
Tourism
Study

2010

Consider integrating aspects in
Manly’s “Who Cares About the
Environment” Survey.
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B1.7 Companion Animals Program.
Support the vital role that companion animals play in maintaining social well being, while advocating
responsible pet ownership which minimises impacts on others and the natural environment.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

B1.7.1

Short
Term

Management

B1.7.2

Review and Implement the
Companion Animals Management
Plan, with a focus on advocating
responsible pet ownership which
minimises impacts on others and the
natural environment.
Implement the updated CAMP when
adopted.

Education for
Sustainability

B1.7.3

B1.7.4

Partnerships

B1.7.5

B1.7.6

Marketing

B1.7.7

Evaluation

B1.7.8

Continue to promote responsible pet
ownership, through a series of
strategies which include the
reintroduction of the Dog “poo” bag
carriers.
Encompass the annual “Dogs Day Out
in Manly” into other broad community
events with a focus on responsible pet
ownership.
Liaise with local companion animal
clubs in the development or review of
any Companion Animal Strategies and
events.
Partner with local companion animal
clubs and pet shops to market the
message of responsible pet
ownership.
Market the updated CAMP with the
assistance of Clubs and pet shops.
Review the Companion Animals
Management Plan every 5 years.

Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
NR

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
CAMP

Mediu
m
Term
2007

Range
rs

CAMP

CEP

CAMP;
EfS

Short
term

CEP

CAMP

Short
Term

NR

CAMP

Short
Term

MEC

CAMP

Mediu
m
Term
Long
term

MEC

CAMP

NR

CAMP

Your Personal Action
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by participating in the
many community events held during the year, attend your local Precinct Community Forum, and demonstrate
courtesy to your neighbours.
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C. A Natural, Sustainable Manly
C1. Recognise the intrinsic value of Manly’s geodiversity,
biodiversity, and natural ecosystems, and protect and restore
them.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
C1.1
C1.2
C1.3
C1.4
C1.5
C1.6
C1.7

Protecting our Water Cycle and Catchments Program
Sustainable Marine Environments Program
Coastline and Estuary Management Program
Geodiversity Program
Maintaining our Biodiversity and Terrestrial Environments Program
Flora Program
Fauna Protection Program

What is this theme about globally?
Nature is more than a commodity for the benefit of humans. We share the Earth with many other life-forms that
have their own intrinsic value. They are part of the intricate web of life essential in sustaining the ecosystem
services upon which our lives depend. They warrant our respect, whether or not they are of immediate benefit to
us.
It is through people's direct experience with nature that they understand its value and gain a better appreciation of
the importance of healthy habitats and ecosystems. This connection provides them with an appreciation of the
need to manage our interactions with nature empathetically.
Just as humans have the ability to alter the habitat and even to extinguish other species, we can also protect and
restore biodiversity. Therefore, we have a responsibility to act as custodians for nature.
In a local sense, this means…
Manly’s Environment
Although only a small LGA of 16.2km2, Manly has a diverse character of residential, business and natural
landscapes with only limited industrial land use. The area is well known for its natural environment, with areas such
as Sydney Harbour, North Head, harbour foreshores and frontage to the Pacific Ocean being recognised as
important and sensitive locations. No part of Manly is more than 1.6km from a water body.
The urbanisation of Manly is typical of many regions around the world, with bushland cleared for urbanisation,
many waterways channelled, diverted and piped for flood mitigation, wetlands drained and used for landfill and
recreation. In the past, little was known of the importance of these areas, and this unfortunately led to degradation
of our environment. For example, in the 1930s North Harbour Reserve was reclaimed as parkland from an area
that was once a sandy bay with safe swimming, while much of Manly Lagoon has been reclaimed for housing,
playing fields, golf courses and commercial development. Salt marsh became a rubbish dump to create playing
fields. Development has created a flood regime that affects approximately 400 properties within the catchment
(Manly Council 1996) in a 1 in 100 year storm event. Rehabilitation is an essential, costly and difficult task.
Geodiversity
Manly’s geodiversity is an important element of our natural environment. This concept covers the
whole range of natural earth materials and processes. It includes the rocks, landforms, streams,
beaches, soils, sediments and groundwater features.
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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While the principal rock outcropping in Manly is Hawkesbury Sandstone, it is by no means uniform,
and a range of sedimentary structures in the rock can be seen in the cliffs along Marine Parade and at
other localities. Some structures such as joints, faults and shear zones cut through the sandstone and
guide landform development. They may also constrain development and present geological hazards.
Important geodiversity elements in Manly include:
• The incised southern edge of the Hornsby Plateau with its steep hills and high-level spine
along Sydney Road at Seaforth and along the top of Dobroyd Head
• The North Head peninsula with its dramatic sea cliffs, high-level dunes and geomorphic history
of isolation during periods of different sea level.
• The drowned valleys of North Harbour and Middle Harbour and the tidal delta in the mouth of
these features.
• The Burnt Bridge Creek drainage basin and Manly Lagoon.
• The sand spit of Manly Village and the coastal barrier, lagoon and former swamp complex
along and behind Manly Ocean Beach.
• Rare high-level dunes on the top of North Head and dune remnants may occur near Tania
Park.
• Groundwater resources in the Quaternary sand aquifers.
• Little known groundwater systems in the sandstone. These areas have a complex hydrology
with limited storage and flow in granular, fissure and shale-bed components. The fissure and
shale-bed aquifers frequently rise in springs, some of which are iron-rich and deposit
ferruginous tufas.
Smaller-scale features include cliffs, rock platforms, waterfalls, the terraced nature of sandstone
hillslopes, springs, hanging swamps, and a great range of small landforms. While much of Manly has
been modified, significant examples of large and small-scale landforms remain, all of which need to be
identified and appropriately managed.
In recent years developments in the technology of earthmoving and rock excavation have the potential
to destroy valuable landscape elements of geodiversity.
Manly’s Water Cycle Management
Manly’s drainage system has evolved haphazardly over 150 years with the replacement of porous soils by hard
surfaces such as concrete. It was designed to improve land utility and prevent flooding, with a traditional emphasis
on efficiently collecting, and diverting stormwater into nearby creeks, beaches and lagoons. Little or no
consideration has traditionally been given to the ‘downstream’ consequences of this approach, leading to problems
in water quality and reduced recharge of groundwater systems. More recently we have seen a shift away from ‘end
of pipe’ solutions, and focus on the application of reuse, infiltration, pollution prevention measures, and most
importantly, viewing stormwater as a resource.
Manly’s waterways have had one of the longest histories of community concern (Manly Council 1996) with water
quality of the Lagoon, ocean and harbour beaches still foremost in people’s minds. This was highlighted in the
1980s during public protests and demonstrations over beach water quality. While water quality has improved since
the introduction of the Sydney Deepwater Outfalls, better treatment prior to discharge would reduce the load of
contaminants entering our environment, as the material treated at North Head Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) is
only minimally treated to the primary level (the bulk of the solid material is removed by screening, and the rest is
discharged through ocean outfalls in the hope that the marine environment will “finish off” the treatment).
With the recent droughts, there as been an increasing awareness of water leading to a new agenda, Council and
residents are actively embracing water conservation and re-use initiatives.
Aquatic and Marine Environments
Manly has a very diverse range of coastal environments with significant biodiversity, including the "No Take"
Cabbage Tree Bay Aquatic Reserve, North Harbour Aquatic Reserve, wetland areas, seagrasses, beaches, mud
flats, intertidal rock platforms, harbour, lagoon and ocean. All these features have been affected by the
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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urbanisation of Manly, through stormwater pollution and sewage overflows, polluting our waterways each time it
rains; irresponsible behaviour of some people enjoying recreational pursuits (boats, spear fishing etc) and through
inappropriate harvesting of marine biota.
In early 2006, the State Government banned commercial fishing and recreational fishermen were advised to eat no
more than 150g per month of fish caught in Sydney Harbour and associated tributaries due to significant potential
health risks caused by past contaminated sites. Our aquatic environment is important to us environmentally (eg. for
clean water quality), economically (eg. tourism), and socially (eg. surfing, fishing, boating, relaxing)
Terrestrial Environments
Today, soil loss in Manly is primarily from exposed areas, such as building sites and disturbed bushland. When it
rains on these areas, damage occurs both on and off-site, with stormwater run-off flowing into creeks and rivers
and the ocean carrying sediment and associated pollutants. This sediment extends mud flats and fills up creeks,
leading to destruction of benthic community habitats (yabbies, worms etc).
Contaminated sites are areas containing substances potentially toxic or hazardous to humans or other parts of the
ecosystem. Left unmanaged (or not identified), they may result in an increased risk to health and safety of people
and/or detrimental effects to the environment, causing a possible impact on building structures through chemical
attack.
Several sites within the Manly Council area are identified as being potentially contaminated due to chemical or
hazardous deposits from previous or current use. Council has adopted the Department of Environment and
Conservation’s guidelines for managing contaminated lands. SEPP 55 also provides a process to undertake
remediation work for development on contaminated land. Council also has a Contaminated Land Policy to guide
development.
Coastal Environments
The coastline of Manly is a major element in the geographic, recreational, commercial and ecological fabric of the
State. It is an area of unparalleled beauty and a major destination for local, national and international tourists.
The coastline is under constant impact from the natural forces of wind and waves. In response to these processes,
the coastline is ever changing: beaches and sand dunes erode and are rebuilt in response to wave action. Human
activities in the coastal zone can exacerbate these processes.
Council must ensure that it identifies and appropriately manages potentially hazardous development with coast and
harbour foreshore properties at risk from beach erosion, shoreline recession, coastal inundation, sand drift and cliff
instability.
Terrestrial Biodiversity
The Manly LGA includes a variety of vegetation communities in 29 hectares of remnant bushland, supporting many
different species of fauna species. Remnant bushland not in National Parks is usually limited to Council reserves,
small private blocks and roadsides. Our natural areas support 3 plant species listed as endangered, and 6 species
listed as vulnerable in the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (Manly Council, 2001), and two listed
ecological communities: - one in the National Park within the LGA, and the other a Duffy's Forest vegetation
community on the Wakehurst Parkway, Seaforth.
Clearing and fragmentation of Manly’s urban areas has resulted in isolated pockets or "islands" of remnant or
indigenous native vegetation usually of minimum size, poor quality that are now under pressure surrounded by
inhospitable “seas” of urban development. When habitats decline, there is competition of the faunal species
remaining for resources, causing their populations to decline and lose genetic diversity. This reduces their ability to
compete, fight disease or adapt to changing conditions.
Council is implementing a Wildlife Corridor program providing suitable habitat connecting the isolated pockets of
vegetation, the movement of organisms and “mixing” of genes. Street trees are one important aspect of linking
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these habitats, while also providing an attractive environment which moderates local winds and creates shade,
reduces air pollution and assists drainage through water use, absorption and evaporation.
Today’s bushfire patterns are vastly different to those that shaped our landscape over 200 years ago. Many plants
and animals rely on different patterns of fire frequency and intensity for reproduction and survival. The absence of
fire in urban areas such as Manly has favoured the growth of temperate rainforest native species such as
Pittosporum undulatum and Glochidion ferdinandi, which have now become bushland weeds. These were once
confined to moist gully areas by regular fire regimes, but now inhabit dry sclerophyll bushland areas where they
thrive, shading out many species with their dense crowns. Council, along with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service are managing our urban bushland areas using fire as one tool.
Since European settlement, more than 1900 exotic plant species have been deliberately or accidentally released,
with half now regarded as weeds (Biodiversity Unit, 1993). Weed control in Manly is estimated to cost
approximately $500,000 per annum plus substantial volunteer hours.
The Manly LGA also supports a large variety of fauna, including mammals, reptiles, amphibians, terrestrial and sea
birds and a huge range of invertebrates. Several are considered rare or endangered. Our natural areas support six
faunal species listed as endangered, 28 species listed as vulnerable, and two endangered populations listed on the
NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 - the little penguin and long-nosed bandicoot populations
situated at North Head (Manly Council, 2001).
The major threats to our wildlife in Manly include illegal tree felling, loss of habitat, predators (cats, dogs, foxes),
competition with exotic species, such as rabbits, and with other native species. Several programs are underway to
eradicate these feral species, including a fox trapping program in the national parks and pigeon control programs.
Lack of appropriate habitat including lack of tree hollows and logs, rocks, wetlands, the use of chemicals and
poisons, and cars all can have serious impacts on our local faunal species.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Bushland Management Program to minimise adverse impacts on the native vegetation communities.
The Noxious Weeds Community Liaison program(s).
A holistic approach to water cycle management.
The Manly Lagoon and Catchment Integrated Catchment Management Strategy
Preparation and implementation of Plans of Management for community lands and reserves.
Support and implement Threatened Species Recovery Plans and actively participate on the associated
working groups.
Minimal chemical use and investigating alternative options.
Partnerships with universities to host post-graduate and research opportunities on environmental issues
and solutions for the Manly LGA.
Provision of information to the community by the Manly Environment Centre and Manly Library.
Holding the educational Hill to Harbour Walks
The Community Honorary Park Rangers/Educators/Penguin Wardens program (Policy Register H30)
Identifying and managing contaminated sites to ensure they do not cause adverse environmental effects
and undue risk to human health.
The Bricks and Water stormwater pollution and sediment control program within the Manly LGA to monitor
all development sites.

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• To have our aquatic systems sustainably managed in a way that ensures that the widest range of values is
maintained now and for the future.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

To ensure that Manly has healthy, sustainable marine ecosystems, which remain accessible to the public
and are protected to reflect community values.
To manage the terrestrial and marine environment interface to balance environmental conservation and the
enjoyment of the areas by user groups and ensure that Manly’s coastlines are recognised for their
important natural and cultural heritage
To protect and conserve the important elements of Manly’s geodiversity through raising
awareness, considering its values in all planning and management and integrating with
biodiversity management.
To have a holistic approach to biodiversity management.
To protect, restore and enhance the range of existing remnant (indigenous) vegetation communities in
Manly
To conserve all existing indigenous fauna species, and encourage the return of locally extinct species to
Manly.

How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Number of days Manly’s beaches are closed
due to health warnings.
Percent of tree canopy coverage across the
LGA
Number of native seedlings distributed by
Council
Number of newly planted native seedlings
Progress towards ecosystem health and
primary contact criteria for Burnt Bridge Creek
and Manly Lagoon.
1. Pollutant load from prioritised catchments,
2. Pollutant load in water column of Manly
Lagoon,
3. Pollutant load in lagoon sediments;
4. Exchange of pollutant load between Manly
Ocean and Manly Lagoon.
Species diversity in Cabbage Tree Bay
Marine Surveys
Amount of open space with a natural surface
(vegetated soil) within the LGA.
Number of volunteers involved in
rehabilitating and protecting the natural
environment (including wildlife care)
Number of participants in the Hilltop to
Headland walks

Target
2010 - Decreasing

2050 Goals
Zero

Upward trend

To be set.

Upward trend

Every garden in Manly
LGA has native plants.
To be set.
Ecosystem health

Upward trend
1. reduction
2. reduction
3. reduction
4. reduced

Upward trend

To be set

Upward trend

To be set

Upward trend

To be set

Upward trend

All able-bodied
residents participated
in at least one walk.
All able people
involved.

Upward trend

Volunteer involvement in rehabilitating and
protecting the natural environment including
wildlife activities.
Number of Little Penguins recorded

Upward trend

Number of Long-nosed Bandicoots recorded.

Upward trend
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Manly population is
taken off the
endangered list.
The Long-nosed
Bandicoot Manly
population is taken off
the endangered list.
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Number of reported accidental deaths in
endangered species

Downward trend

zero

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
C1.1 Protecting our Water Cycle and Catchments Program
To have our aquatic systems sustainably managed in a way that ensures that the widest range of values is
maintained now and for the future.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Primary
respon
sibility

Planning

C1.1.1

Use a Geographical Information
System to combine an inventory
of land uses (pollution sources),
drainage assets, and water quality
and quantity information including
aquifers and possible infiltration
and water reuse sites.

Short
Term

DTS

C1.1.2

Explore the feasibility of
encouraging an independent
water supply and mandatory pool
covers/blankets for pool
development applications.
Continue to strategically
implement stages of the SEA
Change Integrated Pollution
Prevention Program working
through prioritised subcatchments of the Manly LGA, to
address stormwater quality and
quantity issues, bringing together
a suite of tools including the
following interventions: education,
compliance, street sweeping, and
identifying reuse and infiltration
opportunities, including
constructed wetlands.

Short
term

PS

Management

C1.1.3

C1.1.4

Education for
Sustainability

C1.1.5

Implementation of priority actions
from the Manly Lagoon and
Catchment Integrated Catchment
Management Committee.
Continue the Seachange
Integrated Pollution Prevention
Program, focusing on community
and business education to create
a TCM awareness and greater
behavioural change. The program
aims for continued development
of Sustainability/Environmental
Management Plans for
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Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
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ICMS

NR
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community, business and Council.
C1.1.6

Continue Streamwatch water
quality monitoring within Council
for greater TCM benefits and
education with volunteer
involvement where possible.

Ongoing

CivS

ICMS

C1.1.7

Continue the Bricks and Water
Stormwater Pollution Education
Program to create awareness
within the building industry about
stormwater pollution and
sediment control.

Ongoing

CEP

EfS

CEP

ICMS

2006

NR

ICMS

2006

NR

2006

NR

2006

NR

Ongoing

NR

C1.1.8

Partnerships

C1.1.9

C1.1.10

C1.1.11

C1.1.12

Research and
Development

C1.1.13

Implement Operation: Manly
Lagoon initiative including logo,
website and annual forum.
Work through the Sydney
Water/Manly Council partnership,
having numerous important state
agency partners to:
• Rehabilitate the Manly
Lagoon Catchment;
• Eliminate sewer overflows
through upgrading
existing systems;
• Identify and repair
sewage leaks in the
system.
• and address other
matters pertaining to
catchment and sewage
management, including
the “Sewer Fix” program.
Work with Balgowlah Golf Club to
minimise impacts on Burnt Bridge
Creek through investigation and
implementation (grant funded
where possible) of alternative
water sources.
Ensure water quality and quantity
monitoring is consistent across
Councils in the Catchment.
Continue to work with Manly Golf
Club as a partner with the CRC
for Urban Irrigation (UWS), to
implement sustainable alternative
water resources.
Keep abreast of the latest
methods for managing the water
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cycle.
C1.1.14

Continue to partner with
universities to host post-graduate
studies to research various water
cycle issues and solutions for the
Manly LGA.
Council encourage environmental
studies to be undertaken by
students, universities, agencies
and environmental groups to
address relevant issues, improve
efficiency and avoid duplication.
Consider placing a list of relevant
research requirements on
Council’s website, seeking input
from the Universities on the
Program. Seek Council’s
Scientific Advisory Panel’s advice
on this matter.

C1.1.15

C1.1.16

C1.1.17

Regulation

C1.1.18

C1.1.19

Marketing

C1.1.20

Advocacy

C1.1.21

Regular audit of all Council
buildings, facilities, maintenance
and water practices, including
cleaning techniques, irrigation
practices and cleaning of
machinery and vehicles - liaise
with Sydney Water.
Develop an understanding of
behavioural factors in acting
sustainably.
Investigate cleaning methods of
shopping centres, hotels, shops
etc to ensure pollution does not
enter stormwater drains.
Liaise with the community and
work with the Department of
Environment and Conservation to
educate to inform and to police
breaches of the Protection Of the
Environment Operations Act 1997
(POEO).
Compliance and education staff
hold a “sediment controls” blitz
targeting stormwater and
sediment controls on building
sites.
To develop the reputation of
Manly Council as a leader in
water cycle management;
Continue to re-affirm Council’s
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Ongoing

NR

2007

CPS

Ongoing

NR

Short
Term

CEP

Medium
Term

EHO

Ongoing

Rangers

Once
per year

Rangers

Short
Term

NR

MSS

Ongoing

MEC

MSS
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long standing position and lobby
Sydney Water and the State
Government to de-commission
the North Head STP
C1.1.22

Evaluation

C1.1.23

C1.1.24

Council continue to support
BASIX and advocate for its
expansion to cover all
development and introduce a
wider range of environmental and
social impacts including
integrated water cycle
management:
Embellish Manly and Warringah
Council’s real time monitoring of
the quality and quantity of water in
the Manly Lagoon catchment,
including the introduction of
further parameters/indicators.
Publish results through the
Operation: Manly Lagoon website.
Continue Council’s groundwater
extraction and recharge
monitoring program.

2007

PS

MSS;
DCPs

2007

NR

ICMS

ongoing

NR

C1.2 Sustainable Marine Environments Program
To ensure that Manly has healthy, sustainable marine ecosystems, which remain accessible to the public and
are protected to reflect community values.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Number
frame
respon
Policy/
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
Planning
C1.2.1
CMPs
Identify and map aquatic flora and fauna,
Medium NR
and those areas needing rehabilitation.
Term
C1.2.2

Pending funding from the Australian
Research Council, participate in the
Centre for Research on Ecological
Impacts on Coastal Cities’ programs.

Short
Term

NR

CMPs

Management

C1.2.3

Ongoing

NR

CMPs

Education
for
Sustainabilit
y

C1.2.4

Review the Coastline Management Plans
following implementation and evaluation
in accordance with specifications
identified within the plans.
Hold regular rock platform education
walks as part of the Hill to Harbour series.
Support NPWS (DEC’s) Penguin Warden
program.

Annually

CEP

EfS;
CMPs

2007

MEC

Implement Council’s Starboard Right &
Green education program to reduce the
impacts of activities on the marine

Ongoing

CEP

Penguin
Recove
ry Plan
EfS

C1.2.5
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environment.
C1.2.6

Ongoing

MEC

CMPs

2008

MEC

CTB
CMP

Ongoing

NR

CMPs

Ongoing

NR

CMP

Encourage local residents to become
involved in fishcare, seagrass monitoring
and voluntary ranger programs.
C1.2.7
Partnerships

C1.2.8

Research
and
Developmen
t

C1.2.9

C1.2.10

C1.2.11

Regulation

C1.2.12

Marketing

C1.2.13

Advocacy

C1.2.14

Establish the Friends of Cabbage Tree
Bay.
Continue to work in partnership with the
Dept Primary Industries and NSW
Maritime to conserve marine resources.
Initiate via the Sydney Council Councils
Group communication and information
transfer network through government,
tertiary institutions and non-government
organisations, including seeking the latest
research on Manly’s marine
environments.

CMP

Keep abreast of the latest developments
to control the invasive weed Caulerpa
taxifolia which is present in Spring Cove
and Little Manly Cove.

Short
Term

Conduct review of impacts of stormwater
upon coastal processes and marine
ecology. Include a review on beach raking
activities, while acknowledging the
importance of the activity for safety.
Council actively police breaches of the
NSW Primary Industries bag limits and
Aquatic Reserves where possible.
Develop a high level of environmental
education and thus foster behaviour
change amongst marine recreational
users and broaden Manly Councils
reputation in this area in cooperation with
State Government Agencies.
Lobby the Minister for the Environment,
Minister for NSW Fisheries and DEC to
extend the boundary of the Aquatic
Reserve in North Harbour to include
sensitive areas of Fairlight, Forty Baskets,
Little Manly Cove and Manly Cove
shoreline, and the prohibition of
commercial fishing should the state
government lift the current ban in force
until 2011.

Short
Term

NR

CMPs

Ongoing

Rangers

CMPs

Short
Term

CEP

EfS

Short
Term

Environ
ment
committ
ee

CMPs

Short
Term

Environ
ment
committ
ee

C1.2.15

Lobby Dept Primary Industries to
advocate for areas of “no anchoring” and
eco-friendly mooring bouys to replenish
sea grasses within the Harbour.

C1.2.16

Lobby Dept Primary Industries to start a
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Regulation

C1.2.17

Evaluation

C1.2.18

process of upgrading all moorings to
seagrass friendly moorings and to work
with NSW Maritime to develop best
practice in regards to anchoring, mooring
and seagrass issues.
Assist with the enforcement of fishing,
mooring and boating restrictions
pertaining to the declaration of Penguin
Critical Habitat. Dept Primary Industries to
provide further resources to assist Council
rangers.
Monitor fish and fish habitat within the
Cabbage Tree Bay Aquatic Reserve over
time to reflect the success of its
designation as a “No Take” Aquatic
Reserve.

Short
Term

Environ
ment
committ
ee

Short
Term

Rangers

Recove
ry Plan

Every
three
years.

NR

CTB
CMP

C1.3 Coastline and Estuary Management Program
To manage the terrestrial and marine environment interface to balance environmental conservation and the
enjoyment of the areas by user groups and ensure that Manly’s coastlines are recognised for their important
natural and cultural heritage.
Action
Strategy Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Number
frame
respon
Policy/
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
CMPs
NR
Planning
C1.3.1
Short
Under the auspice of the Manly Harbour
Term
Foreshores and Manly Coastline
Management Committees, develop and
implement comprehensive Coastline
Management Plans (CMPs) for all areas
of foreshore in Manly. Include provisions
to address Community Land and Crown
Land requirements in all plans.
Short
CMPs
NR
Term
Undertake Coastline Hazard Definition
C1.3.2
Studies as a component of all Coastline
Management Plans Implement adopted
Coastline Hazard Definition Studies and
establish a system for monitoring seawall
stability, beach widths and level of risk
posed by specific hazards identified
during the Coastline Hazard Definition
Short
Study Process.
CMPs
NR
Term
C1.3.3

C1.3.4

Manage

C1.3.5

The CMPs are to include an assessment
of coastal processes and hazard
information on foreshore/beach areas.
Establish a Community Working Group
and undertake Estuary Management
Plans, guided by the NSW Government’s
Estuary Management guidelines, for
Clontarf and Bantry Bay coastline areas.
Implement a prioritised action plan from
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Term

NR

EMP

Short

NR

CMP
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each CMP/EMP as they’re prepared and
adopted.

Term

Continue beach profile monitoring
program for the Manly Ocean Beachfront.

Short
term

NR

CMP

C1.3.7

Monitor and be actively involved in the
beach nourishment debate concerned
with sea level rise. Encourage SCCG and
the State Government to use Manly’s
Beach as a pilot for beach nourishment
investigations.

Short
Term

NR

CMP

C1.3.8

Incorporate latest climate change
information into management decisions
including consideration of a strategy to
address sea level rise. Consider possible
impacts on the underground aspects of
development.

Short
Term

NR

CMP

C1.3.9

See C1.1 for the Manly Lagoon and
catchment management initiatives which
incorporates the Manly Lagoon Estuary
Management Plan.

C1.3.10

Develop a monitoring system for identified
coastal hazards and mitigate these based
on risk posed by individual hazards and
allocation of grant funding.
Creation of interpretive signage at high
profile recreational areas around our
coastline and estuary areas for
community education and to help
consolidate other ancillary signs and to
reduce the visual impacts on natural
environment.

Short
Term

NR

CMP

2007

CEP

CMP;
EfS

Ongoing

Council

CMPs

Ongoing

NR

2007

NR

CMP

2007

NR

ICMS

ment
C1.3.6

Educatio
n for
Sustaina
bility

C1.3.11

Partnersh
ips

C1.3.12

C1.3.13
Research
and
Develop
ment

C1.3.14

C1.3.15

See C1.1 for Operation: Manly Lagoon
Continue to participate as a
representative on the Sydney Coastal
Councils Group in regard to regional
coastal management issues for Sydney.
Continue to work closely with the Sydney
Metropolitan CMA and its network of
tertiary institutions and government.
Continue to investigate with Sydney
Water the feasibility of re-locating ocean
beach stormwater pipes, combined with
innovative stormwater reuse options.
Trial aeration device prior to the Manly
Lagoon dredging works to increase
pollutant yield during dredging.
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Marketing

C1.3.16

Advocacy

C1.3.17

Evaluatio
n

C1.3.18

Continue to promote CMPs and EMPs
and encourage community and
stakeholder involvement in
implementation through the web page,
and community field days.
Lobby State and Federal Governments to
play a more proactive role in the
management of climate change impacts
and in the provision of support and
assistance to Local Government.
Cyclic evaluation of the CMPs/EMPs with
timing as specified in each plan.
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Ongoing

NR

CMPs/E
MP

2007

MEC

MSS

As
specifie
d

NR

CMPs/E
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C1.4 Geodiversity Program
To protect and conserve the important elements of Manly’s geodiversity through raising awareness,
considering its values in all planning and management and integrating with biodiversity management.
Strategy
type
Planning

Action
numb
er
C1.4.1

Action

Time
frame

Identify, map and evaluate significant
geodiversity elements in the LGA and
incorporate data into council’s GIS.

Short
Term

C1.4.2

Seek assistance from universities and
encourage a postgraduate student to
assist with or undertake the geodiversity
mapping.

Short
Term

NR

Medium
Term

NR

Short
term

PS

2007

NR

Short
Term

PS

LEP

NR
PS

MSS

C1.4.3

C1.4.4

Manage
ment

Educatio
n for
Sustaina
bility

Partnersh
ips
Research
and
Develop
ment

C1.4.5

Develop a geodiversity conservation
strategy that covers the whole range of
natural earth features.
Review opportunities within Council’s
planning controls to assist the
conservation of geodiversity, including
limiting excavations and protecting
Manly’s ground water.
Ensure that geodiversity conservation is
considered before action is taken to
remediate Coastal Hazards and other
identified geotechnical hazards.

C1.4.6

Consider landform issues in planning.

C1.4.7

Take action to protect vulnerable
geoheritage sites.
2007
2007
Educate all relevant council staff about
geodiversity issues, possibly through Cram
Your Cranium Series.

C1.4.8

Primary
respon
sibility
NR

C1.4.9

Incorporate discussion of geodiversity into 2007
existing public education programs such as
‘Hill to Harbour' and Rock Platform
education.

CEP

C1.4.1
0
C1.4.1
1
C1.4.1
2

Prepare pamphlets to educate developers
and landowners about geodiversity.
Support geodiversity mapping program
across all of North Head.
While the bedrock and gross landform of
the area is understood, some areas that
require further study include;
• Small -scale sandstone landforms
generally and particularly in the
coastal zone.
• Conservation-sensitive approaches
to geotechnical remediation,
particularly in the coastal zone.
• Groundwater in the Hawkesbury

CEP
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Advocacy

C1.4.1
3

Sandstone, particularly fissure and
bedding-plane aquifers. Geological
structures in the sandstone, their
geotechnical and hydrological
significance.
• High dunes at North Head and
possible dune remnants at Tania
Park.
• The distribution and significance
of volcanic dykes
Encourage other local councils to
Medium
undertake similar geodiversity assessment, Term
particularly through SHOROC.

NR

C1.5 Maintaining our Biodiversity and Terrestrial Environments Program
To have a holistic approach to biodiversity management.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar
Type
Number
frame
y
respo
nsibili
ty
NR
Planning
C1.5.1
Short
Complete a Biodiversity Strategy
term
developed from the flora and fauna
study including biodiversity mapping
and implement actions identified.
Includes actions to support Manly’s
threatened species, and Local Habitat
Plans to encourage residents to
support biodiversity; feral animal
control including Indian Mynas.
C1.5.2

C1.5.3

C1.5.4

C1.5.5

Management

C1.5.6

Compile a comprehensive list and
map the location of threatened
species through the LGA, incorporate
into GIS.

NR
Short
Term

Review Council’s planning instruments
to ensure the protection of natural
areas and integration of sustainability
principles. Assess against a triple
bottom line. Incorporate provisions for
biodiversity management in DA
consents.

Short
Term

PS

Compile a “Natural Assets” GIS layer,
with view to incorporating in the Manly
LEP.

Short
Term

PS

Consider compiling a companion
animal exclusion zone on eastern hill,
which encourages residents to not
replace deceased cats and dogs.
Implement the recommendations of
the Manly Flora and Fauna Study.
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Short
Term
Short
term

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
Bushlan
d Mgt
Plan
CAMP

LEP/DC
P

Tree
Preserv
ation
Policy

LEP

PS

LEP

US /
NR

Flora
and
Fauna
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C1.5.7

C1.5.8

C1.5.9

C1.5.10

The provision of
consultants/specialised technical
advice pertaining to: biodiversity,
threatened species management and
geo-technical issues for assessment
of development.

study
Short
Term

NR

Mediu
m term

US

Short
term
and
ongoin
g

US

Investigate and implement the use of
weed control methods that will
minimise the use of chemicals,
especially in areas adjacent
stormwater drains and/or local
waterways.

Ongoi
ng

US

Implementation of Strategies outlined
in the Endangered Population of
Penguins at Manly Recovery Plan
(NPWS)
Invite residents to the bi-monthly
community “Hill to Harbour” walking
tours, guided by skilled interpretive
guides and Council staff.

Short
term

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Continue to hold Penguin Aware
workshops.

Short
Term

MEC

Raise community awareness and
involvement in Natural Resource
Management through provision of
educational programs, including
raising awareness of the health
benefits of trees.
Work with the community to promote
understanding and appreciation of the
value of natural areas, in an
environmental, economic and social
context.

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Mediu
m
Term

CEP

Short
Term

MEC

Design and implement a fire
management strategy in cooperation
with the Metropolitan Fire Brigade that
recognises the ecological needs of the
flora and fauna as well as the risk
posed to life and property
Identify contaminated sites and direct
for remediation of private property
contaminated sites: remediate those
open space in accordance with
legislation and Council policy.

NR
C1.5.11

Education for
Sustainability

C1.5.12

C1.5.13

C1.5.14

Partnerships

C1.5.15

C1.5.16

Work with DEC, SHFT and other
relevant agencies to progress the
development of an educational
sanctuary across North Head
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Research and
Development
Marketing

C1.5.17

Advocacy

C1.5.19

Evaluation

C1.5.20

C1.5.18

Continually update the GIS with data
relevant to this principle.
Erect standardised signs at entrances
to all bushland reserves identifying the
reserve’s name, and any interesting or
important facts for residents and
visitors. Consider sponsorship by local
organisations.
Lobby State and Federal Government
for funding and legislative support.
Review the Biodiversity Strategy
including assessing implementation
every three years, once adopted.

Short
Term
Mediu
m
Term

DTG

Short
term
Three
years
after
adopti
on.

PS

NR

NR

Flora
and
Fauna
Study;
PoMs

Biodiver
sity
Strateg
y

C1.6 Flora Program
To protect, restore and enhance the range of existing remnant (indigenous) vegetation communities in Manly
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
US
Planning
C1.6.1
Pesticid
Mediu
Prepare and implement a Weed
e
m
Management Strategy, which
Notificat
addresses the following:
ion
• Identifies and monitors the
Policy
distribution of significant and
potential weed infestations for
assessment of spread and
effectiveness of control
measures
• Develop and prioritise an
action plan for controlling or
eradicating infestations as
identified by above
Flora
Ensure weed removal considers the
Short
US
C1.6.2
and
protection of wildlife, threatened
and
Fauna
species in particular, and is followed
ongoin
Study
by immediate mulching and planting of g
indigenous vegetation. Where cover
for fauna is limited, install shelter
structures such as timber logs, rocks
etc.
C1.6.3

Management

C1.6.4

Encourage the conservation of
remnant vegetation and significant
trees in the Manly Heritage Study
review.
Continue to identify and address in a
sensitive manner areas where urban
runoff/stormwater is causing
significant damage to native
vegetation
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US
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C1.6.5

C1.6.6

C1.6.7

Education for
Sustainability

C1.6.8

C1.6.9

C1.6.10

Partnerships

C1.6.11

C1.6.12

Research and
Development

C1.6.13

C1.6.14

Continue to ensure local indigenous
flora stock are available for planting
through the seed collection and
propagation program.
Implement WEED like to Help - a
weed removal incentive scheme
offering residents assistance to make
their gardens more bushland and
fauna friendly. Residents are offered a
free garden visit, advice on weed
identification and control techniques
plus free native plants to replace
weeds and other invasive garden
plants.
Investigate Greening Australia’s Plant
Smart program which is aimed at
raising community awareness to
improve the safety, reliability and
efficiency of the energy supply.
Notify land owners with remnant
vegetation of its importance; conserve
all existing indigenous flora and fauna
species, and encourage the return of
locally extinct species to Manly.

US
Short
Term

US
Short
Term

Short
Term

US

Mediu
m

US

Encourage the removal of weeds from
private property by identifying several
target species with pictures in
educational material
Encourage residents and tourists alike
to desist from feeding native animals
and birds.
Continue to assist DEC with the Little
Penguin monitoring.
Develop Community Critical Habitat
Strategy for Manly Point in
consultation with DEC and local
residents.
Research Phytophthera cinnamomi
present in the Manly LGA through the
assistance of university students and
amateur interest groups and
implement hygiene controls to attempt
to limit the virus spreading. Monitor
control and eradication techniques.
Liaise with NPWS and SHFT on
appropriate Management.
Map the extent and value of riparian
vegetation loss within the Manly LGA.

C1.6.15
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.

Flora
and
Fauna
Study

Flora
and
Fauna
Study

US

Short
Term

NR

Recove
ry Plan

NR

Recove
ry Plan

US

Flora
and
Fauna
Study

Short
Term
Short
Term
and
ongoin
g

Mediu
m
Term

US

Pesticid
e
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C1.6.16
Regulation

C1.6.17

Regulation

C1.6.18

Monitor research and undertake trial
pest plant control techniques that
minimise adverse affects

Mediu
m term

Identify ways to increase replanting of
and address loss of riparian
vegetation.
Council actively police breaches of the
Tree Preservation Order, heritage
listings of landscape items, and
impacts on SEPP 19 bushland.
Undertake eradication of all noxious
weeds through enforcing legislation.

Mediu
m term

NR

Ongoi
ng

Compli
ance

Short
Term

US

US

Notificat
ion
Policy

ICMS
Tree
Preserv
ation
policy
Pesticid
e
Notificat
ion
Policy

C1.7 Fauna Protection Program
To conserve all existing indigenous fauna species, and encourage the return of locally extinct species to Manly.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
NR
Planning
C1.7.1
Flora
Short
Continue to identify and map
and
Term
significant sites of habitat for native
Fauna
fauna. Liaise with DEC, Australian
Study
Museum, WIRES and the Sydney
Metropolitan Wildlife Service, and
incorporate into the aforementioned
Biodiversity Strategy.
C1.7.2

C1.7.3

C1.7.4

Management

Develop and undertake a Feral Animal
Eradication Program in conjunction
with NSW DEC and Councils in the
northern region (Urban Feral Animal
Action Group).

Short
Term

Birds:
EHO
Mamm
als:
US

Identify and map possible wildlife
corridors throughout both public and
private lands. Identify opportunities for
habitat corridor establishment.

Mediu
m
Term

US

Link into existing and potential habitat
corridors in neighbouring Council
areas after liaison with the appropriate
officers and authorities.

Mediu
m
Term

US

C1.7.5

Develop planning mechanisms to
protect and conserve corridors.

C1.7.6

Retain hollow trees and logs for
habitat by not removing from Council
reserves where appropriate. Have
Council practice clump plantings (all
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height strata and of large diversity) of
local indigenous flora species in
council landscaping activities to
promote fauna habitats
C1.7.7

C1.7.8
Education for
Sustainability

C1.7.9

C1.7.10

C1.7.11

Partnerships

C1.7.12

Research and
Development

C1.7.13

Regulation

C1.7.14

Advocacy

C1.7.15

Evaluation

C1.7.16

Identify and enhance wildlife corridors
and other wildlife habitat including
those which transverse private lands.
Develop strategies to address fauna
“road kill” through the aforementioned
Biodiversity Strategy.
Hold Education and Enforcement days
in conjunction with neighbouring
Councils.
Publicise widely the guidelines for
responsible pet ownership, and
continue to hold a Companion Animals
day with the focus on sustainable and
responsible pet ownership.
Promote the Wildlife Corridor concept
to the community and Council, the
benefits of such, and ways in which
the community can contribute to their
development e.g) via Councils
bushcare program.
Work with DEC to ensure protection of
Manly’s threatened species.
Research invertebrates present in the
Manly LGA through the assistance of
university students and amateur
interest groups.
Actively monitor developments
associated with threatened species to
ensure conditions of consent are
adhered to.
Council lobby the DEC to seek the
finalisation of the draft Long-nosed
Bandicoot Recovery Plan and critical
habitat declaration.
Record all sightings of fauna, and
encourage residents to report their
sightings for inclusion on a database,
including invertebrates. This will
develop baseline data. Integrate into
the SoE.

ongoin
g

US

NR
Short
Mediu
m

Short
Term

Range
rs

Range
rs

Short
Term

CEP

Ongoi
ng
Mediu
m
Term

NR

Ongoi
ng

Compli
ance.

2007

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee.
MEC

2007

MEC

Recove
ry Plans
Flora
and
Fauna
Study

Your Personal Action
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by minimising
chemical use and using alternatives, being water-wise, demonstrating responsible companion animal ownership
and being ‘bush-friendly’.
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C2. Enable Manly’s community to minimise our ecological
footprint.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
C2.1
C2.2
C2.3
C2.4
C2.5
C2.6

Water Cycle Management Program
Sustainable Energy
Corporate Greenhouse Program
Responding to Greenhouse and Climate Change Program
Preserving Air Quality Program
Waste Avoidance Program

Cities consume very large quantities of resources and have a major impact on the environment, well beyond what
they can handle within their borders. These unsustainable trends need to be curbed. One way of describing the
impact of a city is to measure its ecological footprint. The ecological footprint of a city is a measure of the 'load' on
nature imposed in meeting the needs of its population. It represents the land area necessary to sustain current
levels of resource consumption and waste discharged by that population. Reducing the ecological footprint of a city
is a positive contribution towards sustainability.
What is this theme about globally?
Like any living system, a community consumes material, water and energy inputs, processes them into useable
forms and generates wastes. This is the 'metabolism' of the city and making this metabolism more efficient is
essential to reducing the city's ecological footprint. In reducing the footprint, problems should be solved locally
where possible, rather than shifting them to other geographic locations or future generations.
We are at present consuming our natural capital at rates faster than they can be replenished.
In a local sense, this means…
Sustainable natural resource management is defined as using, conserving and enhancing natural resources so that
ecological processes, on which life depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can
be increased.
Manly’s main resource use issues are:
• Energy – including electricity, gas and liquid fuels
• Water supply and use
• Waste generation, including sewage, landfill, recycle/recovery programs
• Air pollution.
Global issues – Local action
Recent headlines covering the drought and impending climate change demonstrate how close to home these
issues are. We are also a part of the growing global concerns about ozone layer depletion. While ozone layer
depletion has been proven scientifically and is now (2006) showing signs of amelioration, scientific consensus also
supports the enhanced greenhouse phenomenon, which is anticipated to lead to sea level rise; reduced rainfall and
greater weather extremes. Human activities have altered the global carbon cycle and this is beginning to impact on
the world’s climate. The changes expected have real implications for landuse planning, health, and biodiversity,
amongst many others.
Climate Change has the potential to effect Manly in a social and economic sense. The cost for upgrading
infrastructure, including stormwater drainage system and sea walls; potential inundation of land and subsequent
relocation, greater climatic extremes and their impacts on health may have a significant toll on the Manly
community.
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Air Pollution Knows No Boundaries
Urban areas like Manly suffer the impact of accumulated air pollution and odours. Air pollution knows no
boundaries and is subject to the prevailing weather conditions and atmospheric circulation. The Greater Sydney
Airshed transports pollutants all the way along the coast from Newcastle and Wollongong and west to the Blue
Mountains. It is the motor vehicle that is the dominant source of air pollution in Australian cities.
Activities contributing to air pollution and odours in Manly are:
• Private car use and transport pollution - arterial roads within Manly service much of the traffic travelling
between the Northern Beaches and the City. Council’s State of Environment Reports indicate the daily
volume trend for traffic in the Manly area is increasing.
• Commercial cooking facilities
• Industry
• North Head Sewage Treatment Plant and sewage sludge truck odours.
• Bushfires and burn offs (fire management)
• Solid fuel heaters
• Sewage pumping stations and sewage transport systems.
• Illegal backyard burning
• Indoor air pollution such as smoking.
Towards Zero Waste
Waste has been recognised by all levels of government and the community as a significant problem not just from
its volumes, waste of resources and toxic content, but also as all waste contains considerable embedded energy.
Our landfills need not fill at phenomenal rates nor cause numerous environmental problems.
The most appropriate way to achieve a reduction of waste going to landfill is to avoid generating the waste in the
first place. We need to follow the principle of “avoid, reduce, reuse, recycle” and be responsible for the waste we
are creating. Industry also needs to reduce waste generation by taking a whole life-cycle approach to products and
be responsible for the waste they are creating.
In moving toward zero waste, products and materials presently seen as waste will need to be seen as resources to
be saved or reused. The ‘whole of system’ approach recognises that there is a chain of economic activity that
produces goods and materials as well as waste, and a zero waste philosophy will move the traditional emphasis
from extraction and disposal to avoidance, reuse and reprocessing.
manufacturing

extraction

distribution
reprocessing/ recycling

consumption

recovery/collection

disposal
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Litter is the most common visual pollutant affecting our waterways and terrestrial environment with our beaches
often lined along the tide marks with plastics, bottles, cigarette butts, fishing line and other rubbish discarded by
humans.
Litter sources in Manly include:
• Land litter washed into waterways and beaches - litter on Manly Harbour beaches often originates from the
Lane Cove and Parramatta Rivers and is a difficult issue for Manly to address;
• Carelessly dropped or left behind;
• From cars (thrown out of windows);
• Unsecured loads;
• Blown out of litter bins;
• Construction debris and litter from building sites;
• Maritime litter from coastal and inshore shipping and fisheries;
• Oceanic litter from beyond these areas.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
• The decentralisation of sewage and water systems to enable closure of the North Head STP and
increase water reuse opportunities.
• Advocating against a desalination plant for Sydney.
• The Local Air Quality and Greenhouse Action Plan
• The International Cities for Climate Protection Program for greenhouse gas reduction
• Recognising, preparing and planning for climate change including risk management
• Promoting and operating Manly’s Hop, Skip and Jump Free Community Bus Service to reduce Manly
resident’s reliance on private vehicle use.
• Supporting alternative fuel use and Green Power for Council’s facilities.
• Establishing community gardens with the community, and advocate permaculture.
• Implementing Manly’s Towards Zero Waste Strategy and strive for Zero Waste.
• Implementing sustainable water reuse and alternative sources programs
• Advocating Council’s support of the Kyoto protocol
• Encouraging use of the variety of alternative mobility options available to reduce dependence of the
private motor vehicle.
• Creating pedestrian dominated environments.
• Implementing the Manly Bicycle Plan, including completing the Manly bikeway network.
• Celebrating Business success in reducing their ecological footprints through continued support for the
Green Business Awards.
• Seeking zero waste at functions and events in Manly (Policy Register W20)
• Recognising local not-for-profit ventures which practice and educate regarding sustainability.
What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• To promote and encourage the conservation, responsible use and consumption of water and energy in
Manly.
• Manly’s transition to a sustainable energy future is globally responsible and locally innovative.
• To lower both renewable and non-renewable energy consumption at Council facilities and operations, with
a greater emphasis on reducing consumption of energy from non-renewable sources.
• That Manly Council will plan to meet the challenges of climate change, and seek to mitigate impacts in line
with sustainable development principles.
• To significantly improve the air quality of Manly.
• To provide for continual reduction in and where possible eliminate waste generation – towards zero waste;
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How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Total Manly waste generation (also report per
capita and by sector)

Total Manly water consumption

Total Council water consumption

Total Manly energy consumption

Total Council energy consumption

Total renewable energy use (greenpower)

Community Greenhouse Gas emissions

Council greenhouse gas emissions

Percentage of the Council’s non-emergency
fleet vehicles using:
- alternative fuels
- 4 cylinders (as opposed to 6)
Ecological footprint for Manly
Percent of Manly residents who are aware of
the Ecological Footprint for Manly and
understand their contribution to it.
Recommendations of the Manly Coastline
Management Plan intended to address climate
change are implemented.

Target
2014 zero waste

By 2010 50%
reduction on 1999
figures
By 2010 50%
reduction on 1999
figures
By 2010 25%
reduction on 1996
figures.
By 2010 25%
reduction on 1996
figures.
By 2010, 20% of all
electricity use in
Manly should come
from clean, renewable
sources.
By 2010 25%
reduction on 1996
figures.
By 2010 50%
reduction on 1996
figures.
increase

(no target)
50% by 2011.

75%

2050 Goals
Zero Waste
generated. All
materials in Manly are
recovered or reused.
No portable water
used for irrigation or
cleansing.
No portable water
used for irrigation or
cleansing.
All Manly energy
needs are met
through renewable
resources and energy
efficiency.

Manly generates zero
net greenhouse gas
emissions.

100%

To be set by the
MSSMG.
100%

Manly are adapting
and climate change
ready.

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
C2.1 Water Cycle Management Program
To promote and encourage the conservation, responsible use and consumption of water and energy in Manly.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
C2.1.1
NR
To understand and prioritise the
Short
Water
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Term

Work with Sydney Water to secure the
North Head Sewage Treatment Plant
water reuse system resource for
Manly and community futures.
Prioritise, implement and monitor
rainwater harvesting and stormwater
reuse.

Short
Term

NR

Water
Savings
Plan

Short
Term

NR

Water
Savings
Plan

C2.1.5

Implement Council’s Water Savings
Plan looking at water conservation,
reuse and recycling for all of Council’s
water uses.

Short
Term

NR/US

C2.1.6

Implement a residential Sun and Rain
Dollar Gain Residential Energy and
Water Conservation Program in
partnership with key service providers
and businesses (links with Action in
Energy), including subsidy of
rainwater tanks to reduce volumes of
runoff, and conserve potable water.
Continue working in partnership with
businesses to develop Environmental
Management Plans, in response to
Environmental Audits which consider
the Triple Bottom Line, through both
the Stormwater SEA Change and Sea
Change for Sustainable Tourism
programs.
Continue to develop Partnerships with
Sydney Water and the Manly LGA’s
Golf Clubs and other potential bodies
to secure the recycled sewage
resource from North Head.
To monitor, evaluate and adapt
stormwater practices to reflect the
seasonal variance and identify re-use
potential of treated stormwater
Promote new water conservation and
water recycling initiatives, such as

Short
Term

NR

Ongon
ing

CEP

ICMS

Short
term

NR

Sydney
Water
MOU

Short
Term

NR

Water
Savings
Plan

Ongoi

NR

Water
Savings

C2.1.2

C2.1.3

Management

Savings
Plan

sustainability and use of Manly’s water
cycle including:
• Stormwater treatment and onuse
• Trial grey water system on
residential land uses
• Groundwater on-use
• Effluent treatment and re-use
Assist stakeholders in Manly to also
achieve the above. Identify and
facilitate appropriate re-users of
stormwater including Council golf
courses and local industry, and liaise
towards above action.

C2.1.4

Education for
Sustainability

C2.1.7

Partnerships

C2.1.8

Research and
Development

C2.1.9

Marketing

C2.1.9
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Regulation

C2.1.20

Advocacy

C2.1.21

grey water systems, rainwater tanks,
alternative on-site disposal systems
Maintain a register of approvals of
greywater systems and record of
monitoring of the systems and soil
conditions.
Consider preparing a discussion paper
or the like to open up debate with
Council’s Scientific Advisory Panel
and the Sydney Coastal Councils
Group regarding advocacy for a new
Stormwater Management Authority.

ng

Plan

Short
Term

NR

2008

SAP

Greywa
ter Use
Policy

C2.2 Sustainable Energy
Manly’s transition to a sustainable energy future is globally responsible and locally innovative.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
Docum
respo
nsibili entatio
ty
n
NR
Planning
C2.2.1
LAQGA
Develop a Manly Energy Savings Plan Short
P
term
which review’s Manly’s Local Air
Quality and Greenhouse Action Plan
and encompasses the following
actions (see link below with Climate
Change response):
C2.2.2

Develop Manly: Solar Suburb (or the
like) including the creation of a “solar
mile” along the Manly Ocean Beach
Front.

C2.2.3

Management

C2.2.4

Education for
Sustainability

C2.2.5

C2.2.6

Research and
Development

C2.2.7

Investigate opportunities for “solar
sculptures”, integrating with the public
place renewal and the sculptures
program.
Implement a Sun and Rain Dollar Gain
Residential Energy and Water
Conservation Program in partnership
with key service providers and
businesses (links with Action in
Water).
Develop and distribute resource
materials through hardware stores and
other outlets which outline benefits of
incorporating renewable energy
inclusions into new and existing
dwellings.
Promote a Manly-wide week long “Car
Free Challenge”, to promote the
community bus, bike paths and
cycling, and walking etc.
Develop a pilot Manly energy project
to showcase energy efficiency and
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Mediu
m term

NR

Mediu
m term

HSF

Short
Term

NR

LAQGA
P

Ongoi
ng

NR

EfS

Annual

MEC

LAQGA
P

Mediu
m

NR

LAQGA
P
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Marketing

C2.2.8

Advocacy

C2.2.9

C2.2.10

renewable energy sources.
Council consider issuing Mayor’s
Manly Energy Challenge to reduce
energy by 25% by 2010
Lobby Federal Government assist the
affordability of renewable energy
technologies and appliances including
rainwater tanks and environmentally
sound building materials.
Lobby Federal Government ti reinstate
and then double the full photovoltaic
rebate as per the House of
Representatives Standing Committee
on Environment and Heritage (2005).

C2.2.11

Lobby the Federal Government to
encourage decreased dependence on
fossil fuels and increase research
funding and assistance for other
ecologically sustainable technologies;
bring back the photovoltaic rebate and
increase.

C2.2.12

Lobby the Federal Government
regarding FBT tax, emphasising the
unsustainable focus on encouraging
mileage being travelled by cars.

Term
Short
Term

MEC

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee

Short
Term

Short
Term

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee

Enviro
nment.

C2.3 Corporate Greenhouse Program
To lower both renewable and non-renewable energy consumption at Council facilities and operations, with a
greater emphasis on reducing consumption of energy from non-renewable sources.
Strategy
Action Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Numb
frame
respon
Policy/
er
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
Planning
C2.3.1 Develop a Council vehicle fleet that
US
Short
LAQGA
maximises energy efficiency
Term
P
including:
• Having fuel-efficient, alternative
fuels and hybrid vehicles where
possible.
• Use
www.greenvehicleguide.gov.au
in our decision making.
• Establishment of a car-pooling
scheme for employees (includes
consideration towards shared
parking station passes).
• Secure Bicycle storage facilities
within Council.
• Continue the public transport
pass initiative for Council staff.
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•

Management

C2.3.2

C2.3.3

C2.3.4
Education for
Sustainability

C2.3.5

Considers
www.greenvehicleguide.gov.au
• Providing incentives for
sustainable transport options.
Investigate renewable energy
sources to supplement Council’s
energy supplies.
Review and report on the potential
for Council to purchase a greater
percentage of energy from renewable
sources eg. green power.

Short
Term

NR

LAQGA
P

NR
Short
term

Enhance energy-saving programs
within Council and the wider
community.
Through staff education encourage
car-pooling, public transport, bicycle
transport and greener fleet vehicles.

Short
Term

NR

Medium

CEP

Educate employees as to the benefit
of Active Transport. Educate on car
pooling set up and operation, sharing
costs, back up plans, etc.
Through SHOROC investigate the
viability of a regional waste facility
that recovers resources, generates
energy and sustainably manages
organic by-products, possibly
supported by the State Government’s
Energy Savings Fund grant (see link
with action x).
Undertake energy audits of all
Council buildings and implement
recommendations.
Undertake monitoring and review
constantly.

Short
Term

LAQGA
P

RSO
C2.3.6

Partnerships

C2.3.7

Research and
Development

C2.3.8

Evaluation

C2.3.9

Short
Term

WC

LAQGA
P; Zero
Waste
policy

Short
term

HSF

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

HSF

LAQGA
P

C2.4 Responding to Greenhouse and Climate Change Program
That Manly Council will plan to meet the challenges of climate change, and seek to mitigate impacts inline with
sustainable development principles.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
C2.4.1
NR
CMPs
Implement best-practice risk
Short
management through Coastal Plans of Term
Management.
C2.4.2

Subject to review by Council’s Climate
Change Working Group, review the
possible social, economic and
environmental impacts of climate
change on Manly and ensure there
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Management

C2.4.3

Education for
Sustainability

C2.4.4

are planning or management
responses in place to address them by
undertaking an assessment through
the Australian Greenhouse Office’s
Climate Change Impacts & Risk
Management. A guide for business
and government. Integrate
recommendations into the review
process of the Local Air Quality and
Greenhouse Action Plan. Consider
alternative power sources in this
review.
Continue to develop a comprehensive
understanding of natural hazards
affecting Manly’s environment.

Short
Term

NR

CMPs

Prepare and implement a climate
change community awareness and
education program which seeks to
assist the community to better
understand factual information and
possible implications for Manly.

2006

MEC

LAQGA
P

C2.4.5

Determine the Manly community’s
ecological footprint and use as a
benchmark for further measurement of
progress.

2007

MEC

EfS

C2.4.6

Education regarding the global
concerns of “peak oil” and the
implications and the opportunities.
Continue partnerships with the Sydney
Coastal Councils Group, ICLEI and
universities which seek to provide
Council with best practice
management responses to climate
change.
Monitor scientific debate and interpret
with the assistance of Council’s
Scientific Advisory Panel.
Using the Cities for Climate Protection
Software, assess Council’s and the
community greenhouse gas
emissions, ensuring progress to the
25% goal by 2010.

2007

MEC

Ongoi
ng

NR

Ongoi
ng

NR

Short
Term

NR

LAQGA
P

Time
frame

Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
US

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
LAQGA
P

Partnerships

C2.4.7

Research and
Development

C2.4.8

Evaluation

C2.4.9

C2.5 Preserving Air Quality Program
To significantly improve the air quality of Manly.
Action
Strategy
Action
Type
Number

Planning

C2.5.1

Prepare a Transport Strategy for
Manly which seeks to increase
sustainable options for transport, and
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reduce private vehicle use.

C2.5.2

Management

C2.5.3
C2.5.4

Undertake a policy on solid fuel
heaters including discouraging their
use

Mediu
m term

Discourage outdoor heaters in public
places.

Short
term

Incorporate into the council fleet
management an environmental policy
to increase the use of four cyclinder
vehicles and significantly reduce fuel
consumption per km, provide
greenhouse emission offset option
and continue to investigate other
alternative options including hybrid
vehicles.

Short
Term

Facilitate the introduction of car share
programs within the Manly LGA

Short
Term

Continued operation of Council’s
Community bus service - Hop, Skip
and Jump.
Encourage the community to make
choices using the
www.greenvehicleguide.gov.au

ongoin
g

PS

CS
US

LAQGA
P

US
C2.5.5
C2.5.6

Education for
Sustainability

C2.5.7

Mediu
m

NR/CE
P

Highlight the health benefits of using
sustainable transport such as bikes
and walking.

Ongoi
ng

RSO

Conduct education programs on air
quality, including education on current
air pollution legislation.

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Mediu
m term

EHO

Short
term

EHO

Short
Term

US

LAQGA
P

C2.5.8

C2.5.9

C2.5.10

Partnerships

C2.5.11

C2.5.12

Promote best use of solid fuel heaters
to limit air pollution with assistance
from the Department of Environment
and Conservation.
Work cooperatively with industry and
business to reduce odour and air
pollution emissions and initiate a more
regulatory approach if the cooperative
approach is not effective.
Work with State Transit to develop
park-and-ride sites to increase bus
patronage. Also discuss with State
Transit safety/comfort/reliability issues
that should improve overall levels of
satisfaction for public transport users
and attract new users from private
motor vehicles. Consideration of
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Research and
Development

C2.5.13

Regulation

C2.5.14

partnerships between Council and car
share companies, car-pooling
companies/organisations, and
sustainable tourist transport operators
Monitor the biofuel trials underway in
local governments nationally, including
Council’s trial in the community bus
program.
Enforce and police air pollution
legislation, for example incinerator
use.

C2.5.15

Prepare a plan to hold a “Smoky
Vehicles” blitz, targeting vehicles
which emit air pollution.

Marketing

C2.5.16

Advocacy

C2.5.17

Educate the benefits of reducing
private motor vehicle use, including
reduced fuel bills and improved health.
Lobby Ministry of Transport to fund
innovative and effective public
transport campaigns, supporting bus
operators to increase patronage.

C2.5.18

C2.5.19

C2.5.20

C2.5.21

Evaluation

C2.5.22

Lobby the State Transit Authority for
the use of gas powered buses in
Manly, and for dedicated busways on
major commuter routes.
Lobbying State government for
protection of the ferry service including
more improved frequent and lower
cost services, reliable bus services,
and review of timetables to ensure
that buses link with ferries.
Lobby for a regional approach to
combating air pollution through
SHOROC (See link with action x).
Lobby DEC with assistance from
SHOROC for a mobile local air quality
monitoring program to concentrate on
appropriate areas. Initiation of local air
quality monitoring program will provide
accurate base line data. (See link with
action x).
Undertake a review of the Local Air
Quality and Greenhouse Action Plan
and update accordingly.
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Short
term

NR

LAQGA
P

Ongoi
ng

Range
rs

LAQGA
P

Once
per
year.
Ongoi
ng

EHO

RSO

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

Env
Commi
ttee

LAQGA
P

Short
term

Env
Commi
ttee

Short
Term
Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee
Mediu
m
Term

Mediu
m term

2007

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee
MEC

NR

LAQGA
P
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C2.6 Waste Avoidance Program
To provide for continual reduction in and where possible eliminate waste generation – towards zero waste
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

C2.6.1

Develop a yearly review process for
Councils Zero Waste Strategy

2007

Management

C2.6.2

Manage Council’s Domestic Waste
Service in an efficient manner
supporting initiatives to reduce waste

Ongoi
ng

WS

C2.6.3

Manage Council’s Commercial Waste
Service in an efficient manner
supporting initiatives to reduce waste

Short
term

CEP

Ongoi
ng

CEP

C2.6.4
Education for
Sustainability

C2.6.5

C2.6.6

C2.6.7

C2.6.8

Partnerships

C2.6.9

C2.6.10

C2.6.11

Manage Council’s Waste Education
programs.
Shift the view from waste to alternative
resources. Raise community
awareness of the social, economic
and environmental consequences of
not reducing waste.
Engage community in development of
programs to ensure community
ownership.
Continue to develop the community
garden/nursery program, including
development of a Strategic Plan that
identifies future sites, community
interest, council staff opportunities and
links as well as funding sources.
Develop an Earth works workshops
program to improve community
knowledge of home composting,
green gardening and sustainable
purchasing
Create partnerships with key sectors
of the community and community
organisations to assist in moving
towards zero waste
Involve the community in developing
innovative solutions to improving
waste reduction
Utilise Precincts in promoting
programs.
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Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
WS

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
Toward
s Zero
Waste
Toward
s Zero
Waste

Toward
s Zero
Waste

CEP
Short
term

CEP
Short
term
Short
term

CEP

Short
term

CEP

ongoin
g

Toward
s Zero
Waste

CEP
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Regulation

C2.6.12

C2.6.13

Research and
Development

C2.6.14

C2.6.15
Marketing

C2.6.16

Advocacy

C2.6.17

C2.6.18

C2.6.19

Evaluation

C2.6.20

Enforce appropriate legislation and
local laws in regard to littering,
following education and awareness
programs.

Ongoi
ng

Range
rs

Target littering laws around the CBD,
waterways and beaches with
education and on the spot
infringements including holding blitz.
As part of review process, ensure
international examples of best practice
are considered

ongoin
g

Range
rs

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Facilitate Waste Management
Committee to help develop new ideas
and solutions
Market the relevant sections of the
strategy to staff, visitors, schools,
businesses and residents
Promote legislation for reduction of
packaging at the source - Extended
Producer Responsibility programs

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Short
term

CEP

Short
term

Wast
Commi
ttee

Lobby for container deposit legislation
- encourage reuse of glass containers

Short
term

Waste
Commi
ttee

Lobby government to provide funding
for waste avoidance and recycling
initiatives

Short
term

Waste
commi
ttee

Yearly

WS

Evaluate progress through the review
of the Zero Waste Strategy

Toward
s Zero
Waste

Toward
s Zero
Waste

Toward
s Zero
Waste
Toward
s Zero
Waste

Toward
s Zero
Waste

Your Personal Action
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by reducing water
and energy use and thinking ‘avoid, reduce, reuse, recycle’ when making a purchase.
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C3. Promote sustainable production and consumption, through
appropriate use of environmentally sound technologies and
effective demand management.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
C3.1 Responsible Production and Purchasing Program
What is this theme about globally?
A range of approaches and tools can be used to promote sustainable practices. Demand management, which
includes accurate valuations of natural resources and increasing public awareness, is a valuable strategy to
support sustainable consumption. This approach can also provide significant savings in infrastructure investment.
Sustainable production can be supported by the adoption and use of environmentally sound technologies which
can improve environmental performance significantly. These technologies protect the environment, are less
polluting, use resources in a sustainable manner, recycle more of their wastes and products and handle all residual
wastes in a more environmentally acceptable way than the technologies for which they are substitutes.
Environmentally sound technologies can also be used to drive reduced impacts and enhance value along a supply
chain and support businesses embracing product stewardship.
In a local sense, this means…
In comparison to other regions in NSW, Manly has relatively little industry, with Manly’s economy based primarily
on service provision, including tourism. This therefore means that Council’s and the community’s opportunity to
have an impact on the production of materials is limited to purchasing practices and advocacy.
While Council’s is bound by the NSW Local Government Tendering Regulations, Council can have influence over
producer responsibility through application of Manly’s Ethical Charter to make considered procurement choices
which support ethical purchasing. Council has also recently resolved to adopt a Purchasing and Procurement
Survey potential suppliers of goods and services.
Council has long been an active advocate of Extended Producer Responsibility, which involves producers taking
responsibility for managing the environmental impact of their products throughout their life, and Container Deposit
Legislation, which prescribes legislation that establishes a deposit and refund system for used containers, placing
a value on them to encourage their return, rather than their disposal.
Council has also committed to supporting the International Fair Trade program. Fair Trade is a trading partnership
that seeks greater equity in international trade by offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of,
marginalized producers and workers. Fair Trade organizations (backed by consumers) are engaged actively in
supporting producers, awareness raising and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of conventional
international trade.
In supporting these programs, Council and the Manly Community are demonstrating social and environmental
responsibility, and are encouraging industry to meet their sustainability responsibilities.
Council and the community need to consider the following when making a decision or purchase:
• Does the purchase/decision promote sustainable consumption and zero waste?
• Have environmentally sound technologies been employed in the design and implementation?
• Does it consider production/consumption along the supply chain?
• Are there means to support other businesses engaging in sustainable production/consumption?
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Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
•
•
•
•
•

Manly’s Ethical Charter
The International Fair Trade program including purchase of products.
Sustainable and responsible purchasing
Maintaining the “Sustainability Preferred” 10% price increase allowance option for purchases which
allows for consideration of an ethical purchase which may be more costly.
Supporting Extended Producer Responsibility, Container Deposit Legislation, Life Cycle Assessment,
cleaner production.

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• Ensure that all Council and community procurements encourage responsible and sustainable production.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Compliance with Council’s Ethical Charter
Regular application of Council’s Purchasing
Policy

Target
Ongoing
Ongoing

2050 Goals
100%
100%

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
C3.1 Responsible Production and Purchasing Program
Ensure that all Council and community procurements encourage responsible and sustainable production
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
C3.1.1
2007
CEP
Further develop a Green Purchasing
Purchas
supplement to support Council’s
ing and
Procurement Policy, including
tenderin
food/product miles considerations.
g policy
Management
C3.1.2
GMU
Ensure purchases are consistent with
Ongoi
Ethical
the Ethical Charter
ng
Charter
CEP
C3.1.3
Ethical
Short
Undertake education strategies which
Education for
Charter
Term
seek to raise awareness regarding
Sustainability
ethical, sustainable purchasing and
the Fair Trade program.
C3.1.4

Council work with industry to consider
life cycle analysis, EPR, and ethical
standards through the SEA Change
Environmental Management Plan
development process, using incentive
based programs.

Short
term

CEP

CEP
C3.1.5

Partnerships

C3.1.6

Include a green purchasing
component in the Earth Works
Program.
Encourage SHOROC Councils to
adopt an Ethical Charter and to
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Advocacy

C3.1.7

operationalise its policy.
Council continue advocating for
Container Deposit Legislation and
Extended Producer Responsibility.

Term
Short
Term

Waste
Commi
ttee

Zero
Waste
Strateg
y

Your Personal Action:
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by supporting Fair
Trade products, supporting food cooperatives, and considering permaculture gardening.
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D. A Living Manly
D1. Build on the characteristics of ecosystems in the development
and nurturing of a healthy and sustainable Manly.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
D1.1 Land Information Systems
D1.2 Managing Urban and Regional Growth
D1.3 Integrating Land Use and Balanced Transport
D1.4 TravelSmart Program
D1.5 Liveable Neighbourhoods Program

What is this theme about globally?
Cities can become more sustainable by modelling urban processes on ecological principles of form and function,
through which natural ecosystems operate.
The characteristics of ecosystems include diversity, adaptiveness, interconnectedness, resilience, regenerative
capacity and symbiosis. These characteristics can be incorporated into cities in the development of strategies to
make them more productive and regenerative, resulting in ecological, social and economic benefits.
In a local sense, this means…
Manly’s rich and diverse character of residential, business and small industrial land use has grown over the past
150 years. Thankfully for our community, the ‘forefather’ of Manly, Henry Gilbert Smith, had much foresight and
used some then ‘advanced’ town planning considerations to ensure that open space, and a planned park system,
were key attributes of Manly. Indeed, Manly’s vast community waterfront reserves are attributed to his advanced
thinking.
Planning in the 1900s unfortunately did not have the same considerations, with development particularly in the
1960s to 70s leaving legacies of high rise buildings that dominate Manly’s skylines, and occupy significant
ridgelines. While high rise development may be necessary to prevent urban sprawl, attention to scale, materials
and design is critical.
While urban development in Manly commenced some 150 years ago, the majority of this occurred in the past 50
years with the development of the suburbs of Clontarf, Balgowlah Heights and Seaforth. There is now limited
amounts of land available for development, with the surplus RTA land at Seaforth providing one of the last large
land releases.
Since the 1980s Council has been very much aware of planning for social and environmental concerns, with ESD
now been a guiding feature of Council’s planning tools. Our growing knowledge and understanding of “Liveable
Cities” processes, and integrating them into our planning tools, supported by the State Government Planning
agency, will enable Manly, its community and environments to become a healthier and more sustainable place to
live and work.
Car dependence has increased throughout the Sydney Region since the 1960s, and many suburbs are poorly
planned, and are poorly serviced by public transport provision. Reducing car dependence to access schools,
work, shopping centres and services can be achieved by building cities with integrated public transport, and
encouraging walking and cycling which provides accessibility without the need for cars.
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Overcoming car dependence is a key issue for sustainable cities and Manly Council. Environmentally, it results in
reducing the land required for transport including roads and car parking, transport energy, water use and pollution,
and greenhouse gases. In social terms, increased use of public transport can contribute to healthier people with
walking and cycling, and an enhanced ‘sense of place’ and shared community. Financially, the savings to people
can be significant, especially if they do not require a car. Council’s community bus service seeks to assist to meet
Manly’s sustainability targets.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
• Active transport – providing the free community Hop, Skip and Jump ‘Freebie’ bus, supporting
TravelSmart, the National Cycling Strategy and pedestrianisation
• Advocating Council’s response to the Metropolitan Strategy seeking commitment from the State
Government in recognising Manly unique environment and limits to sustainable growth.
• Sustainable Design and Liveable Cities, reflected in our planning instruments
• Maintaining open space for the community and environment where possible.
• Advocating the underground installation of overhead cables by utilities
What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• Sustainability is delivered with accurate, up-to-date and reliable land and geographic information which
helps us to understand and form effective strategies to address critical sustainability issues such as
infrastructure planning, biodiversity management and land use conflicts.
• Socially and environmentally responsible urban development.
• Transport and land use decisions are integrated so that a more balanced, less car dependent city emerges
and improves urban sustainability.
• To facilitate the use of sustainable transport that minimises negative social and environmental effects, and
improves access for all residents and visitors.
• Plan and provide suburbs that reduce the ecological footprint of the community and enhance quality of life
at the same time.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Percent of residential, mixed-use projects that
are within 300m of public transport.
Measure of “green” housing – housing having
high sustainability considerations including
retention of existing building fabric, new
dwellings and retro-fitted existing dwellings.
(ability to measure TBC)
Number of Land & Environment Court cases
and legal costs.

Vehicle kilometres travelled per person per
household per private car.
Vehicle ownership – average number of
vehicles per person of driving age in Manly.

Target
Upward trend

2050 Goals
To be set

Upward trend

All houses in Manly.

Decrease

All disputes resolved
at the local level to the
benefit of the Manly
community and
environment.
To be set by the
MSSMG.
To be set by the
MSSMG.

Decrease

Length of bicycle paths in Manly

10% reduction in the
average number by
2010.
Upward trend.

Pedestrian and bicycle safety – number of

Downward trend.
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collisions involving motor vehicles.
Residential use of sustainable transportation
options:
- Manly’s community bus
- State Transit Bus
- State Ferries
Car usage in the Manly CBD

Upward trend

Use of private vehicle
in Manly is limited.

Substantially reduced

Car Free CBD

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
D1.1 Land Information Systems
Sustainability is delivered with accurate, up-to-date and reliable land and geographic information systems (GIS)
which help as to understand and form effective strategies to address critical sustainability issues such as
infrastructure planning, biodiversity management and land use conflicts.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
D1.1.1
GIS
Link disparate databases that
Short
incorporate environmental, social,
term
economic, planning and infrastructure
data via geographic location using
GIS.

D1.1.2

Management

D1.1.3

Education for
Sustainability

D1.1.4

Partnerships

D1.1.5

Research and
Development

D1.1.6

Marketing

D1.1.7

D1.1.8

Evaluation

D1.1.9

Ensure that communities wishing to be
involved in management, research,
and monitoring of sustainability can
view relevant information.
Acquire and update relevant GIS
information. Encourage the use of GIS
in decision making processes.
Highlight the tools available through
GIS for viewing and analysing
information related to sustainability.
Cooperate with SHOROC Councils on
provision of GIS information and the
use of GIS in the decision making
process.
Continue to investigate latest
developments in GIS and examine
their relevance to sustainability
mapping and management.
Promote GIS as a tool for analysing
data and sustainability issues.
Continue to provide public access to
Council’s map information, including
consideration of expanding access to
planning control layers.
Maintenance and update of relevant
GIS information.
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Med Ongoi
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Ongoi
ng

GIS

GIS

GIS

Ongoi
ng

GIS

Short
–
Ongoi
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GIS

Short
Ongoi
ng

GIS
GIS
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D1.2 Managing Urban and Regional Growth
Socially and environmentally responsible urban development.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

D1.2.1

Implement NSW Planning Reform in
Manly context in consultation with
SHOROC councils and the community

Short
term

D1.2.2

Continue to enhance existing planning
system to reflect social and ecological
sustainability principles

D1.2.3

D1.2.4

Management

D1.2.5

Education for
Sustainability

D1.2.6

Partnerships

D1.2.7

Advocacy

D1.2.8

Evaluation

D1.2.9

Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
PS

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
LEP

Short
term

PS

LEP

Develop a system of landuse planning
structure through the NE Subregional
planning process to recognise areas
to be conserved and areas for future
development.

Short
term

PS

LEP

Mediu
m term

PS

LEP

Promote the use of public transport
through proper landuse planning
mechanisms
Ensure development assessment
system appropriately implements the
planning policies and controls.
Develop appropriate fact sheets or
other information materials on
planning controls

Ongoi
ng

PS

LEP

Short
Term

PS

LEP,
DCP

Work with SHOROC councils and
Department of Planning to develop the
NE Subregional Plan and review of
Manly LEP/DCP
Through SHOROC, advocate for a
landuse planning framework that is
more sensitive to the natural resource
consumption and ecosystem values.
Develop a system to evaluate the
quantity and quality of developments
as the basis for the continued review
of Council’s planning policies and
plans.

Short
term

PS

LEP,
DCP

Short
term

Env
Commi
ttee

LEP

Short
Term

PS

LEP

D1.3 Integrating Land Use and Balanced Transport
Transport and land use decisions are integrated so that a more balanced, less car dependent city emerges and
improves urban sustainability.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action
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Planning

D1.3.1

Management

D1.3.2

Education for
Sustainability

D1.3.3

Partnerships

D1.3.4

Marketing

D1.3.5

Advocacy
D1.3.6

D1.3.7
Evaluation

D1.3.8

Identify further bus priority measures
that will reduce travel times of public
transport users over private motor
vehicles.
Consider expansion of council bus
service and improved integration of
services in partnership with State
Transit.
Promote awareness of existing
Sydney Transit systems which provide
trip planning assistance.
With State Government and bus
operators, identify key sites for parkand-ride and offer locations where bus
priority measures will increase
efficiency of bus services.
Educating local community of parkand-ride facilities and benefits of using
such facilities.
Lobby State Government
- to ensure maintenance of more
reliable and affordable Manly Ferry
services for commuter use
- to enhance provision of bus express
lanes on major commuter routes, both
to the CBD and to other major
employment centres
Continue the regular satisfaction
surveying for Council’s community
bus.

ty
US

n
LAQGA
P

Short
term

ES

LAQGA
P

Short
term

US

LAQGA
P; EfS

Short
term

ES

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

CEP

LAQGA
P

Short
Term

Env
Commi
ttee

LAQGA
P

Ongoi
ng

ES

LAQGA
P

Short
term

D1.4 TravelSmart Program
To facilitate the use of sustainable transport that minimises negative social and environmental effects, and
improves access for all residents and visitors.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

D1.4.1

TravelSmart Schools Program – to
help local school communities to
reduce traffic congestion around their
schools, e.g. the walking school bus.

Short
term

Review and update the Pedestrian
Access and Mobility Plan (PAMP) for
Manly Town Centre.
Include access and mobility principles
in the design of private and public
buildings and areas in Seaforth and

D1.4.2

D1.4.3
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Balgowlah.
D1.4.4

D1.4.5

Management

Complete Manly Access Map for use
of people with disabilities or elderly
with reduced mobility, wheelchair &
motorised scooter users, and parents
with prams to access the Town
Centre. Provide map/brochure for
distribution and online viewing with
regular updates.
Encourage a bike share and rental
scheme for Manly.

Short
term

CPS

Mediu
m
Term

US

US

D1.4.6

Manage car parking to achieve the
right balance between accessibility to
services, road congestion and safety.

Ongoi
ng

D1.4.7

Aim to make the CBD car-free.

D1.4.8

Raise awareness regarding the
TravelSmart program which provides
information and motivation to
residents to reduce car usage and
choose existing alternatives. To
reduce car use and increase walking,
cycling and public transport
patronage, thereby making better use
of existing transport facilities and
services.

Long
Term
Short
term

D1.4.9

Promote healthy, environmentally
friendly travel choices for staff through
the TravelSmart Workplace Program.

Partnerships

D1.4.10

Research and
Development

D1.4.11

Marketing

D1.4.12

Evaluation

D1.4.13

Continue integrated transport planning
across SHOROC through undertaking
a SHOROC Transport Strategy. .
Undertake a survey of alterative
transport. Use the community to assist
to identify ‘what works’, working
through the Precinct system.
Develop innovative ways to change
peoples’ behaviour to reduce reliance
on cars, especially for local trips.
Undertake surveys to determine the
community’s use of different transport
modes. Use the 2001 survey for
comparison.

Education for
Sustainability

Manly
Bicycle
Plan

US

LAQGA
P

CEP

LAQGA
P

Short
term

GMU

LAQGA
P

2006

US

LAQGA
P

Mediu
m
Term

US

LAQGA
P

Short
term

RSO

LAQGA
P

Mediu
m
Term

US

LAQGA
P

D1.5 Liveable Neighbourhoods Program
Plan and provide suburbs that reduce the ecological footprint and enhance quality of life at the same time.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action
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Policy/
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Planning

D1.5.1

•
•
•

Management

Education for
Sustainability

Docum
entatio
n

Revitalising declining centres and
suburbs
Sustainable Urban Design
Building Sustainably

D1.5.2

Ensure liveable neighbourhoods by
encouraging sustainable urban design
which creates community-oriented
spaces and networks, economically
facilitated mixes of housing types and
business spaces, and ecologically
sensitive design.

Short
Term

PS

LEP/DC
P

D1.5.3

Promote Living Streets to improve
neighbourhoods and safety of travel
by less emphasis on cars in local
areas and an improved network for
pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport, including car free
considerations.

Short
Term

RSO

LEP/DC
P

D1.5.4

Appropriate landuse pattern that
allows community support services to
be located in close proximity to
residential uses.

Short
Term

PS

LEP/DC
P

D1.5.5

Support expansion of NSW
Government BASIX program to all
development in NSW
Regular review of LEP controls to
reflect current best practice and State
Government directions.

Short
Term

PS

LEP/DC
P

Ongoi
ng

PS

LEP/DC
P

D1.5.7

Review Council’s Street Tree
Management Plan to seek an increase
in appropriate street tree plantings to
improve the liveability of
neighbourhoods.

Short
Term

US

D1.5.8

Provide regular sessions for staff to
enable more ecological understanding
to be integrated into planning and
design knowledge and practices.

Short
Term

CEP

Street
Tree
Manage
ment
Plan
EfS

Encourage the use of
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourho
me/

Short
Term

CEP

EfS

Short
Term

CEP

DCP

Short

PS

DCP

D1.5.6

D1.5.9

D1.5.10

Partnerships

respo
nsibili
ty

D1.5.11

Provide information on Council’s
website.and links to sources of
information.
Develop partnerships with the Building
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Marketing

D1.5.12

Advocacy

D1.5.13

Evaluation

D1.5.14

industry to ‘market’ good design
Promote good design outcomes
through Council’s urban planning
policies and Civic Design Awards.
Council continues to support BASIX
and advocates its expansion.

term
Short
Term

Develop an evaluation mechanism to
determine Council’s planning
instruments and approvals process
effectiveness towards sustainable
development.

Short
Term

Short
Term

PS

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee
PS

LEP/DC
P

The main aims of Liveable Neighbourhoods are to:
•
create walkable neighbourhoods that reduce automobile dependency;5
•
facilitate equitable access to goods, services, employment and educational opportunities;
•
create a strong community identity;
•
create SAFE (Safe, Attractive, Friendly, Efficient) street networks where buildings face the streets increasing activity and
personal security;
•
create neighbourhoods that are supportive of public transport systems;
•
create diverse opportunities within local neighbourhoods by allowing mixed-use developments to occur in line with
community expectations;
•
provide a variety of housing types and densities to suit a diverse range of needs;
•
build cultural and environmental awareness into the urban landscape while respecting culturally or environmentally
sensitive sites;
•
combine urban waste water management with the provision of public open space; and
•
ensure the development is as cost-effective and resource efficient as possible to increase the availability of affordable
housing
Such an environment demonstrates how integrating social, cultural, economic and environmental objectives can create
alternative urban experiences that would not otherwise be achieved under current planning policies.
Source: http://www.sustainability.dpc.wa.gov.au/CaseStudies/LivableHoods/LiveableNeighbourhoods.htm
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D2. Recognise and build on the distinctive characteristics of
Manly, including its human and cultural values, history and natural
systems.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
D2.1 Conserving Cultural Heritage and Landscapes Program
D2.2 Indigenous Communities and Sustainability
D2.3 Sustainability through Culture and the Arts
What is this theme about globally?
Every city has a distinctive profile of human, cultural, historic and natural characteristics developed over a long
time. This heritage profile provides insight into ways to achieve sustainability that are acceptable to a people and
compatible with their values, traditions, institutions and ecological realities. Building on existing characteristics
helps motivate and mobilise the human and physical resources of cities to achieve sustainable development and
regeneration.
In a local sense, this means…
Manly’s cultural heritage is an integral part of our living environment. It provides physical and emotional links to our
past and is integral to our “sense of place”, an element central to our identity, and is a source of spiritual well-being
and community cohesion. Environmental heritage is an integral part of Manly today. The ocean, beaches,
bushland and waterways and general ecosystem play an important role in defining Manly’s cultural identity and
illuminating past and present uses and cultural values.
An item of heritage significance can be recognised for its ability to demonstrate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

social or cultural significance, current as well as historical
aesthetic significance
connection with an important historical time, person or use
potential to yield new research or information
significance as a representative example
rarity.

Heritage is considered to be an important value in Manly and Council is committed to protecting it. Heritage items
are protected through listing in Schedule 4 of the Manly Local Environment Plan 1988. Heritage in Manly is
generally seen in three broad categories: cultural/social, the environment – built and natural environment, and
Aboriginal heritage and Council takes measures to enhance and sustain heritage in each of these areas. Most
heritage decisions are guided by the 1986 Heritage in Manly Study and NSW Heritage Office guidelines. A
Comprehensive Heritage Review is underway.
Cultural/Social Heritage: Our cultural and social heritage helps build strong communities by understanding and
sustaining links with the past, between generations, among different cultures and thus fosters strong community
cohesion and social networks. Major Council programs to protect social and cultural heritage include:
•
•
•
•

commissioning a book on local history (Seven Miles from Sydney: A History of Manly by Pauline Curby,
published 2002);
support the Wellings Local Studies Library collection of local history and research resources, the Manly
Environment Centre and the Manly Art Gallery & Museum. Use of these centres as tools for public
education on heritage and environment;
preparing a conservation plan with NSW Government assistance grant funding for the restoration of the
Manly Cemetery;
the development of the Manly Cultural Plan to identify important heritage and cultural values in Manly and
to develop strategies and actions for their conservation.
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Threats to the conservation of cultural heritage include: lack of public awareness resulting in vandalism or
alterations to heritage items and destruction or alteration of heritage items resulting in the loss of a historic record
or potential research value.
Built Environment Heritage: our built environment is an historical record of changing technology, community, tastes
and economic and urban development. The environment we create ourselves is perhaps the most visible evidence
of our changing values and communities. Manly Council’s programs to protect the heritage of the built environment
include:
•
•
•
•
•

listing of important items of the built environmental heritage in Schedule 4 of the Manly LEP and protection
through the Development Control Plans (DCPs);
encouraging the retention of original fabric rather than demolition and redevelopment through the LEP and
DCPs and the annual Local Heritage Grants;
education and advice through the heritage advisory service, brochures on heritage building styles in Manly
and the heritage information in Manly website;
initiating a Comprehensive Heritage Review that will strengthen the protection of heritage items and may
propose the listing of further important items;
supporting the work of the community Heritage Committee.

Natural Environment Heritage: our natural environment sustains life and health and is highly valued in Manly for its
beauty and recreational opportunities. Manly Council programs to protect the heritage values of the natural
environment include:
•
•
•
•
•

listing of important items of the natural heritage in Schedule 4 of the Manly LEP;
commissioning a study of geoheritage in the LGA;
the Comprehensive Heritage Review that will strengthen the protection of items of the environmental
heritage and may propose the listing of further important items, such as views and vistas.
working with committees such as the Heritage Committee
The North Head Sanctuary and the work of the Manly Environment Centre plays a significant role in
promoting community awareness and protecting the natural environment.

Threats to conservation of the built and natural environment include: unsympathetic development, including the
redevelopment of heritage items or development near heritage items, loss of views or (conversely) loss of heritage
trees to maintain views, lack of awareness of the heritage significance of an item or what constitutes appropriate
and sympathetic alteration of a heritage item.
Aboriginal Heritage: Manly has in the past been a significant place for Aboriginals and Aboriginal culture. Many
artefacts and evidence of this history can be seen throughout the LGA on both public and private land. Our
Aboriginal heritage reminds us of the long and multi-layered history of this country and is important on a very broad
and even global scale as the evidence of past indigenous culture and livelihood with the potential to yield more
information. Manly Council programs to protect Aboriginal heritage include:
•
•
•
•

Working with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service, the authority responsible for the management
of Aboriginal sites and relics in NSW;
Contributing to the joint five-Council Aboriginal Heritage Unit and supporting its work to conserve Aboriginal
heritage in Manly;
Recognising Manly Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders issues and raise awareness of Aboriginal
heritage,
Hosting the Guringai Festival and the Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander Week of celebrations.

Threats to Aboriginal heritage include: lack of understanding and awareness leading to vandalism or destruction of
sites; erosion and natural processes; human activities and development; loss of traditions, language and culture.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
•
Continuing to advocate Council’s commitment to a North Head Sanctuary
•
Sustainable Coastal Tourism
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seeking to ensure community uses occupy part of the former School of Artillery site on North
Head
Identifying, protecting and enhancing Manly’s cultural identity and cultural heritage including
beaches, bushland, waterways, rocky foreshores, geodiversity and headlands.
Protecting and raising awareness of Aboriginal Heritage
Raising awareness and appreciation of cultural and Aboriginal heritage in Manly.
Supporting places of learning and inspiration, including the Manly Art Gallery and Museum,
Manly Library and Manly Environment Centre.
Manly’s Cultural Policy
Public Sculpture Policy (Policy Register P140)
Developing a Cultural Plan
The Comprehensive Heritage Review
Undertaking a myManly program every four years.
Developing a Environmental History Museum
Developing and implementing the Manly Ocean Beach and Harbour Foreshores Management
Plans
Liaising with the Heritage Office, local heritage groups and Council’s Heritage adviser.
Managing heritage conservation areas through management plans, DCPs and LEPs.
Working towards appropriate redevelopment of The Corso that integrates our cultural identity and
heritage conservation.

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
•
To protect, preserve and raise awareness and appreciation of culturally significant sites within
Manly
•
To ensure Aboriginal sites and values are preserved and awareness of their importance is raised.
•
Culture and the arts are essential to a rich and sustainable life for Manly residents. They are a
source and a catalyst for developing the Manly community’s sense of identity, place and vision for
sustainable futures.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Participation in cultural events
Visitors to the Manly Art Gallery and Museum
Active Manly Library users
Aboriginal heritage awareness – survey results

Target
Increase
Increase
Increase
Increase

Grant funding for heritage matters

Increase

2050 Goals
To be set
To be set.
To be set.
100% understanding
in the Manly
community.

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
D2.1 Conserving Cultural heritage and Landscapes
To protect, preserve and raise awareness and appreciation of culturally significant sites within Manly
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

D2.1.1

Complete the Manly Cultural Plan.

Short
Term

D2.1.2

Complete the Manly Comprehensive
Heritage Review and update the 1986
Heritage in Manly study with a review
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Docum
entatio
n
CLDP

PS
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Management

D2.1.3

D2.1.4

Education for
Sustainability

D2.1.5

Partnerships

D2.1.6

D2.1.7
D2.1.8

Research and
Development

D2.1.9

and policy.

term

Integrate heritage and landscape
conservation strategies into the Manly
Ocean Beach Management planning
process.

2006

NR

Short
term

PS

Short
term

Local
Studie
s
Librari
an

Short
term

PS

Short
term

PS

Mediu
m term

MEC

Short
term

PS

Develop a heritage policy as part of
the review.
Manly library and Manly Art Gallery
and Museum will continue to build the
existing Local Studies Collection and
will preserve and promote its diverse
resources which include historical
photographs, monographs,
newspapers, oral histories and
ephemera .
Involving the community in the
identification of heritage places in
Manly to be included in the listing.
Update Manly LEP Heritage inventory
where necessary.
Encourage the retention of heritage
fabric for sustainability
Develop programs of knowledge
sharing of community activities and
ventures.
Incorporate natural, cultural heritage
including geodiversity as part of
comprehensive Heritage Review.

PS
Undertake a review of heritage places
in Manly and an evaluation of
emerging themes and challenges in
heritage

Short
term

Marketing

D2.1.11

Short
term

Library
.

Advocacy

D2.1.12

Manly Library and Manly Art Gallery
and Museum will continue to raise
awareness and appreciation of
Manly’s rich cultural heritage through
ongoing exhibitions, displays and
publishing in print and electronic
formats.
Lobby for the holistic management of
North Head to integrate all heritage
issues including the Quarantine
Station, Police College & School of
Artillery sites.

Short
term

MEC

Lobby for adequate funding to
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Manly
Heritag
e
Review
Library
Mgt
Plan

LEP

LEP

D2.1.10

D2.1.13

Heritag
e
Review
CMP

Short
term

Manly
Heritag
e
Review
Manly
Heritag
e
Review
Library
Mgt
Plan

Manly
Heritag
e
Review

Herita
ge
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Evaluation

D2.1.14

complete and implement the review of
heritage in Manly.
Develop a ‘report card’ for heritage
conservation in Manly LGA along with
the National Trust.

Short
term

Commi
ttee
PS

Manly
Heritag
e
Review

D2.2 Indigenous Communities and Sustainability
To ensure Aboriginal sites and values are preserved and awareness of their importance raised.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
AHU
Planning
D2.2.1
Aborigin
Undertake an Aboriginal Heritage
Short
al Sites
Program that addresses the following: Term
Manage
• Continues to identify Aboriginal
ment
sites within the Manly LGA (not for
Plan
public display, to protect sensitive
sites) in consultation with the local
Aboriginal people.
• Protects sensitive sites and places
from damage or modification with
the assistance of DEC and the
Heritage Council.
• Educate staff on the importance of
Aboriginal heritage in relation to
site protection.
• Continue the Schools Program.
• Attend community events to
promote awareness and
appreciation of Aboriginal
heritage.

D2.2.2
D2.2.3

Management

D2.2.4

D2.2.5

Include an Aboriginal site check for
Development Application form.
Undertake identification of areas likely
to be of significance to Aboriginal
communities by liaising with DEC and
the Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land
Council. This ensures that planners
can undertake consultation if a
development application was
proposed for such an area.
Implement Council’s policy of
progressing dual naming of places of
Aboriginal significance across the
Manly LGA through liaison with the
Geographical Names Board.
Implement the Management Plan for
Aboriginal heritage
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Short
term
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Short
term

Short
term

PS

Short
Term

PS

LEP/DC
P
Aborigin
al Sites
Manage
ment
Plan

Aborigin
al Sites
Manage
ment
Plan
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D2.2.6

Education for
Sustainability

Acknowledge and respect “country” at
Council events and Committee
meetings, including Community
Committees.

D2.2.7

Increase and promote community
awareness of cultural and Aboriginal
heritage by embarking upon an
awareness and promotion campaign,
including the use of appropriate
Aboriginal elements in designing
public places across the LGA

D2.2.8

Undertake a community survey to
determine the level of awareness in
the community in regard to Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal/cultural heritage.
This will establish baseline data, and
should be undertaken tri-annually
thereafter. The first was completed in
2001.

CS
Short
term
Short
term

Short
term

AHU

Aborigin
al Sites
Manage
ment
Plan

MEC

MEC
D2.2.9

Increase awareness of Aboriginal
cultural protocols around social
interaction.

D2.2.10

Encourage Community to protect
Aboriginal sites from graffiti, vandalism
and litter and report incidents.

Ongoi
ng

Further development and expansion of
the indigenous collections at Manly
Library.
With other Councils across Northern
Sydney, and with Aboriginal Support
Groups, continue to participate in the
annual Guringai Festival.

Short
term

Formalise the partnership with the
Local Metropolitan Aboriginal Lands
Council.
Promote Indigenous collection
materials at Manly library to the
community.
Develop an evaluation program to
determine the effectiveness of
conservation and protection
strategies.

PS

D2.2.11

Partnerships

Short
term

D2.2.12

D2.2.13
Marketing

D2.2.14

Evaluation

D2.2.15
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D2.3 Sustainability through Culture and the Arts
Culture and the arts are essential to a rich and sustainable life for Manly residents. They are a source and a
catalyst for developing the Manly community’s sense of identity, place and vision for sustainable futures.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
D2.3.1
MEC
Facilitate Artist in Residence
Short
programs/ encourage planning for
Term
studios and local art spaces.
Management
D2.3.2
CEP
MSS
Continue to hold the myManly initiative 2010
every four years, including the
introduction of a sculpture section.
This initiative is to run concurrently
with community consultation for the
four year review of the MSS
D2.3.3
CEP
EfS
Education for
Implement the Environmental History
short
Sustainability
Museum and Teaching Laboratory to
term
enable the community and visitors to
explore the past, understand the
present and imagine the future of
Manly’s environs.
PS
Partnerships
D2.3.4
Employ
Mediu
Encourage business development
ment
m
opportunities and schemes for local
Strateg
Term
people such as business incubators
y
and time limited rental of studios.
D2.3.5

D2.3.6

D2.3.7

Evaluation

D2.3.8

Encourage development of artistic
projects such as “Reverse Garbage”
to generate links between schools,
community groups, volunteer
programs and business recycle
schemes.
Liaise with North Head stakeholders
re artist in residence program on
Quarantine Station, former School of
Artillery and National Park.
Work with SHOROC Councils, Coastal
Environment Centre, Long Reef Field
Station, Universities and Museums to
establish and maintain the
Environmental History Museum, along
with linking with field excursion
initiatives.
Develop a strategy to evaluate the
success of the aforementioned
program.

CEP

EfS

Mediu
m
Term

Short
Term

PS

CEP

EfS

Short
term

Long
Term

CEP

Your Personal Action
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by supporting
heritage initiatives including contributing to the Local Studies Collection and attending local artists exhibitions.
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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E. An Involved Manly
E1. Empower people and foster participation.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
E1.1 Schools for Sustainability Program
E1.2 Businesses for Sustainability
E1.3 Volunteers program
E1.4 Libraries Building Sustainable Communities
E1.5 Manly Environment Centre
What is this theme about globally?
The journey towards sustainability requires broadly based support. Empowering people mobilises local knowledge
and resources and enlists the support and active participation of all who need to be involved in all stages, from
long-term planning to implementation of sustainable solutions. People have a right to be involved in the decisions
that affect them. Attention needs to be given to empowering those whose voices are not always heard, such as the
economically disadvantaged.
In a local sense, this means…
Manly prides itself on having a strong participative community base, particularly through volunteers who give their
time for a multitude of community organisations including emergency services, social care services, sporting
organisations, environmental services including bushcare, religious and educational associations which foster
considerable participation. Manly’s Precinct System also creates an opportunity for the community to become
actively involved in Council decision making, and empowers people to be involved in decisions and to shape
Manly’s current state and futures.
To implement sustainable solutions in the community, empowerment and participation can be generated through
education. Providing people with the knowledge and skills can foster sustainability action, and this is particularly
evident in Council’s Schools program.
Businesses have undergone major changes in recent times in response to challenges presented by the
sustainability debate, particularly the ongoing challenges for environmental stewardship and social responsibility.
Empowering businesses to integrate sustainability requires training and facilitation, which is a key focus of the
Council’s broader Sea Change programs, where Environmental Management Plan development and
implementation is creating real outcomes.
The community will need to assist with implementation by sharing the responsibility for acting locally through
protecting and managing the environment, assisting in the collection of data, introducing community based action
programs, actively participating in locally based programs, supporting Council initiatives towards sustainability, and
undertaking small changes in their daily activities.
SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH THE MARKET - SEVEN KEYS TO SUCCESS
Key 1 Innovate: Establish a culture and capacity for technological and social innovation to generate sustainable
solutions, products and services.
Key 2 Practise eco-efficiency: The World Business Council on Sustainable Development defines eco-efficiency as
being ‘achieved by the delivery of competitively priced goods and services that satisfy human needs and bring quality
of life, while progressively reducing ecological impacts and resource intensity throughout the life cycle, to a level at
least in line with the Earth’s estimated carrying capacity.’
There are three areas that are critical to practising eco-efficiency:
•
reducing resource use, impacts, and operational costs
•
cooperation between companies to improve cost efficiencies while moving towards a zero waste target; and
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•

delivering better design and functions for lower impact in use and higher market share.

Key 3 Move from stakeholder dialogues to partnerships for progress: Promote the establishment of partnerships
for progress which are built on common goals, empathy, open feedback, flexibility, ability to compromise, and shared
rewards. Such alliances can offer business, government, and civil society new solutions to common concerns facing us
all.
Key 4 Provide and inform consumer choice: Business, government and community organisations using the media,
advertising and other forms of communication, combined with behavioural change programs to promote sustainability
messages, fostering a consumer culture that helps people wield the power of demand in a thoughtful way.
Key 5 Improve market framework conditions: Market aspects which hinder sustainability include monopolies,
perverse subsidies, and prices which do not reflect real economic, social, and environmental costs. Legislation and
regulations to address these market failures are required for business to help achieve sustainability.
Key 6 Establish the worth of Earth: Create accurate and timely price signals so that resources are conserved and
future opportunities are not squandered. Markets should reflect the true environmental and social costs of goods and
services, requiring the removal of perverse subsidies. The use of economic instruments such as tradeable permits is
recommended.
Key 7 Make the market work for everyone: Ensure that new technologies and sustainable goods and services are
affordable to all in society, and that they are transferred to developing regions of the world to alleviate poverty and
increase intra-generational equity. To do this will require overcoming protectionism and spreading purchasing power to
those who most need it. Partnerships with government and civil society can also make markets work better.
(Source: Government of Western Australia (2003) p 266)

Manly Library’s role in building a sustainable Manly
Public Libraries are amongst the most popular cultural institutions in Australia. In today’s online society they play
an important role as change agents at the hub of communities; facilitating social connectivity by providing a civic
place to socialise and universal access to the products of the human mind.
As a community committed to sustainable practices, Manly must have effective, efficient, reliable, economic and
equitable access to information. Some people in Manly do not have adequate access to primary data and
information resources, nor do they have the expertise to understand and use these primary resources effectively.
Manly Library, and the library networks it is in partnership with, are stewards of information and providers of
resources, services, and products to assist the community in the sharing and use of information. Libraries and
library networks provide communities with sustainable information, communication and education. Manly Library is
actively engaged in connecting people in Manly with information sources by providing information, literacy,
networks, and knowledge.
Manly Library staff aim to foster learning and awareness. Library staff use, promote the use of and increase the
awareness of data and information sources and resources for the community. They also use, promote the use of
and increase the awareness of the community of the appropriate information and data technologies and tools. In
this way the Library improves people’s ability to evaluate, integrate, and synthesize in decision-making, across
many disciplines and from many perspectives. Manly Library through its existing networking capabilities with
Australian libraries and other organisations is a conduit for promoting understanding and implementation of
sustainable programs.
Manly Library is a ‘commons’, or ‘public university’ created for the community. It facilitates community
development and learning about environmental concerns. By improving the education of its community, the Library
helps to define the common vision, and trains future leaders. It is the obvious interface between the community,
and information, values and action.
Information in Manly Library must be accessible, user-friendly and available to all. Its provision of free or low-cost
electronic resources and access to the Internet is essential to the community, and provides greatly-improved
access to information, and so the tools for informed decision-making. Manly Library manages its resources and
services on the most cost-effective and self-sustaining basis.
Manly Environment Centre
Since 1991 the Manly Environment Centre (MEC) has played a key role in protecting and advocating for the
environment in the Manly area and beyond. Being positioned as an important interface between Council and the
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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community, the MEC offers a resource, advocate and research centre including environmental education and
encourages broad community involvement and goodwill in protecting the Manly environment.
Manly Environment Centre Mission:
‘The quality of life on our planet in this century will be directly proportional to the understanding we have – or lack of our relationship with the environment today. The MEC aims to disseminate environmental knowledge to all
stratas of our society, contributing to making citizens and tourists more aware of their rights and duties towards the
environment’.
Manly Environment Centre Vision:
To ensure the future health of residents by seeking to eliminate land, air, water, noise and visual pollution and by
restoring and protecting the natural environment.
Manly Environment Centre Objectives:
In summary, the MEC objectives include to:
• Provide leadership and environmental expertise to all stakeholders;
• Maintain an environmental advocacy role
• Continue to collect, hold and maintain a diverse environmental library and knowledge base;
• Provide education, training and information for local government, non-government organizations and
community members;
• Facilitate community consultation, including community networking, participation and action on
environmental matters to facilitate long-term positive behavioural change;
A complete list of objectives is located in the Appendix.
Manly Art Gallery and Museum
The Manly Art Gallery & Museum opened in 1930 as the first metropolitan-based regional gallery in NSW and has
become a popular destination for the community and thousands of visitors each year.
The Manly Art Gallery & Museum makes an important contribution in environmental education through their
heritage displays and exhibitions that mirror where Manly has come from which is important in establishing
directions for our futures.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
• Manly leading by example and encouraging other community stakeholders to use sustainability
principles to guide their decisions and actions.
• Promoting life-long learning opportunities.
• The Provision of community access to information and recreational/literary resources and the
promotion of literacy and continued Adult Learning via the Manly Library Service.
• Developing collections of materials at Manly Library that are sustainable and cost-effective.
• The Meet Your Street and Neighbourhood Renewal program
• Encouraging community participation in sustainability matters through expanding and enhancing the
Manly Environment Centre
• Manly Youth Council
• Community Precinct Forums and Council Committees participation
• Council’s Scientific Advisory Panel
• Community consultation and participation – consulting in line with Council’s Community
Consultation Protocol (C13)
• Council’s Volunteer Manager and programs
• An Environmental History Museum and Teaching Laboratory to outline Manly’s considerable
environmental history.
• Implementing Council’s Customer Services Charter
• Maintaining the Sustainability Youth Crew
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•
•
•
•

Maintaining the annual Sustainability Youth Forum in cooperation with Warringah Council, with view
to include Pittwater.
The World Youth Expo with Warringah Council.
Maintaining quality technology at Manly Library that will enable the Manly Community to access
information
Implementing the Education for Sustainability Strategy

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• Education becomes the means by which current and future generations are inspired to live more
sustainably and to find innovative solutions for the future.
• Assist business to benefit from and contribute to sustainability.
• To build a resourceful community that draws on the diversity, skills and expertise of its residents.
• Manly Library and its Library staff aim to support communities to fully participate in achieving a sustainable
future.
• The MEC aims to disseminate environmental knowledge to all stratas of our society, contributing to making
citizens and tourists more aware of their rights and duties towards the environment
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Percent of Manly residents who have attended
a Council-sponsored meeting of any kind in the
past year.
Percent of Manly residents who feel that they
have the opportunity to voice their concerns on
major community decisions that may affect
their lives
Number of Businesses with formal
Environmental Management Plans in place.
Number of schools having a formal
Environmental Management Plan in place.
Number of school children involved in MSS
programs
Percent of Manly residents who attend
community events.
Percent of Manly residents volunteering and
total hours volunteered
Percent of Manly residents that are active
members in recognised neighbourhood
organisations
Percent of Manly community who are Manly
Library users
Participation in Council Committees as number
of person hours per year.
Number of yearly visitors to the Manly
Environment Centre

Target
Upward trend

2050 Goals
100%

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

To be set

Upward trend

100%

Upward trend

To be set.

Upward trend.

To be set

Upward trend

All Manly community
have visited or called
the MEC
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Strategies for a sustainable Future:
E1.1 Schools for Sustainability Program
Education becomes the means by which current and future generations are inspired to live more sustainably
and to find innovative solutions for the future.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
E1.1.1
2007
CEP
EfS
Undertake the three year review of the
EfS following adoption of this updated
MSS. Integrate relevant EfS
Strategies.
Management
E1.1.2
CEP
EfS
Guide the Implementation of the
Short
Education for Sustainability Strategy.
term
E1.1.3
CEP
EfS
Education for
Continue to develop the schools
Mediu
Sustainability
garden/nursery program, including
m term
development of a Strategic Plan that
identifies future sites, school interest,
council staff opportunities and links as
well as funding sources.
CEP
EfS
Partnerships
E1.1.4
Ongoi
Facilitation and development of the
ng
Sustainability Youth Crew to
undertake active environmental roles
in the community and report to
committees.

E1.1.5
Research and
Development

E1.1.6

Marketing

E1.1.7

Advocacy

E1.1.8

Evaluation

E1.1.9

E1.1.10

Facilitate the engagement of parents
in sustainability through P&Cs, school
festivals etc.
Host the “Environmental Science,
Beyond the Text Book” after school
lessons for interested students. Hold
for a term and feature various lectures
and fieldtrips on environmental
matters.
Establish an annual award to
recognise significant achievement in
sustainability in schools – either as a
school and or individually.
Linking closely with and supporting
local schools in the Manly LGA.
Who cares about the Manly
environment survey undertaken and
assessed against previous.
Pre and post evaluation surveys
undertaken of school to determine
success of program.
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E1.2 Businesses for Sustainability
Assist business to benefit from and contribute to sustainability.
Action
Strategy
Action
Type
Number

Planning

E1.2.1

Management

E1.2.2

Education for
Sustainability

E1.2.3

E1.2.4

Partnerships

E1.2.5

Research and
Development

E1.2.6

Marketing

E1.2.7

Advocacy

E1.2.8

Evaluation

E1.2.9

Undertake Environmental
Management Planning (EMP)
processes with local businesses to
enable the businesses to become
more environmentally and socially
responsible for positive behavioural
change. This may involve award
programs and initiatives via the annual
Green Business Award program.
Continue to maintain efficient Trade
Waste garbage and recycling service,
to ensure that recycling services area
available to Manly businesses.
Encourage awareness within
industries and develop educational
programs directed at all sectors of the
community with regard to Protection
Of the Environment Operations Act
1997 responsibilities. Facilitate the
development of action plans for any
problem areas.
Liaise with businesses to minimise
their use of chemicals e.g. dry
cleaners, carpet cleaners,
hairdressers.
Work with existing networks to forge
strong partnerships with local
business community & through
chambers of commerce. Seek out new
opportunities for partnership.
Continue to explore the feasibility of
implementing a commercial food
waste avoidance and composting
program
Further develop EMP business tools
on Council’s web site.
Support local business through
change process from beginning
offering assistance through the
transition and offer continuous support
to allow ongoing improvement.
Pre and post evaluation surveys
undertaken of businesses to
determine success of program.
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Time
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y
respo
nsibili
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Related
Policy/
Docum
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Ongoi
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WS

Short
team

CEP

Zero
Waste
Strateg
y
EfS

Short
Term

Annual
ly

Short
term

EfS
MEC

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Short
term

WS

Short
Term
Ongoi
ng

CEP

Ongoi
ng

CEP

Zero
Waste
Strateg
y
EfS

CEP

EfS
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E1.3 Volunteers program
To build a resourceful community that draws on the diversity, skills and expertise of its residents.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primar Related
Type
Number
frame
y
Policy/
respo
Docum
nsibili entatio
ty
n
Planning
E1.3.1
CEP
Develop a coordinated Volunteer
Short
Program, serviced by the Volunteer
Term
Coordinator.
Management
E1.3.2
CEP
Identify and promote pathways for skill Mediu
development in voluntary community
m
activities. Reward skill development
Term
and contribution.
E1.3.3
CEP
Education for
Engage volunteers in a holistic
Ongoi
Sustainability
approach to volunteering with ongoing ng
opportunities, support reflection and
evaluation of programs.
Marketing
E1.3.4
CEP
Through existing channels, new
Short
volunteer working party and extending term
opportunities to Friendship Cities.
Partnerships
E1.3.5
CEP
Promote the benefits of involvement in Ongoi
community activities in partnership
ng
with community organisations.
E1.3.6

Support the Time Banks volunteering
program

Research and
Development

E1.3.7

Advocacy

E1.3.8

Research, identify and develop
incentives to overcome key barriers to
participation.
Lobby State Government for
insurance protection of volunteers
which includes consideration of
protection that does not inhibit their
ability to undertake their work.

Evaluation

E1.3.9

Assessed through surveys, reflection
and anecdotal evidence.

Short
term
Short
term

MEC

Short
term

Enviro
nment
Commi
ttee

Ongoi
ng

CEP

CEP

E1.4 Libraries Building Sustainable Communities
Manly Library and its Library staff aim to support communities to fully participate in achieving a sustainable future.
Action
Strategy
Action
Time
Primary
Related
Type
Number
frame
responsibility Policy/Documentation
Information
Planning
E1.4.1
Short
Online Information Literacy
Library Mgt Plan
services Librarian
Term
programs to ensure
community has equitable
access to Information &
Services
Youth Services
E1.4.2
Short term Librarian
The incorporation of
sustainability themes into
Marketing &
programed activities for junior
promotions
Short
term
and
youth
library
users.
E1.4.3
Librarian &
Information
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E1.4.4

services Librarian

Instigate Sustainability Week
program; presenter, displays
etc

Library
Management

Short
term.

Education for
Sustainability

E1.4.5

Partnerships

E1.4.6

Research and
Development

E1.4.7

Marketing

E1.4.8

Evaluation

E1.4.9

Continued development of
collection to incorporate
information on sustainable
communities
Host an ongoing
environmental lecture series
as part of the Libraries
Sustainability week program.
Provision of community
access to related
sustainability literature via the
information service.
Continuation of key
partnerships with the State
Library of New South Wales
in the provision of the
DI@YLL & LIAC services.
Council’s Natural Resources
team, Shorelink Library
network & Australian Library
network.
Assist Council staff &
community organisations in
the development & provision
of sustainable projects by
providing access to
sustainability related
information.
Promote collections, services
and programs to the
community including the
MEC’s.
Measurements of use of
resources and programs as
per State Library of NSW
Annual Library Return.
Surveys of use e.g. as per
Public Libraries Evaluation
Group, MPLA.

Short
term

CEP

EfS

Short
term

Library

Library Mgt Plan

Ongoing

Library

Library Mgt Plan

Ongoing

Library

Library Mgt Plan

Short
term

Library

Library Mgt Plan

E1.5 Manly Environment Centre
The MEC aims to disseminate environmental knowledge to all stratas of our society, contributing to making citizens
and tourists more aware of their rights and duties towards the environment.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action
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Planning

E1.5.1

Management

E1.5.2

E1.5.3

Education for
sustainability

E1.5.4

Research and
Development

E1.5.5

Marketing

Continue to work in partnership with
Council staff to identify client needs
regarding service provision of the
MEC, including information
gathering and requests, student
research proposals, volunteer
recruitment, events required and
synergies with other programs.
Prepare six months in advance.
Complete the cataloguing of the
resource library to ensure that all
resource materials can be easily
located and identified, including
access through the internet based
Shorelink system.

Twice
yearly

MEC/Commun
ity

2007

MEC

Document oral histories of the
environment to ensure significant
knowledge is recorded for the future.
Contingent upon grant funding like the
Sharing Australia’s Stories program.
Continue to provide a forum for the
free exchange of ideas and
information, so that all stakeholders
can receive the education needed
to undertake informed discussion
and action on an issue.
Continue to provide internships and
other opportunities for students, to
research local issues and exchange
information with appropriate teams
within Council, so that MEC plans and
actions reflect the Council’s needs and
the community’s needs.

2007

MEC

Ongoing

MEC

Ongoing

MEC

E1.5.6

Allow students to advocate for
research results to be adopted by
Council.

2007

MEC

E1.5.7

Research issues, validate statements
and provide reference sources on a
variety of issues.

2007

MEC

E1.5.8

Provide a regular information
dissemination service to assist
Council’s technical staff with their
responsibilities. Consider developing a
regular email service which lists
important information and findings for
appropriate Council staff. Ensure that
all information is integrated through
Council’s State of Environment
Reporting.
Promote the MEC through
programmed activities and events
such as Ocean Care Day.

2007

MEC

Ongoing

MEC

E1.5.9
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Advocacy

E1.5.10

Develop a marketing and sponsorship
strategy.

2007

MEC

E1.5.11

Promote the MEC to external
organizations.
Continue to gather information and
advocate for the environment through
MEC activities, including major events
and maintaining currency of resources.

Ongoing

MEC

Ongoing

MEC

Provide information to enable the
Manly Community Environment
Committee to make recommendations
for advocacy on issues of concern to
Council.
Develop an Evaluation Strategy to
review the MEC’s programs, events
and information dissemination success
and identify possible improvements to
operations.

Ongoing

MEC

2008

MEC

E1.5.12

E1.5.13

Evaluation

E1.5.14

Your Personal Action
As described in the Community Report, the community can take local action for sustainability by hosting a “Meet
Your Street” event, becoming a Council volunteer or dropping into Council’s Manly Environment Centre to learn
more!
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E2. Expand and enable cooperative networks to work towards a
common, sustainable future.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
E2.1 Partnerships for Action
E2.2 Sustainability in the Region - SHOROC
What is this theme about globally?
Strengthening existing networks and establishing new cooperative networks within cities facilitates the transfer of
knowledge and supports continual environmental and social improvement. The people of cities are the key drivers
for transforming cities towards sustainability. This can be achieved effectively if the people living in cities are well
informed, can easily access knowledge and share learning. Furthermore, the energy and talent of people can be
enhanced by people working with one another through such networks.
There is also value in cities sharing their learning with other cities, pooling resources to develop sustainability tools,
and supporting and mentoring one another through inter-city and regional networks. These networks can serve as
vehicles for information exchange and encouraging collective effort.
In a local sense, this means…
The key to many of Manly’s successes in sustainability initiatives is partnerships. Manly has been able to achieve
many substantial outcomes across the triple bottom line of social, natural and economic environments.
Partnerships include with the community, precincts, community groups and associations, state agencies,
universities and academia, the commercial sector and inter-Council.
Over 25 years, Council’s Sister Cities Committee has promoted Manly to the world, allowing an exchange of
information to assist with our endeavours. Sister city relationships have also afforded Manly Council and ultimately
the Manly community the chance to be exposed to diverse cultural, sporting, arts and music activities and student
exchanges.
The youth of our local area has particularly benefited for the past 16 years from the annual reciprocal student
exchange program we share with Odawara in Japan. There can be no worth put on the benefits afforded to young
people when we expand their horizons to another culture, language and overseas travel. Social skills, self esteem,
enhancement of language skills, potential of life long friendships, career opportunities, fostering understanding
between different cultures – the list is endless and the worth immeasurable.
In 2005 Manly Council established a Friendship City Relationship with Gunnedah Shire Council. In this new
relationship we hope to initiate pilot projects of exchange in the fields of music, sport, the arts, sharing of resources
and posible staff exchange and assistance with environmental issues. We also hope to boost rural tourism
opportunities by promoting it to some of our international groups.
Council has also hosted visits of numerous Council representatives internationally including China, Korea, New
Zealand, as well as nationally, sharing and exchanging information on many Council issues.
Manly Council’s current sister city arrangements are:
• Taito Ku – Sister City in Japan
• Odawara – Friendship City in Japan
• Jing’an – Sister City in China (Shanghai)
• Bath – United Kingdom (historical connection/’twinning city’ relationship)
• Gunnedah – Friendship City in Australia (Nth West of Sydney, Upper Namoi Valley NSW)
• Haeundae Gu, Pusan – Sister City in Korea
• Selma – USA
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Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to working in partnership with the following organisations and for the
ongoing programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sydney Coastal Councils Group
International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI)
North Sydney Aboriginal Social Plan
North Sydney Regional Planners
Waste Educators Network
Manly Community Centre
Sister Cities
Food Co-operative as a community organisation
Sydney Water Partnership
Manly Community Time Bank
Town Centre Manager project with the Manly Chamber of Commerce

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• Enhanced cooperation between Manly Council, other sectors of the community and agencies and
businesses extending beyond the Manly LGA
• SHOROC leads the sustainability initiative and provides an opportunity for the partner Councils to work
together regionally to progress the sustainability goal.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Number of Council/business agreements and
partnerships in place.
SHOROC strategies being implemented
focused towards sustainability.

Target
Upward trend

2050 Goals
To be set.

To be set

To be set

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
E2.1 Partnerships for Action
Enhanced cooperation between Manly Council, other sectors of the community and agencies extending beyond the
Manly LGA to progress sustainability in partnership.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

E2.1.1

Develop a virtual precinct website to
assist the time poor

Short
Term

Partnerships

E2.1.2

Review the Sydney Water and Manly
Council Partnership with view to
updating and strengthening the goals
and objectives of the Memorandum of
Understanding, and lifting the

2007
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significance of other partners
(currently secondary signatures).
E2.1.3

Marketing

E2.1.4

Continue the Sister Cities program,
and hosting of Council tours for
information exchange on various
issues of sustainability.
Council work in partnership with the
Food Cooperative and Manly Time
Bank to progress joint media
campaigns where possible for
sustainability initiatives, recognising
Council’s restrictions under the Local
Government Tendering Regulations

Ongoi
ng

GMU

Short
Term

MEC

E2.2 Sustainability in the Region - SHOROC
SHOROC leads the sustainability initiative and provides an opportunity for the partner Councils to work together
regionally to progress the sustainability goal.
Strategy
Type

Action
Number

Action

Time
frame

Planning

E2.2.1

Advocate a Regional SHOROC
Sustainability Strategy be prepared
and adopted to have common goals
for a sustainable future. (see link to
action: x)

Short
term

E2.2.2

Management

E2.2.3

Education for
Sustainability

E2.2.4

E2.2.5

Partnerships

E2.2.6

Research and
Development

E2.2.7

Primar
y
respo
nsibili
ty
NR

Related
Policy/
Docum
entatio
n
MSS

Short
term

US

LAQGA
P

Active regional planning for
infrastructure across the SHOROC
area (see link with action x).
Take a regional approach to education
for sustainability initiatives through
partnering with campaigns.

Short
term

US

Short
term

CEP

Expand the World Environment Day
and Sustainability Youth Forum
programs via partnerships between
Northern Beaches Councils.
Seek to have a regional approach
through SHOROC to the Local
Employment Plan (see link with action
x).
Through SHOROC investigate the
viability of a regional waste facility that
recovers, repairs, resells resources,
generates energy through previous tip
materials and sustainably manages
organic by-products, possibly
supported by the State Government’s

Short
Term

CEP

Short
term

PS

Short
Term

WS

Continue integrated transport planning
across SHOROC.
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Advocacy

E2.2.8

Evaluation

E2.2.9

Energy Savings Fund grant (see link
with action x).
Lobby for a regional approach to
combating air pollution through
SHOROC (See link with action x)
including lobbying DEC for a mobile
local air quality monitoring program to
concentrate on appropriate areas.
(See link with action x).
Work with SHOROC Councils to
undertake a Regional Quality of Life
report, similar to that of the eight
largest New Zealand Council’s report.
The report will be applied as a tool to:
• Quantify and monitor changing
social, economic and
environmental conditions
• Emphasise an outcomes-based
approach
• Develop holistic responses to
emerging issues
• Promote collaboration in
monitoring and improving LGA
outcomes.
This will lead towards the Regional
SoE by providing consistent
indicators.
(see link with action x)
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F. A Well Governed Manly
F1. Enable continual improvement, based on accountability,
transparency and good governance.
Manly’s Programs for Sustainability:
F1.1 Embracing Sustainability in Government - Leading by Example
F1.2 Research and Development for Sustainability Program
F1.3 Assessing, Measuring and Reporting on Sustainability
What is this theme about globally?
Good urban governance requires robust processes directed towards achieving the transformation of cities to
sustainability through continual improvement. While in some areas gains will be incremental, there are also
opportunities to make substantial improvements through innovative strategies, programs and technologies.
To manage the continual improvement cycle, it is necessary to use relevant indicators, set targets based on
benchmarks and monitor progress against milestones to achieving these targets.
This facilitates progress and accountability and ensures effective implementation. Transparency and openness to
scrutiny are part of good governance.
In a local sense, this means…
Achieving sustainability is a long term agenda that requires rethinking the way we live, use resources, govern and
undertake business. Clear leadership from local government is a key driver towards our long term goals, that takes
account of transparency including making Council processes and performance open, accountable, transparent and
available to the community, as well as ensuring continual improvement in our practices and operations.
To assess how we are progressing on the sustainability agenda, it is essential to have a framework in place that
allows regular reporting on progress against key indicators, and the provision of data that is publicly available and
easily accessible. Information is critical to sustainability but it must be integrated, transparent and accessible to the
community.
The concept of sustainability facilitates innovation as it requires new synergies to be identified as well as ‘systems
thinking’ to produce simultaneous outcomes for the economy, community and environment. Sustainability requires
innovation. Leadership is required to ensure research and development assists the sustainability agenda.
Each Branch of Council has different responsibilities for implementing aspects of the triple bottom line of
sustainability – environmental, social and economic. The challenge is to support the integrated thinking across
Branches that sustainability demands. Branches need to work together to progress all three elements concurrently.
Council will continue to...
Council, working with the community, commits to the following policies and ongoing programs:
•
The concept of Sustainability, which guides Council policy – Manly is committed to meeting its existing
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The long term impacts
of policy choices will be considered to ensure a sustainable legacy.
•
Council’s Ethical Charter– Manly is committed to decisions which minimise negative environmental and
social impacts.
•
Maintaining the “Sustainability Preferred” 10% price increase allowance option for purchases which
allows for consideration of an ethical purchase which may be more costly.
Manly's Sustainability Strategy: For Today and Future Generations.
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•
•
•
•

Sustainability Assessment to improve decision-making for projects, plans, policies and programs against
relevant sustainability principles and government and community goals.
Maintaining a Scientific Advisory Panel of professionals in relevant fields to assist with the implementation
of actions and to provide technical advice where necessary.
Holding Cram your Cranium Council staff professional development sustainability seminar and workshop
series.
Staff mentoring program to provide staff with support and guidance.

What we want to achieve (vision, goals):
• Ensure that the way we govern is driving the transition to a sustainable future.
• To assess, measure and report on sustainability, which seeks to promote sustainability and assesses the
contribution to sustainability of particular policies and developments.
• That Manly Council is seen as an innovative Council in its approaches to sustainability.
How we will know that we are on track:
Indicator
Sustainability Operational Review identifies an
improvement in Council operations since 2001.
Sustainability Action Plans developed for all
areas of Council
That Manly Council and community are
recognised for their sustainability achievements
by outside bodies.

Target
Improvement since
2001
2010
Upward trend.

2050 Goals
100% sustainable
operations
All Plans implemented
100%
Manly Council and
community are
recognised as the
leading sustainable
community in
Australia.

Strategies for a sustainable Future:
F1.1 Embracing Sustainability in Government - Leading by Example
Ensure that the way Council governs is driving the transition to a sustainable future.
Strategy
Action Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Numb
frame
respon
Policy/
er
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
Ongoing PS
Planning
F1.1.1 Adopt the MSS as the umbrella
Mgt
Plan
strategy for all of Council’s business.
F1.1.2

Develop Sustainability Codes of
Practice and/or Sustainability
Management/Action Plans for
Council areas to ensure sustainability
and behavioural change.
• Planning, reporting and decision
making are conducted in
accordance with sustainability
principles – develop a set of
performance standards and or
operational solutions.
• Division and Branch operations
support sustainability in all areas
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•

F1.1.3

Management

F1.1.4

F1.1.5

F1.1.6

Investigate the opportunity to
overhaul Council’s Management Plan
and budgets to clearly address a
sustainability framework. (see link
with A1.2)
Branches are required to develop a
Sustainability Management/Action
Plans to indicate how they will
comply with Council’s Manly
Sustainability Strategy and Ethical
Charter. Community and
Environmental Partnerships Branch
will assist the areas of Council to
develop these to operations. Advising
branches on how to operate
sustainability in their own activities
through the Sustainability Code of
Practice.
Through the above, develop waste
avoidance schemes which will enable
Council to effectively lead by
example in the areas of office,
facilities, functions and Council
operations.
Council review its Policy Register to
ensure that all policies support (and
not contradict) principles of
sustainability.

F1.1.7

Child care IN Council.

F1.1.8

Council consider providing a ‘child
friendly’ office space so staff with sick
children are able to attend work,
rather than take carers leave if this
assists and they can still be
productive. Department of Victorian
Communities has this arrangement.

F1.1.9

Education for

Employees are encouraged and
empowered to support
sustainability – training,
awareness raising and
continuous professional
development in sustainability
issues for all staff.

F1.1.1

Further operationalise Council’s
Ethical Charter by integrating its
provisions throughout the remaining
Council polices and operating
procedures.
With the Sustainability Code of
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Term
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Term
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Sustainability

0

Research and
Development

F1.1.1
1

Evaluation

F1.1.1
2

F1.1.1
3

F1.1.1
4

Practice and/or Sustainability
Management/Action Plans, support
with education and training so that
sustainability is embedded in Council
staff culture and is core business.
Encourage staff to continually seek
the latest best practice management
techniques for adoption through the
Sustainability Management/Action
Plans.
Undertake a Council sustainability
review internally every four years as
a benchmark of sustainability
progress, looking at staff practices,
training, environmental audits, crosssectoral integration which reviews
and expands on the Sustainability
Operational Review undertaken in
2002.

nce
2007

Undertake an annual evaluation of
Council areas and their Sustainability
Action Plan - to assess how each
area of Council is progressing with
implementation

Followin
g Action
Plan
develop
ment

Continue implementing triple bottom
line reporting and assessing
initiatives and review and improve.
Monitoring the Global Reporting
Initiative.

Short
Term

Medium
term

CEP

EfS

2008

CEP

SoE

SoE
CEP

NR

SoE

F1.2 Research and Development for Sustainability
That Manly Council is seen as an innovative Council in its approaches to sustainability.
Strategy
Action Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Numb
frame
respon
Policy/
er
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
Planning
F1.2.1 Council staff seek out R&D projects
Ongoing NR
for sustainability for trial application
where feasible.
F1.2.2 Continue the staff professional
Ongoing PS
Education for
Sustainability
Development series “Cram Your
Cranium” to include latest
technologies, research etc.
Partnerships
F1.2.3 Continue to work with Universities to
Ongoing NR
research various issues of concern
regarding sustainability in the Manly
LGA, including formal placements
hosted by Council offered to
doctorate, masters and honours
students.
F1.2.4

Use Student Studies and hold
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Research and
Development

F1.2.5

F1.2.6

Advocacy

F1.2.7

Evaluation

F1.2.8

competitions for best practice action.
Manly Environment Centre continue
to support student research on
various environmental topics, and
that this research is integrated into
Council’s planning and operations.
Corporate Library will continue to
support staff to provide innovative
best practive services via the
provision of a proactive information
service and the continuing
development of the Corporate
Collection.
Continue to support bids for
Commonwealth funding for
cooperative research centres and
other research funding programs
related to sustainability.
Monitor and evaluate Council
projects for effectiveness to ensure
continuous improvement.

Term
Short
Term

MEC

Ongoing

Corpora
te
Libraria
n

Ongoing

Council

Ongoing

All

SoE

F1.3 Assessing, Measuring and Reporting on Sustainability
To assess, measure and report on sustainability, which seeks to promote sustainability and assesses the
contribution to sustainability of particular policies and developments.
Strategy
Action Action
Time
Primary Related
Type
Numb
frame
respon
Policy/
er
sibility
Docum
entatio
n
NR
Planning
F1.3.1 Modify for Manly the Melbourne
Ethical
Short
Charter
term
Principles assessment checklist
(Appendix One) with other key TBL
assessment tools (including those
already developed by Council) to
determine each MSS’s program’s
impact on sustainability. Introduce
this into Council’s planning and
reporting systems so that
sustainability assessment forms the
basis of all significant decisions and
is embedded into all levels of
Council’s activity.
F1.3.2

F1.3.3

Refine and establish a more
comprehensive Triple Bottom Line
Assessing and Reporting tool,
integrating this Strategy with
Council’s Management Plan and
Annual Report/SoE.
Re-orientate State of Environment
Reporting to State of Sustainability
Reporting, whilst continuing to meet
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Management

F1.3.4

F1.3.5

Education for
Sustainability

F1.3.6

F1.3.7
Partnerships

F1.3.8

Research and
Development

F1.3.9

Marketing

F1.3.1
0
F1.3.1
1

Advocacy

F1.3.1
2

Evaluation

F1.3.1
3

Dept of Local Government
requirements.
Monitor the development of the G3
Global Reporting Initiative and
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
Review the indicators used in this
MSS, along with past State of
Environment Reports and adopt the
latest G3 recommendations where
feasible, here and in Council’s annual
reporting.
Undertake the "Who cares about
Manly's Environment" Environmental
Awareness Survey every four years
following the review and adoption of
the updated MSS.
Determine from survey results, the
necessary review of the Education
for Sustainability Strategy.
SHOROC Councils Regional Quality
of Life report and Regional SoE (see
x link)
Monitor the environmental
accounting debate and assess
feasibility with view of action; and the
requirements of Dept. Local
Government regarding Annual
Reporting (eco-investment schedule
and social account).
Work with the Manly Daily to publish
progress towards sustainability.
Lobby the Dept of Local Government
to re-orientate State of Environment
Reporting to State of Sustainability
Reporting.
Lobby the Dept of Local Government
to review the indicators for the
Comparative Data for Local
Governments to adopt a
sustainability framework.
Scientific Advisory Panel holds an
annual sustainability round table to
review Council’s overall performance.
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APPENDICES
Appendix One: United Nations Melbourne Principles Assessment
Matrix
Note – to be revised for Manly. (Source: ICLEI, 2005)
Yes

No

If no, why?

If yes, how is it
further related to
operation plans?

Principle 1:
Provide a long-term vision for cities based on sustainability;
intergenerational, social, economic and political equity; and their individuality.
Does it have/align with a long-term vision?
Does it define long term?
Does It have a definition of sustainability?
Are there means to review vision?
Are there means to monitor how the plan
progresses to the vision?
Principle 2:
Achieve long-term economic and social security.
Does it consider social, economic and
environmental impacts in a transparent way?
Are the benefits of the plan share with the
community in a just and equitable manner?
Are the negative effects of the plan shared with
the community shared in a just and equitable
manner?
Are the economic, social and environmental
strategies consistent with your long-term vision?
Principle 3:
Recognise the intrinsic value of biodiversity and natural ecosystems, and
protect and restore them.
Does it protect the intrinsic value of
ecosystems?
Are there means to monitor/measure the effect
of the plan on biodiversity?
Principle 4:
Enable communities to minimise their ecological footprint.
Does this transparently account for your impacts
outside your boundaries?
Are there means to communicate the impact of
your actions to the community?
Are there means to monitor/measure (eg. with
indicators) the impact of your actions with the
community?
Will the plan proceed in the absence of scientific
evidence about the extent of your impacts?
Principle 5:
Build on the characteristics of ecosystems in the development and nurturing
of healthy and sustainable cities.
Are there elements of the project that have been
modelled on ecological principles?
Will the benefits of building upon the
characteristics of ecosystem be communicated
to the community?
Principle 6:
Recognise and build on the distinctive characteristics of cities, including
their human and cultural values, history and natural systems.
Does the plan consider/build upon cultural
values, history and natural systems?
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Is the cultural/historical profile of your
community embodied in the plan?
Is the plan compatible with the community’s
cultural/historical profile?
Principle 7:
Empower people and foster participation.
Has the plan undergone community
consultation?
Has community engagement been broad, and
included typically marginalised voices?
Has the community’s participation influenced
the strategy?
Are the means to continue community input
throughout monitoring and evaluation of the
plan?
Principle 8:
Expand and enable cooperative networks to work towards a common
sustainable future.
Have cooperative networks been established,
facilitated, supported and/or consulted
throughout the plan’s development? Will these
networks be consulted throughout the
monitoring and evaluation?
Are networks celebrated and publicised within
and outside your boundaries?
Have these networks enabled/facilitated
collective action in the community?
Is the knowledge/learning of the networks
widely shared?
Principle 9:
Promote sustainable production and consumption, through appropriate use
of environmentally sound technologies and effective demand management.
Does the plan/strategy promote sustainable
consumption?
Have environmentally sound technologies been
employed in the design and implementation of
the strategy/plan?
Does it consider production/consumption costs
along the supply chain?
Are there means to support other business
engaging in sustainable
production/consumption?
Principle 10:
Enable continual improvement, based on accountability, transparency and
good governance.
Has decision making the plan/strategy been
undertaken in a transparent way?
Does the plan contain indicators and targets to
monitor continuous improvement?
Is good governance celebrated through the
plan?
Does the plan contain reporting mechanisms
that are based on accountable information?
Is continuous improvement evident by
incremental change or innovative strategies,
programs or technologies?
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Appendix Two:
Acronyms used in this document
ABS - Australian Bureau of Statistics
CAMP – Companion Animals Management Plan
CDL – Container Deposit Legislation
CLDP – Cultural and Linguistic Diversity Plan
CMP - Coastline Management Plan
CRC – Cooperative Research Centre
CTB– Cabbage Tree Bay
DA - Development Application
DCP - Development Control Plan
DNR – Dept Natural Resources
EfS – Education for Sustainability
EMP – Estuary Management Plan/Environmental
Management Plan
EPR – Extended Producer Responsibility
ESD – Ecologically Sustainable Development.
ICLEI – International Council of Local Environmental
Initiatives

ICMS – Integrated Catchment Management Strategy
LEP - Local Environment Plan
LGA - Local Government Area
MEC – Manly Environment Centre
MSS – Manly Sustainability Strategy
MSSMG – Manly Sustainability Strategy
Management Group
POEO Act - Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997
SAP – Scientific Advisory Panel
SHOROC - Regional Organisation Of Councils
incorporating Manly, Mosman, Pittwater and
Warringah Councils
SoE – State of Environment Report
STP - Sewerage Treatment Plant
TCM - Total Catchment Management
UWS - University of Western Sydney

Responsibilities:
AHU – Aboriginal Heritage Unit
CEP – Community and Environmental Partnerships
Branch
CivS – Civic Services
CS – Corporate Services
CPS – Corporate Planning and Strategy Division
DTG – Design and Technical Group
EHO – Environmental Health Officers
GIS – GIS team
GMU – General Manager’s Unit

HSF – Human Services and Facilities Division
LIB - Library
MEC – Manly Environment Centre
NR – Natural Resources Branch
PS – Planning and Strategy Branch
RS – Ranger Services
RSO – Road Safety Officer
US – Urban Services Branch
WS – Waste Services
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Appendix Three: MEC Statement of Intent
As adopted by Council October, 2005
This document was developed to provide a clear understanding of the role of the MEC and a consistent approach
to its future management.
Since 1991 the Manly Environment Centre (MEC) has played a key role in protecting and advocating for the
environment in the Manly area and beyond. Being positioned as an important interface between Council and the
community, the MEC is a relatively unique venture. Through its work as a resource centre, an advocate and
research centre, and an environmental educator, the MEC enables and encourages broad community involvement
and goodwill in protecting the environment that makes Manly a special place for both residents and visitors.
Manly Environment Centre Mission:
The quality of life on our planet in this century will be directly proportional to the understanding we have – or lack of our relationship with the environment today. The Manly Environment Centre aims to disseminate environmental
knowledge to all stratas of our society, contributing to making citizens and tourists more aware of their rights and
duties towards the environment.
Manly Environment Centre Vision:
To ensure the future health of residents by seeking to eliminate land, air, water, noise and visual pollution and by
restoring and protecting the natural environment.
Manly Environment Centre Objectives:
• Recognise, appreciate and enhance the natural environment of Manly;
• Provide leadership and environmental expertise to all stakeholders;
• Continue to maintain and promote a visible and readily accessible environmental presence;
• Maintain environmental advocacy role even when this may vary from Council's position on certain issues;
• Provide factual and unbiased information to Councillors when required;
• To continue to collect, hold and maintain a diverse environmental library and knowledge base relevant to
the Centre’s Mission and Function;
• Maintain professional working relationships with Council, sponsors and colleagues in order to:
o Ensure that Ecological Sustainability (ES) and Total Catchment Management (TCM) principles are
recognised and valued in all areas under Council control;
o Model best environmental practices, the principles of ES and TCM through the ongoing daily
operations of the centre and Manly Council;
o Via Staff and/or the Manly Community Environment Committee, assist and continue to create
opportunities for Council to maximize the expertise and specialist services offered by the centre on
a day to day basis;
o Via Staff and/or the Manly Community Environment Committee, comment on significant
development applications of environmental significance;
o Via Staff and/or the Manly Community Environment Committee, comment on Council business
management plans, etc;
o Research issues, validate statements and provide reference sources on a variety of issues;
o Provide education, training and information for local government, non-government organizations
and community members;
o Increase community awareness of relevant issues;
o Facilitate community consultation, including community networking, participation and action on
environmental matters;
o Organise and implement local environmental events; design innovative programs, projects and
events to facilitate long-term positive behavioural change;
o Seek and secure funding for identified operational costs and projects through appropriate
submissions;
o Seek sponsorship consistent with Council's Ethical Policy;
o Harness human resources and goodwill to implement special projects;
• Encourage volunteer involvement in conservation works;
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•
•
•
•
•

Maintain a position as a centre of excellence promoting educational facilities on environmental issues, for
the benefit of future generations;
Forge and strengthen links between local, national and global organisations;
Promote the concept of the Centre and its projects to outside organisations;
Via Staff and/or the Manly Community Environment Committee, comment on significant environmental
matters.
Maintain Council and Community awareness of environmental issues in Manly through close working
relations with the Manly Community Environment Committee, which will continue to liaise with and provide
ongoing support for the MEC.
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